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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation I argue for using John Dewey’s scholarship in ethics, progressive 

education, and public discourse as a framework for teaching rhetoric for civic 

engagement. By “civic engagement” I mean working to discover, address, or confront 

issues of public importance through discourse. In the first part I establish Dewey as a 

point of reference for progressive revisions of curriculum in rhetoric at the undergraduate 

level. Using data gathered from a sample of undergraduate institutions, I argue for an 

increase in courses that reflect classical interests in performance of argument and critical 

analysis of text as essential skills for civic engagement. In the second part I describe what 

such revisions may look like as we consider teaching argument as a back and forth 

process, deliberation as a key component of rhetorical literacy, and critical analysis of 

literature as an aid to civic imagination. This dissertation contributes to the continuing 

interest in the way rhetorical education can help students develop transferable skills, 

attitudes, and interests that will make them effective and ethical agents in their 

professional and civic lives.   
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INTRODUCTION

“We have physicians, mathematicians, chemists, astronomers, poets, musicians, painters, 

but we no longer have citizens.”

–Jean-Jacques Rousseau

In January of 1967 David Ben-Gurion, then serving for a second time as Israel’s 

Prime Minister, announced his support for a desert university in the Negev, the desert that 

makes up nearly sixty percent of Israel’s land. The sole purpose of this university was to 

refine the applied sciences and technology necessary to exploit the resources of the arid 

land south of Jerusalem. This announcement intrigued Frankfurt School philosopher 

Jurgen Habermas who thought it strange that someone would launch a university with the 

central goal of improving industrial production in a strip of nearly inhospitable desert. In 

a lecture at the Free University of Berlin, Habermas argued that university education 

must serve three functions beyond meeting the needs of industry and economy, and that 

these three functions had deep political implications for democratic life. 

The first of these functions for Habermas was to equip students with a certain 

level of what he called “extrafunctional” ability, by which he meant something like 

character (2). A university must not train technical professionals without attending to the 

unspoken, but popularly esteemed, qualities of character that are valued in public and 

professional life. Second, a university education should transmit and interpret the cultural 

traditions of the society in which it is embedded. These traditions need not, indeed they 

must not, be transmitted uncritically; Habermas speculates that the future of Germany 

would have been much different had there been radical authors teaching in the humanities 
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after World War I who were given the freedom to criticize the culture of fascism. Finally, 

a university must work to form “the political consciousness of its students” (3). Without 

this training in political consciousness, higher education reproduces the homogeneity, 

continuity, and hegemonic bureaucracy of the professional social stratum. Without this 

training, dynamic change in public life would not be possible.  

The plan for an industrial University of the Negev, built solely on the virtues and 

goals of the applied sciences, was not unique and shouldn’t have really surprised anyone. 

Habermas explained that German universities in the twentieth century had adopted what 

appeared to be a lamentable apolitical mentality about research and technical training. 

Though university programs lacked explicit plans to develop political consciousness in 

their students, their apolitical education had “significant political consequences”: 

It could pay for its unreflected relation to practice by stabilizing implicit 

professional standards, cultural traditions, and forms of political consciousness, 

whose power expands in an uncontrolled manner precisely when they are not 

chosen but result instead from the ongoing character of existing institutions. (4)

By keeping political engagement out of education, German universities kept the stability, 

inflexibility, and “crisis-proof foundation” of society intact so that the “transformation of 

internal structures” of public life would be impossible (5). If we are to live in a society 

where the institutions that govern us are flexible and responsive to our interests, then 

critical inquiry, self-reflection, and unconstrained political argument must be central to 

the curriculum of higher education. 
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In 1987 the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching published the 

findings of an extensive study of twenty-nine institutions of higher education in the 

United States. In this work, College: The Undergraduate Experience in America, Ernest 

Boyer noted that for the most part universities valued competence in a specialized field, 

while questions of moral and civic value were “pushed to the fringes of our institutional 

life” (in Colby et al 6). The study noted that those administrators and teachers who 

wanted to move students from “competence to commitment,” which was the title of 

Boyer’s chapter on the subject, would be challenged by traditions of disciplinary 

fragmentation, vocational training, separation of academic and social life, ivory tower 

centripetal forces, and diffused educational goals. Regardless of the challenges, Boyer’s 

study showed how necessary it is for higher education to reorient itself to a public in 

desperate need of individuals with a political consciousness and the will to work for 

change.  For Habermas, and for many others, that reorientation begins when knowledge is 

united with “critical discussion of practical questions” about the conditions of our living 

together (11).

This dissertation is a study of the role the teaching of rhetoric can play in this 

reorientation. Rhetoric as a course of study has been part of U.S. higher education since 

colonial times when students at Harvard and Yale studied Ramistic logic, eloquence, and 

the “plain & profitable way” of Protestant homiletics (Miller 331). In different curricular 

manifestations, the teaching of rhetoric for civic engagement was a central part of college 

education until the last half of the nineteenth century when cultural forces made 

specialization in a specific field of study the primary purpose of education (see Clark & 
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Halloran). It is not my goal to provide a detailed history of education in rhetoric for civic 

engagement; that story has been chronicled quite well by historians of rhetoric interested 

in the development of college English, which is often considered the single most 

important factor in the wane of rhetorical studies. My object here is to explore the ways 

in which the teaching of rhetoric can give students qualities, skills, and literacies that will 

empower them to act as poetic and critically-sophisticated citizens in different venues of 

public life. It is my feeling that there is no greater end-goal in higher education or 

rhetorical studies. 

Michael Schudson wisely warns scholars like me not to raise any false alarms 

about civic malaise when discussing such matters. With the best of intentions, we often 

lead off our scholarship with a dismal report on the state of civic participation, citing 

well-supported and widely-cited studies that show that Americans aren’t participating 

like they used to. In his excellent historical survey The Good Citizen, Schudson refers to 

the escalation of alarming evidence—shrinking voter turnout, dirty political campaigns, 

decline of conversations and sites for civic discourse, dwindling newspaper readership, 

distrust of government, all-powerful interest groups, to name a few—then points out, 

wryly, that intellectuals have raised the alarm over such issues since 1750 (295). Perhaps 

we turn to the alarmist rhetoric of civic malaise because of our intellectual commitments 

to democracy as an ideal, sometimes close enough to reach out to but ever out of reach. 

On the other hand, such alarmist rhetoric is often the hallmark of social progress because 

it alerts us to how far we’ve strayed from what could be considered collective ideals. We 

should, indeed, be concerned about voter turnout, and perhaps we should even be alarmed 
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when compelling social scientific evidence reveals that Americans are ignorant of 

important political issues, uninterested in forming social bonds that lead to social change, 

and deeply entrenched in a culture of individualism and consumerism at the expense of 

public life (see Bellah et al; Ricci). 

But how does one “participate” in civic life in the first place, and what is 

required? What, according to the alarmist rhetoric, has been lost? In the American 

tradition, good citizenship has been defined in several ways in terms of what a good 

citizen is, does, or knows. Recent political theory has focused on the tensions between 

classical republicanism and liberalism as civic ideologies in counterpoise that influenced 

the founding of the country. In classical republicanism, inherited from the Romans, 

human beings were naturally political animals whose “greatest moral fulfillment,” 

according to Gordon Wood, could be found only “by participating in a self-governing 

republic” (104). In the classical republican mindset, the highest virtues were civic or 

public virtues; private life, individual interests, and personal wants were of secondary 

interest to engaging valiantly (for glory and honor, of course) in preserving human liberty 

through collective civic engagement. On the other hand, the liberal strain held out that 

individual self-interest in pursuing natural rights of life, liberty, and property was the 

highest virtue. Joyce Appleby has shown how these two perspectives have competed in 

our historical imagination over the years as democracy’s scope opened beyond white 

male land-owners to include all men, then racial minorities, then women in the twentieth 

century. 
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For this dissertation I find it helpful to rely on Richard Sinopoli’s synthesis of 

these often competing strands of good citizenship: “Civic virtue can be defined formally 

as a disposition among citizens to engage in activities that support and maintain a just 

political order” (Sinopoli 13). That just political order must reflect the founding 

principles articulated in the Declaration of Independence as well as the diverse collection 

of cultural topoi that continue to give salient meanings to public life as our understanding 

of justice and equity expands. From Sinopoli’s definition we get a list of activities that 

could be described as civic engagement: public speaking, voting, organizing and 

mobilizing, writing letters or pamphlets, gathering together socially and purposefully, 

raising awareness, purchasing, watching or reading the news, blogging, making posters, 

demonstrating, or even merely talking about political issues in all kinds of settings. Such 

activities require what could be called a literacy, or an ability to perform certain symbolic 

tasks in order not only to preserve the just political order but to revise and transform it 

when necessary. In other words, whether we adopt a classical republican or a liberal or a 

synthetic political philosophy of citizenship, the act of participating in civic engagement 

requires of us more than passive consumerism. 

Of course there are different perspectives of what counts as civic competence or 

civic literacy in contemporary democratic life. In Building Civic Literacy and Citizen 

Power, James Chesney and Otto Feinstein suggest that civic power comes when citizens 

understand and act within a grassroots political model where skills such as mobilizing, 

coalition-building, bargaining, and agenda-setting are primary. Henry Milner defines 

civic literacy in broader terms as whatever citizens need to know to “make sense of their 
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political world” (1). Schudson suggests that we are in a rights-bearing stage in which 

many people assume that rights-consciousness is central to effective civic engagement; 

however, he advocates a move to the “monitorial” citizen who can scan “the 

informational environment” effectively, glossing over mountains of information quickly, 

merely “keeping an eye on the [political] scene” (311). Benjamin Barber suggests at least 

nine characteristics of effective civic engagement, including commonality, deliberation, 

inclusiveness, listening, and imagination (“The Discourse of Civility”).        

These skills do not bubble up naturally out of the soul. It is my contention that 

education is the primary incubator for effective civic engagement for positive changes in 

the social order. In An Aristocracy for Everyone, Benjamin Barber writes that 

The literacy required to live in civil society, the competence to participate in 

democratic communities, the ability to think critically and act deliberately in a 

pluralistic world, the empathy that permits us to hear and thus accommodate 

others, all involve skills that must be acquired. Excellence is the product of 

teaching and is liberty’s measure. (4)  

This is a powerful summative statement of education’s civic promise. With words like 

“literacy,” “competence,” “ability,” and “skills,” Barber suggests that civic-mindedness is 

not a natural human endowment; it must be learned. But the point of his book is that it 

can be learned because “the democratic faith is rooted in the belief that all humans are 

capable of such excellence and have not just the right but the capacity to become 

citizens” (5). To become citizens, in Barber’s sense as well as mine, we must learn how 

to operate effectively in public venues to address public problems using the available 
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means of persuasion. The school may be the last and best institute for refining rhetorical 

literacy.  

And contemporary scholarship is ripe with arguments about how to make 

schooling, particularly the colleges and universities, more directed toward civic education 

and building that political consciousness that Habermas spoke of in his critique of the 

trade school in the desert. It is usually more common to hear discussions about how grade 

schools have historically been the lynchpin of civic improvement. As Lawrence Cremin 

notes, early on in the life of the republic, a Protestant paideia emerged as a mixture of 

republican and Christian virtues that would energize a growing public school system, 

with the goal of forming “a new republican individual, of virtuous character, abiding 

patriotism, and prudent wisdom, fashioned by education into an independent yet loyal 

citizen” (American Education 5). In a series of speeches in 1837, Horace Mann, secretary 

of education in Massachusetts, set the tone for American public education by arguing that 

democracy’s health depended on common moral and intellectual instruction—common 

republican schooling would be the “balance wheel of the social machinery” (in Cremin 

The Republic and the School 8). Before the Revolution, American colleges also had a 

civic agenda but concentrated more on preparing elite civic leaders and clergy—all white 

males, of course (Lucas 105). Into the nineteenth century, American colleges began to 

accommodate interests in science and technology, and specialized knowledge in the arts 

and sciences competed with civic and religious interests for curricular focus. Veysey 

points out that even up to the end of the nineteenth century new universities were still 

committed to the idea that a college education was preparatory for civic life, even if “the 
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oration” that summoned the university to civic education “remained an unspecific 

sermon” (72). Yet the relationship between social change and social utility remained a 

generative dialectic through the turn of the century. 

Barry Checkoway has recently argued that American research universities are 

“strategically situated for civic engagement” because their missions and origins suggest a 

“strong public purpose” (267). Yet he also argues that the civic mission of these 

universities needs renewal, in part because of the historical tension between service and 

science that transformed these institutions into research machines in the last half of the 

twentieth century. The university can become active in preparing students for civic 

engagement through research projects and curricular focus, service learning, and co-

curricular activities that foster volunteer associations and collaboration. In Educating 

Citizens, Anne Colby and her associates performed in-depth campus studies of twelve 

institutions, from community colleges up to research universities, who have made civic 

engagement an active, vital part of their institutional mission. Notably these institutions 

adopt “intentional” approaches to civic learning through which they are “explicit about 

their goals and actively plan strategies to achieve them” (9). These goals, however, are 

continually debated, negotiated, and revised by these institutions; the point is that there 

are institutions of higher learning who have made moral and civic education central to 

what they are about and what their students will be about during the time they spend 

there. 

It should go without saying that students who participate in universities, majors, 

and classrooms where civic engagement is integrated have been found to have improved 
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academic performance as well as an increase in concern for social and political issues and 

community involvement (Colby et al 274; see also Nie & Hillygus). And considering the 

strength of educational organizations like the American Democracy Project for Civic 

Engagement (ADP) and Campus Compact, we should be optimistic about the prospects 

of teaching for civic engagement in higher education. According to their websites, those 

two coalitions alone reach nearly 7 million students across the country in over a thousand 

institutions. This moral and civic force competes with the common, and more influential, 

perspective that higher education is the place where students prepare to make money. As 

organizations intimately connected with higher education, ADP and Campus Compact 

are educational institutions themselves, with the explicit understanding that civic 

competence—the ability (or literacy or power or skill) to participate in public issues for 

social change—must be taught, as Benjamin Barber argued.           

Like Barber, I believe that an understanding of the relationship between education 

and civic competence begins with John Dewey. In chapter one I explore the ways in 

which Dewey’s writings on ethics, education, and communication contribute to an active 

agenda for teaching rhetoric to undergraduate students. As the premiere American 

philosopher of education, Dewey argued that citizens are not independent individuals 

who, as atoms among many, merely enjoy the state’s protection of their natural rights. 

Rather they are interdependently locked into an organism that naturally evolves from 

representative democracy, proximity, and shared concerns. Dewey’s liberalism was not 

the old liberalism of individual rights and laissez faire market exchanges. In his short 

work Liberalism and Social Action, Dewey made the role of liberal education clear:  
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“Liberalism has to assume the responsibility for making it clear that intelligence is a 

social asset and is clothed with a function as public as its origin, in the concrete, in social 

cooperation” (LW 11: 48). The goal of education—even the foundation of its ethics—is to 

introduce student-citizens to the connective tissue of public life and give them the skills 

to cooperate with others in order to transform individuals, systems, organizations, 

institutions, practices, or governments that suppress the free development of everyone 

(LW 11: 63). Further, the only way to really transform sluggish status quo is to improve 

the way we gather information, experiment with social programs, publish the results of 

inquiry, improve the methods and style of debate, and make face to face (or computer to 

computer) public deliberation a possibility for as many people as possible. 

For teachers of rhetoric, Dewey’s call for improved methods of public 

deliberation is a challenge to imbue standard instruction in writing and speaking with 

explicit civic purpose. I would argue that fewer academic disciplines are more capable of 

introducing students to the connective tissue of public life and training them to recognize 

the way strategic and artful communication can be used to confront public problems. I 

would argue that civic literacy is actually rhetorical literacy. In chapter two I describe 

what has been called the paideutic tradition in rhetorical studies—the classically-situated 

teaching of rhetoric for civic engagement. Many of us believe that rhetoric is a valuable 

discipline of study because it teaches students how to use language in situations that 

require a wily understanding of audience, timing, reasoning, character, performance, and 

shared values. Though this kind of rhetorical training is often challenged by different 

disciplinary pressures in English and Communication Studies, its frame of reference 
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continues to be politically salient as a source of instruction in civic engagement. Yet 

rhetoric as a course of study with emphasis on civic engagement is not widely taught in 

these disciplines.  

I consider this dissertation an effort to describe and advocate three different 

pedagogical approaches to teaching rhetoric for civic engagement. In chapter three I 

advocate an informal dialectical approach to teaching argument as a back-and-forth 

activity with civic implications. In chapter four I discuss the promise of teaching political 

deliberation as a rhetorical exercise using role-play scenarios to give undergraduates the 

opportunity to practice deliberation in face to face settings and in writing. In chapter five 

I attempt to reconnect literature to rhetorical analysis by arguing for reading novels as an 

aid to civic imagination. To make my structure plain, I will use John Dewey to establish a 

progressive foundation for teaching rhetoric, advocate an increase in the teaching of 

rhetoric for civic engagement using empirical data from a national curricular survey, and 

then use the remaining three chapters to promote different approaches to teaching rhetoric 

as a performative and analytical competence that gives students power to be social actors 

for change. This is a pedagogical work; my emphasis throughout will be on the teaching 

of these concepts as literacies, competencies, abilities, and skills accessible to everyone.      

Though I do not advocate a specific political agenda or course of action for civic 

engagement, I see my work as complementary to the work of others with more explicit 

agendas for direct involvement in civic life. Teachers of writing and speaking in the 

humanist rhetorical tradition have used social movement theory, publics theory, service 

learning, public writing, and critical cultural studies as lenses for launching students into 
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direct rhetorical practices outside the walls of the university in productive ways. Several 

noted writing scholars—mostly women, in fact—have sought to make the teaching of 

rhetoric and composition as a means of improving rhetorical literacy for civic 

engagement. For this dissertation I have focused on the ways teachers of rhetoric can 

improve our students’ desire and ability to participate in civic life within the classroom as 

an integral part of our curricular goals, activities, and outcomes. In my mind this 

approach is more than mere preparation for civic life. As Rosa Eberly has shown, 

students in classrooms are not in a hermetic environment sealed off from public life. 

When conceived as a “protopublic” space, the classroom becomes a site where students 

can “see themselves as agents in different and overlapping publics,” agents participating 

with other agents rather than abstract audiences, readers, or communities (169). The 

pedagogical practices I advocate both prepare students for civic engagement and refine 

their skills for such engagement in the act of participating in classroom learning.        

Those readers looking for a specific political agenda in this work may be 

disappointed. But it surely would be misleading to say that this work is not political. 

Issues in education are almost always freighted with political import, implying with each 

administrative or pedagogical decision a unique strategy for public living. My approach 

is to combine the best that rhetoric can offer students to improve their skills with a 

specific vision of why those skills are important beyond preparing for a career. When we 

combine Dewey’s progressive education with rhetorical studies, we begin to see 

rhetorical education as the process by which students develop skills for personal and 

professional life, while at the same time recognizing how those skills can transform 
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public life as well. The title of this dissertation emphasizes the teaching of rhetoric for 

civic engagement, which implies a preparation mode, a time of practice, of trial and error, 

of mimesis and invention. But interacting with students in this way, with a civic mission 

in mind, is more than preparation—it is itself civic action. My focus for this work has 

been on the way John Dewey’s scholarship leads us to imbue instruction in performance 

and critical analysis with civic purpose before, during, and after civic engagement within 

and beyond the institution. As a teacher of rhetoric, I have been greatly edified by this 

process, and I hope this dissertation contributes, however slightly or humbly, to the 

venerable tradition of teaching for social change. 
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CHAPTER ONE: JOHN DEWEY AND PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION IN 

RHETORICAL STUDIES

On July 1 1894, John Dewey was taking a train from Michigan to Chicago during 

one of the largest labor strikes in U.S. history. Eugene Debs and the American Railway 

Union had effectively shut down the entire railway system west of Chicago, and the only 

reason Dewey made it into town was that his train wasn’t using Pullman sleeping cars.   

During the short trip he fell into conversation with one of the strike’s organizers, a man 

of “fanatic sincerity,” as Dewey described him later in a letter to his wife Alice. “When I 

got through [speaking to him],” he wrote, “my nerves were more thrilled than they had 

been for years; I felt as if I had better resign my job teaching & follow him round until I 

got into life” (Menand 295). On July 14th, after Debs and others had been indicted for 

disrupting interstate commerce, Dewey wrote again to Alice with enthusiasm for what the 

strike had accomplished: though labor did not achieve its ultimate goals, it had got “the 

social organism thinking” (Menand 297). It had also got Dewey thinking, and acting. His 

first weeks in Chicago were spent observing the bewildering categories of social 

problems evident in the windy city at the turn of the century. His observations of what he 

called “hell turned loose” stimulated him intellectually: “you can’t really get rid feeling 

here that there is a method and if you could only get hold of it things could be 

tremendously straightened out” (in Westbrook Democratic Hope 75). 

Dewey spent the rest of his career trying to articulate a method for straightening 

out social problems and educating individuals to become interdependent social actors. As 

a young scholar, Dewey had been influenced by the social gospel, a prophetic branch of 
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Protestant Christianity that had become critical of capitalism’s inequities. Later as a 

philosopher and public intellectual he jettisoned some of his Protestant upbringing and 

focused on making pragmatism a viable frame of reference for all social activity, 

especially education. His enthusiasm for active democracy and his faith in the ability of 

ordinary people to make good decisions continue to provide “democratic hope,” as the 

title of Robert Westbrook’s book on pragmatism suggests, for reformers invested in 

making the social organism more hospitable for more people.        

As I mentioned in the introduction, productive citizenship depends on a certain 

level of rhetorical literacy that must be trained through rigorous education, modeling, and 

practice. In this chapter I will explore how the prodigious scholarship of the American 

philosopher John Dewey provides a governing impetus for this kind of education for 

rhetorical literacy and civic engagement in higher education. I am particularly interested 

in the way Dewey’s scholarship leads us to reconsider the pedagogical goals of rhetoric 

in English and Communication Studies where it most often resides. Often institutional 

pressures that call for traditional research or vocational accommodations make 

progressive reconstruction difficult for education in rhetoric across disciplines. (In the 

next chapter I discuss how data from course offerings in undergraduate institutions 

demonstrates the need for reconstruction.) Progressive education in rhetoric is 

complicated by its institutional position in the social sciences and in humanities, for 

reasons I will address in the next chapter. But the problem as I see it can be briefly stated: 

rhetoric as the classical study and practice in the arts of civic engagement is threatened, 

on one hand, by a too narrow empirical focus in the social sciences, and by the 
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conflicting interests of literary studies and the service mission of undergraduate writing 

on the other.  Dewey is important in this regard not only because his work provides 

excellent material for evaluating, from a humanistic as well as scientific perspective, the 

study of language and literature as social practice, but because his most important work 

on education is historically situated in the period when English and Communication 

Departments became professional enclaves in the academy with solid methodological 

preoccupations with literary theory and quantitative analysis, and a nonprofessional 

underclass preoccupied with teaching writing efficiently and on the cheap. 

 Dewey’s work may provide an important corrective for the tendency of the 

disciplines to emphasize literary professionalism (in English Studies) and social science 

methodology (in Communication Studies) at the expense of teaching and political 

engagement. At the peak of his career as a philosopher, Dewey was, in effect, rejecting 

(or for Cornel West, “evading”) philosophy because the maturing discipline favored the 

metaphysical problems of philosophers rather than the practical “problems of men.”1

Dewey’s scholarly works about ethics, democracy, education, and culture offer rhetorical 

studies a progressive framework to connect with the practical affairs of life outside the 

academy in ways that invite political consciousness, while preserving the importance of 

critical and aesthetic judgment. I define “progressive” in a general sense as a political 

attitude about the need for institutions, governments, programs, and associations to be 

responsive to the needs and interests of individuals; in addition, I argue that it is also 

productive to adopt a more vague notion of progressivism that implies “change for the 

better” as an ideal social goal. As Cremin has noted, progressive educators have adopted 
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many different traditions in U.S. history, but there are common themes: animosity for the 

tyranny of traditions, rigorous methodology for achieving social goals, a commitment to 

equality and democracy, and “a boundless faith in the perfectibility of human life and 

institutions” (Cremin Transformation 8). In a lecture given in 1937 entitled “The 

Challenge of Democracy to Education,” Dewey argued that “only as the schools provide 

an understanding of the movement and direction of social forces and an understanding of 

social needs and of the resources that may be used to satisfy them, will they meet the 

challenge of democracy” (LW 11: 183).2 Surely the same can be said (and has been said) 

of rhetorical studies.  

Below I will explore three key aspects of Dewey’s scholarship that I believe 

would contribute to a project for reconstructing rhetorical studies to better suit the needs 

of students and society. I read Dewey not as a historical figure but as a thinker who 

offers, perhaps not specific reforms, but a rigorous framework of reformist thinking. My 

argument will trace Dewey’s work thematically; however, I hope it will be clear that 

these ideas build on each other, each adding a level to the architectonic structure. I will 

begin with Dewey’s ethics, which were informed by organic evolution and (earlier in his 

career) Hegelian liberal theology for human progress. His ethical stance led him to 

believe that education was the central reproducing instrument of culture and democracy, 

so I will discuss the central principles of Dewey’s philosophy of education next. After 

connecting democracy and education, I will then explain how Dewey’s radical liberal 

politics led him to critique the idea that experience with art was a separate, class-specific 

activity set apart from everyday life.   
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It is no surprise that Dewey did not say much about rhetorical pedagogy at the 

university level in his voluminous literature. America’s most prominent philosopher and 

educational theorist is known most often for his concentration on “schooling,” and in the 

scholarship that almost always means American grade school education. Like Horace 

Mann, Dewey believed that free public common schooling should be the great social 

equalizer, and, just like Mann, Dewey seemed only mildly interested in what higher 

education offered in the struggle to reconstruct the social order (see Cremin The Republic 

and the School 26). Dewey was not particularly sanguine about the prospects of reform in 

higher education (MW 1: xx; see also “The Educational Situation,” MW 1: 309-10). 

However to read his work as narrowly applied to grade school education is to misread 

Dewey. As an essential element of his democratic faith, Dewey believed that every 

individual, regardless of age, had the capacity of intellectual enlargement, and that the 

continued education of every adult contributed to the “pooled intelligence” necessary for 

democracy (LW 11: 220; see also Westbrook John Dewey 97). In fact, continuing 

education beyond grade school was so urgent to Dewey that in Reconstruction in 

Philosophy he argued that the test of any of the institutions “in adult life” is “the extent to 

which they educated every individual into the full stature of his possibility” (MW 12: 

186). Since continuing education is essential to the social enterprise, Dewey’s philosophy 

of education is intended for everyone, even when it is narrowly applied to grade 

schooling, which it almost always was. Shops, clubs, factories, bars, churches, and 

political gatherings were all schoolhouses of democracy as well (Westbrook JD 192). 
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Another introductory note is necessary. Though Deweyan progressivism has 

plenty to offer rhetorical studies, it is not without its challenges. Perhaps the biggest 

challenge is to figure out just what Dewey means by “social,” a word I have used almost 

axiomatically throughout this chapter. The complexities of social life in the twenty-first 

century will confound any simple definition of the word “social.” Our disconnectedness 

from public life—from the society of friends, neighbors, and communities—has been 

thoroughly chronicled and has become another sad fact that we lament, often without 

knowing what to do about it (Putnam; Sennett). On a basic level, social life is a 

composite of all our activities that fall outside our private life, that bring us into contact 

with others. As Robert Putnam and Hannah Arendt have shown, these activities, even if 

they appear to be trivial, can have political implications, especially if they are goal-

oriented activities that encourage cooperation and conversation. On a general level, 

“society” includes all the exchanges of our lives that contribute to a social consciousness, 

a collective “habit of the heart.” However on a more political level, society, as Dewey 

theorized in The Public and Its Problems, can become a public as it finds more effective, 

open, and useful ways of perfecting public communication “so that genuinely shared 

interest in the consequences of interdependent activities may inform desire and effort and 

thereby direct action” (LW 1: 332).  The social problem, he argued, is “an intellectual 

problem,” and the study of literacy is at the center of it (327). Contra Putnam, Dewey 

never used the word “social” to invoke a bowling league. For him, society was the 

interdependent network we form by working, schooling, and organizing ourselves 

through occupation, institution, and voluntary association. When I read the word “social” 
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in Dewey, I think of it more in its civic sense—“civic” implying associations and actions 

directed toward identifying and dealing with shared problems through discourse and 

collective action--but I certainly do not confine its meaning to political association.   

The Ethics of Social Transformation

We are not in the habit of defining pedagogical reforms in higher education in 

terms of “ethics.” Perhaps we are more comfortable keeping the “ought” of what we do 

tacitly behind the scenes, as it were, of our curricula, entering into the practice of 

programs and students by osmosis. Nearly all of what we do in education, however, 

carries with it an implicit sermon about the way the world “ought” to be and the way 

administrators, teachers, and students should interact with each other and with society. It 

may be that in postmodern English Studies we are more comfortable with the word 

“politics” to reify our efforts to prescribe attitudes, behaviors, practices, and habits of the 

heart, mainly because we fear that the word “ethics” carries with it metaphysical 

commitments to first principles or other universal concepts that are not useful to us 

anymore in a postmodern paradigm. Or, it may be that we are more comfortable 

discussing ethics as a philosophical or literary problem we address by our engagement 

with texts and hermeneutics, rather than a framework of values that ought to inform our 

pedagogical as well as professional practices. Nevertheless, civic engagement in the 

Deweyan tradition begins when we accept the fact that education, regardless of whether 

or not the teacher ascribes to an explicit ideology, invites students to adopt a hierarchy of 

values and exist in a world of actions that suggests, for example, that it is better to be 

anxiously engaged in a good cause than to passively consume more products and 
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programming. To me, that kind of instruction assumes ethics, or instruction in what ought 

to be, both in educational administration and in the lives and values of the teachers and 

students.  

Dewey’s philosophy of education, democracy, and culture is informed by his 

early work on ethics, a product of several intellectual traditions, including liberal 

Christian orthodoxy and neo-Hegelianism, that ran through him with a vital force, 

spilling out in zealous social spirit and prodigious scholarship at a young age. His work 

on ethics as a graduate student at Johns Hopkins University in the 1880s is situated in a 

period of social turmoil in which the volatile tension between labor and capital had 

reached such an impasse that old ways of thinking (e.g., theology and amateur 

philosophy) were deemed inadequate for confronting the “social question” (Kuklick 105). 

Also discarded, particularly on the professional level of university scholarship, was the 

old theological philosophies about the purpose and ultimate good of the human race. 

Professional social scientists and social gospel reformers began to reject status quo 

thinking about rugged individualism and personal will in favor of broad social 

explanations of behavior (Kuklick 106). In liberal intellectual enclaves, 

transcendentalism’s romantic autonomous soul began to be replaced by a model of 

society as an evolving organism of interdependent parts, often conceived as a piece of 

machinery, whose well-being depended on a number of conditions, including sharp 

empirical reflection, efficiency, and liberty of development for each working part. As a 

young Hegelian at Johns Hopkins, and, at least at that time, a believing Protestant, Dewey 

was attracted to this concept of society as a unified organism and the unifying idealism 
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behind it—as his biographer Robert Westbrook puts it, he longed for the “through-and-

through universe” where “man could be morally at home” (JD 30). This fascinating 

mongrel mix of philosophies and perspectives led Dewey to believe that the will of the 

social organism—which was, at least theoretically, a very different thing than diffuse, 

unaware “society,”—was  to perfect itself and its members through consistent, rigorous, 

self-willed reconstruction in a democratic environment, with education and science 

playing key roles. In this sense, the health of a public depends to some degree on its 

awareness as an interdependent organism, the way its parts interact together to ensure its 

evolution to something better, something more fit to cope with new conditions and 

challenges.3   

In “The Ethics of Democracy,” Dewey established his ethics of social 

transformation by setting himself against the atomism posited by classical liberal political 

science. His first task was to call into question the value of equating democracy with 

ballot activity and civil liberties. Rather, the citizen should be seen as “a member of the 

organism,” with a “unified and articulate will,” rather than an independent voter in a 

curtained booth (EW 1: 235, 239). In one of his first textbooks, Dewey used the key term 

“function” to describe the role of the individual in the social organism and the balancing 

act of the “two sides of individuality”: the “power of doing” in the individual and the 

need of “something to be done” in society (EW 3: 303). Institutional ethics begins with 

the reformist agenda of making it possible for each individual to discover and develop his 

or her function as part of the transformational act of bringing into counterpoise egoism 

and altruism, or the needs of the individual and the needs of the culture. “The moral end,” 
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wrote Dewey, “is wholly social,” and the ultimate good of communal living is the 

“realization of a community of wills” in which each person develops talents and 

proclivities that are needed by all (EW 3: 314-5). 

For contemporary readers familiar with the work of Michel Foucault, this kind of 

ethical stance smacks of conservative conformity on its surface. One hears in it the 

tyranny of the institutional environment upon the will of the subject, compelling 

discipline through social punishment until individuals relinquish their interests and 

accept—or, since that implies will, become subjected to—the function that has been 

assigned to them by the institutions of society. But Dewey had an inordinate faith in two 

principles that I believe are still generative today: that (1) agents have the power to 

discover their purposes and can do so only in an environment free of restraint and 

supported with instruction, and (2) the social organism was pliable enough to adjust to 

the interests and abilities of each individual “so as to enable the agent to express himself 

freely” (EW 4: 234). Westbrook has explained that Dewey’s concept of “mutual 

adjustment” was not “a matter of the one-sided accommodation of individual needs and 

powers to a fixed environment” but an ideal social imperative to constantly evaluate and 

transform existing circumstances to cater to the freedom and talents of everyone (JD 43). 

Mutual adjustment in the social organism is not a description of the way things are but a 

vibrant, politically radical imperative for action through reform.       

This theory of ethics, then, has political implications that Dewey articulated, in 

his often vague but passionate writing, for the rest of his life. Like all good left-leaning 

reformist agendas, the idea of mutual adjustment implied an active discontent with 
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business as usual in economics, politics, and social life, and Dewey’s historical 

moment—the apex of the labor crisis of the last half of the century—provided acute 

examples of the need for ethical social transformation. This is what Dewey learned on 

that train ride from Ann Arbor to Chicago in 1894 to take up the chair of the philosophy 

department at the University of Chicago. He saw the Pullman strikes and the ensuing 

riots as a dramatic means to getting “the social organism thinking” about the damaging 

effects of laissez faire economics on labor and individual development (in Menand 297). 

At the time, Chicago was the central intellectual locus for the opposition to laissez faire 

classical economics, and scholars at the university, Thorstein Veblen for example, and 

social workers in the streets, like Jane Addams, had created an atmosphere critical of the 

“hedonistic calculus” of market mentality (Menand 300). Addams would become 

particularly influential for Dewey’s understanding of ethical social transformation. She 

and Ellen Gates Starr’s critical work at Hull-House among the working poor gave Dewey 

the insight that social transformation for organic democracy meant making commitments 

to bridge class differences through culture, education, and collective action (Westbrook 

JD 85).            

Several of his later works serve as Dewey’s bona fides as a radical democrat 

obsessed with bridging the gap between what is and what ought to be in the social 

organism. In the post-World War I era, his primary political thinking went to criticizing 

classical liberal philosophy and its over-emphasis on the natural rights of the individual. 

In The Public and Its Problems (1927) and Liberalism and Social Action (1935), he 

argues that “liberalism” has been corrupted to mean near-complete independence form 
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government constraint, a concept whose economic incarnations had led to an enormous 

concentration of wealth in the hands of the few whose interests were, and still are in large 

measure, at odds with social transformation (see LW 2: 319). In the political realm, 

liberalism had led individuals to believe that their primary political activity was to vote 

and to exercise certain civil liberties as social atoms among others. Dewey argued that 

classical liberalism makes social change difficult because it cries against any outside 

influence (like society) that seeks to control the individual or the corporation. Freedom, 

to him, was the ability of the Self to function in conjunction with other selves in an 

environment of mutual dependence and adjustment, and therefore the social apparatus 

should be established to “secure the foundations of moral life” and self-realization 

(Westbrook JD 48). “Liberty,” he argued in The Public and Its Problems, “is that secure 

release and fulfillment of personal potentialities which take place only in rich and 

manifold association with others” (LW 2: 329). In order to free the people from the 

constricting forces of capital, individuals need to cooperate together to refine a “corporate 

intelligence,” or a “socially organized intelligent control,” that can then be used to spur 

beneficial change through collective action (LW 11: 144, 137). 

But what is also required is something akin to what Alexis de Tocqueville called 

“habits of the heart” in those who want to see a greater balance between freedom of 

individual development and social need. In an address at a dinner in honor of his eightieth 

birthday, “Creative Democracy—the Task Before Us” (1939), Dewey made one of his 

most eloquent statements of what those habits might be and how they unite his insights 

on ethics with the need for genuine social transformation. Dewey argued that at a time of 
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great moral crisis, what is needed is a greater endowment of human creativity and the 

realization that “democracy is a personal way of individual life,” an active expression of 

“habitually dominant personal attitudes,” a “working faith in the possibilities of human 

nature,” and a “belief in the Common Man” regardless of “race, color, sex, birth and 

family, or material or cultural wealth” (LW 14: 226). Transformation required, first, the 

faith that common people, if given the opportunity to deliberate under conditions of 

equality, had the capacity for “intelligent judgment and action” through the self-

corrective process of public opinion formation (227). Second, transformation required 

patient, consistent sharing of experiences that leads to social knowledge, which is then 

applied to experiments in policy for future knowledge and growth. “The task of 

democracy,” he concluded, “is forever that of creation of a freer and more humane 

experience in which all share and to which all contribute” (230). Central to this task is the 

rigorous, common education of free people. 

Socializing Intelligence through Education 

The ethics of social transformation establishes the groundwork for Dewey’s 

understanding of the relationship between education and democracy. Progressive 

education for social change begins with making the relationship between students and 

their social environments more explicit and productive. This Deweyan dialectic is most 

productive, I would further suggest, when it approaches a situation in which every 

individual has the opportunity to develop unique talents and interests that will contribute 

to the aggregate pool of social intelligence necessary for awareness and change. Of 

course this goal is complicated by the often discouraging practical realities of modern 
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representative democracy: powerful special interests and corporations, widespread 

apathy, and the malaise of the two-party system, to name a few. However, my focus here 

is on education, particularly the teaching of rhetoric, and my Deweyan faith is in the 

power of progressive education to share in “social reconstruction” on all institutional 

levels (LW 9: 205).

John Dewey’s time in the classroom as instructor was short but not sweet. As a 

high school teacher in Pennsylvania, Dewey had problems with the behavior of male 

students, and later the most flattering observation one of his students could offer was that 

he opened class each day with a “long and fervent” prayer (Westbrook JD 8). After 

graduate work in philosophy at Johns Hopkins, he taught at the University of Michigan 

for some time before heading the department of philosophy at the University of Chicago, 

the place where his first major works of scholarship on education and democracy 

emerged. At Chicago Dewey worked with teachers and graduate students to open his 

Laboratory School in 1896, which is often seen as the boldest experiment in deliberate 

progressive education since Bronson Alcott’s Temple School in 1834. 

Dewey’s working assumptions about education pick up where his writing on 

ethics left off—with the need of society to create an environment where each individual 

will be given whatever instruction is necessary for self-fulfillment and meaningful 

participation in society (Westbrook JD 93). The school would function as an embryo of 

social life and should reflect and organize “the fundamental principles of community life” 

(EW 5: 63). The goals of education should contribute to the “habits of social imagination” 

in its students, and Dewey suggested what he called a “moral trinity of the school” that 
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reflected the desired outcomes of education at every level: (1) social intelligence, 

meaning “the power of observing and comprehending social situations;” (2) social power,

or “trained capacities of control,” which ultimately lead to (3) social interest, or the 

desire to engage with others in the cooperative social enterprise (EW 5: 75). Dewey 

wanted education to develop an active, pragmatic social consciousness—“the social 

consciousness of the race,” as he said (EW 5: 84)—in students that moved from 

awareness of the social situation in which they found themselves to the free and active 

application of skills and interests in the service of the social organism. As he said 

elsewhere, adapting human powers to social service was “the supreme art” of instruction 

(EW 5: 94).     

Dewey’s early enthusiasm for this model of progressive education often whipped 

him up into a kind of mild religious ecstasy. For example, in a sweeping pronouncement 

for School Journal titled “My Pedagogic Creed,” he writes a string of statements that 

each begin with “I believe . . .” that culminates in his declaration of the divine calling of 

educator: “the teacher is always the prophet of the true God and the usherer [sic] in of the 

true kingdom of God” (EW 5: 95). This attitude sounds like it would have been right at 

home in post-revolutionary sectarian millenarianism, the kind inspired by charismatic 

leaders like Robert Owen, Bronson Alcott, or Joseph Smith (see Cremin, The National 

Experience). What makes Dewey’s enthusiasm different is his investment in pragmatism, 

the philosophy of C.S. Peirce and William James that he was helping articulate. Unlike 

those other reformers, Dewey rejected the concept of an “Absolute behind or around the 

finite world” in favor of the continuity of collective experience with the natural world 
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(Westbrook JD 77). His pedagogy is pragmatic in the sense that he is concerned with the 

actualities of the social order as it is and as it can be known and changed through 

observation, experience, and action (see “The Bearings of Pragmatism Upon Education” 

MW 4: 178-191). 

In The School and Society, his first major work on education, Dewey summarized 

what he saw as a great shift from traditional schooling to social schooling, jump-started 

by larger social movements in industrial America. The activities of the school would now 

be considered “in their social significance, as types of the processes by which society 

keeps itself going, as agencies for bringing home to the child some of the primal 

necessities of community life” (MW 1: 10). In a society advancing through industrial 

production, the school would have to accommodate new social needs in manual training 

without deepening class distinctions between “cultured” people and workers (18). That 

meant a wholesale dismantling of a few of the dualisms of traditional education—

knowing and doing, thinking and working, theory and practice, tradition and 

experience—inasmuch as the first term had come to invoke a way of life for the 

privileged classes. It also meant that the everyday experience of the child rather than a set 

canon of knowledge would be central, and problem-posing would be the primary means 

of growth for the child so that learning would be “free” and “self-directed” (103).

Contrary to a popular understanding of his philosophy of education, Dewey did 

not believe that the primary function of schooling was preparation for citizenship, which 

was often narrowly conceived by traditional educators to mean knowing the Constitution 

or how many legislators represent you and knowing how to vote (see LW 9: 164). As 
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opposed to this traditional view, Dewey argued that the school’s allegiance was to 

“society,” broadly conceived as the network of individuals living and working together 

with the potential for political activity as one characteristic among many. Public 

schooling was meant to bring together children from different social, ethnic, economic, 

and religious backgrounds and invite them to take part in the “socialism”—and the 

political sense of the term is deliberate—of intelligence and activity. For Dewey, the  

“fullness of sharing in the intellectual and spiritual resources of the community” was the 

very essence of community itself, and those resources included the best of literature, art, 

science, and technology (MW 2: 93). This kind of “socialism” of intelligence required a 

curriculum that began with the personal experience of the student rather than the vast 

repository of what was already known, but it ended with a clear understanding of “the 

intellectual and social meaning” of the subjects and assignments carried out in the school 

(MW 2: 93). Students should leave the school not merely with some vague understanding 

of the government’s anatomy but with a working consciousness “of the forces that are 

changing the conditions of life for everybody,” which could be tracked using social 

science (LW 9: 164).  

In How We Think, he explained that the best route to this awareness was through 

the habit of mind he called “scientific,” which strikes contemporary readers, especially 

those in the humanities, as restrictive, until he gives his definition of scientific thought: 

“active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of 

knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it, and the further conclusions to which 

it tends” (MW 6: 185).4 The essence of reflective thinking in this perspective is problem-
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solving and rigorous inquiry in an attitude of suspended judgment and curiosity. Feinberg 

has argued that Dewey’s obsession with science suggests an elitist perspective in which 

empirical proficiency is a requirement for democratic participation (Feinberg).  However, 

Westbrook makes it clear that Dewey had an expansive, even a democratic, definition in 

mind, one that cannot be confined to the knowledge-making activities of the natural 

sciences. Science, for Dewey, was a “refinement of the ordinary procedures for fixing 

belief” (Westbrook JD 141). In other words, “science” was the process by which we 

come to know whatever we know through experience, reflection, and communication 

with others. Therefore the movement from observation, to reflection, to rhetorical 

expression in a social context would be the essence of progressive rhetorical studies. 

When engaged in social inquiry, students bring their experiences together to challenge, 

question, and corroborate the experiences of others in order to generate social intelligence 

and foster personal growth. When Dewey uses the word “science” he is imagining an 

expansive human activity that covers all the disciplines, that leads the thinker from initial 

attitude, to inquiry, to collaboration, and then to action, social action being the ultimate 

consequence of all mental activity, however private.   

It is important to note that Dewey’s attitudes about education were formed in a 

period of rugged individualism in which laissez faire capitalism had become the 

dominant ideology for organizing the raw materials of society. In a pamphlet written for

the League for Industrial Democracy in 1934, he explained that the educational theory he 

advocated was in direct counterpoise to the competing philosophy of rugged 

individualism that undoubtedly had produced tangible results in political economy that 
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Dewey himself would not deny. The gospel of individual effort and enlightened self-

interest had fueled the market revolution in the 1840s and the industrial revolution in the 

1860s and 70s to create a complicated system of wealth, distribution, labor, and 

consumption the likes of which the world had never seen. However, the old hedonism 

that had crept into the social order was also cancerous, eating away the social tendons 

that held together the organism: “A society that is largely held together by the aims of 

many individuals to get on as individuals is not really held together at all” (LW 9: 179). 

Education was intended to condition the self-interested impulses of the individual to 

serve greater collective needs     

Dewey has been criticized for being “social, all too social,” to use Sidney Hook’s 

phrase, in his writing on education (in MW 9: xxi). It is true that the reader of Dewey’s 

voluminous work stumbles upon the word “social” so often as to wonder whether he was 

using the word lazily as a catch-all for every positive outcome of education he didn’t 

have the energy to articulate. There was also some concern, surely merited, that Dewey 

had denigrated the activity and worth of the individual to a dangerous level (see Cremin, 

Transformation, 126). It is true that enough vestiges of Hegel remained in Dewey for him 

to adopt the attitude that “the individual” qua individual outside society “was an 

abstraction” (Hook, in MW 9: xxi). Clearly, Dewey had a distinct conception of the social 

outcomes of education as a necessary counterbalance to the negative externalities of the 

market. In his mind, political equality in the form of the vote did not fulfill the promise 

implied in the Declaration of Independence, specifically that a democratic society would 

be one in which each individual had the opportunity to develop his or her talents and 
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interests in an environment of cooperative inquiry, as Jefferson’s “pursuit of happiness” 

clause suggests. His masterwork Democracy and Education (1916) is the clearest 

articulation of this philosophy, and perhaps the clearest pronouncement of the hope for a 

truly egalitarian education in American history.

Democracy and Education begins with a general concern for the transmission of 

culture in a democratic society. Individuals who by education, wisdom, or experience had 

achieved a certain degree of sophistication—teachers—lead students in a joint 

exploration of adjusting “organic activities” to social surroundings, which include the 

school itself (MW 9: 57). At the heart of education is the “continuous reconstruction of 

experience,” a phrase Dewey himself said would sum up Democracy and Education (86). 

Contrary to the current situation in education, the reconstruction of experience must be 

available in its fullness to all—any educational system that smacked of Plato’s Republic 

in its attentiveness to the elite would fail democracy—and the word “experience” must be 

general enough to include vocational activities as well as book activities. In fact, Dewey 

despised the work of “administrative progressives,” a title coined by David Tyack to refer 

to pro-business educators who depended on the practical science of efficiency and cost-

effective procedures to reform education (Tyack). Dewey believed that in an effort to 

teach practical vocational training to young students, administrative progressives created 

divisions between the culture of literacy (i.e., reading and thinking) and industrial (or 

professional) education (Westbrook JD 178).5 He felt strongly that the material of 

education should remain non-specialized, since 
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Democracy cannot flourish where the chief influences in selecting subject matter 

of instruction are utilitarian ends narrowly conceived for the masses, and, for the 

higher education of the few, the traditions of a specialized cultivated class. (MW 

9: 200)    

Dewey believed that the apparent antithesis of labor and leisure class, which in turn led to 

the division of practical from intellectual education, was one of the worst products of 

liberal political economy’s influence on schooling and a throwback to the elitism Dewey 

so despised in Greek educators like Aristotle (260). He was also frustrated with the 

liberal humanist attitude that education was for private refinement rather than “social 

direction or service” (316). Education for democratic living made every form of activity 

or vocation an intellectual enterprise that contributed to cooperative living. 

This explication of Dewey’s attitude on education is familiar enough. However, 

what is not discussed as much, if at all, in the literature is his attitude about higher 

education and its apparent paucity of social imagination. In 1901, in an article for 

Educational Review called “The Educational Situation,” Dewey explained that, at least 

historically, the common grade school had been conceived as a democratic institution, 

developed by reformers, responsive to the needs of the people, informed by Rousseau’s 

child-centered philosophy and Horace Mann’s philosophy on the education of the 

republic. On the other hand, higher education had been the primary institution for “the 

tradition of the learned class:” aristocratic, elitist, conservative, often unresponsive to 

social movements, separated from daily life and public opinion (MW 1: 288). 
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Again taking aim at the work of administrative progressives, Dewey accused the 

colleges of compounding the unfortunate division between humanistic culture and what 

some college professors considered “the mercenary pursuit of vulgar utilities”—in other 

words, vocationalism in a pejorative sense. This attitude about learning reflects “the 

aristocratic seclusion of a leisure class—leisure meaning relief from participation in the 

work of a workaday world” (309).6 In this seclusion, institutions of higher learning could 

ignore the “utilitarian clamor of the many,” since to suggest “that the college should do 

what the people want is to lay unholy hands on the sanctity of the college ideal” (309). In 

other words, Dewey thought that the colleges were too resistant to social attitudes, 

desires, and movements to educate for social imagination. Colleges, he argued, ought to 

be more concerned about maintaining a more  egalitarian “continuity of culture,” which, 

with a reformist agenda, would be in tuned with “current social needs and demands” and 

would unite the “culture factor” with the “practical factor” (302). The professorial 

embrace of Western humanities had seemingly perpetuated the Greek repugnance for 

work and the federalist repugnance of popular needs and attitudes. 

Civic Engagement in Rhetoric and Poetics     

The third aspect of Dewey’s work that must be considered when we consider his 

work as a theoretic heuristic for reconstructing English and Communication Studies is his 

writing on language and aesthetics. We have seen how in Democracy and Education

Dewey explained that the impulse to educate was a product of cultural transmission or the 

way the experience of a social group gets reconstructed in the next generations through 

traditions, public consciousness, or education. The central replicating mechanism of 
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culture is language, with subcategories in literacy, rhetoric, and poetics. In chapters two 

and five I hope to explore Dewey’s importance for rhetoric and for literary study more 

fully. In this section I will focus on Dewey’s view of rhetoric and poetics indirectly by 

exploring how he theorizes art and communication in society as pragmatic expressions of 

group experience. 

Dewey’s use of the word “experience” was often sloppy, idiosyncratic, and for his 

opponents, exasperating (Westbrook JD 322).7 The word invokes broad connotations that 

include empiricism and common sense; Dewey meant the term to include the generative 

conscious activities of philosophers and scientists and everyone else. The full measure of 

the concept includes a knower’s primary sense experience with objects and his or her 

reflection on them as a knowing being. In Experience and Nature he argued that the value 

of any science or philosophy is the way it encourages us to use the cycle of inductive 

experience and reflection as “instrumentalites for dealing with the conditions of life and 

action” (LW 1: 20). The common vice of philosophers from Descartes was their division 

between the knower and the known as well as the unfortunate attitude that experience 

ended with knowing things. Dewey believed that truly productive experience went 

beyond knowing things to seeing “the things had in primary experience as they directly 

act or are acted upon, used and enjoyed” (26). Experience and Nature is an effort, in 

Dewey’s words, “to promote a respect for concrete human experience” as the grand and 

only reliable producer of the value systems we adopt to organize life (41). 

One of those value systems is aesthetics, and Dewey used the words “art” and 

experience as equivalent terms (LW 1: 266). For Dewey, according to Abraham Kaplan, 
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art as experience was “the paradigmatic locus of values,” and he was most interested in 

the way that the values, feelings, or knowledge of artistic experience translated into social 

action (in LW 10: ix). Again exploding nested dualisms, art as experience included both 

an “artistic” aspect (the production of art) and an “esthetic” aspect (its appreciation), both 

equals in leading to a meaningful culmination of experience (LW 1: 267). That 

meaningful culmination had practical value. If experienced productively, it led to 

wisdom, or graceful living, which is the ultimate end of any philosophy. So to sum up, 

Dewey posited a bifurcated theory of art that included both the meaningful, reflective 

way of experiencing life and the objects produced by it.    

Because art had been redefined as meaningful human experience, fine art and 

useful art were one and the same, so long as they led to transformational experiences: 

“fruition and efficacy” could be evoked by “pans and poems alike” (283). By contrast, 

bad art seemed narcissistically concerned only with itself. Dewey criticized “self-

expression” in art as the process by which “one indulges himself by giving free outward 

exhibition to his own states without reference to the conditions upon which intelligible 

communication depends” (272). Art’s worth—its “‘eternal’ quality”—could be judged by 

how, over time, it continued to create “further consummatory experiences” for artists and 

their audiences alike (274). This was art’s instrumentalism and its sole purpose.8

There is a class critique lurking here that Dewey made more evident in Art as 

Experience. I noted above Dewey’s perpetual annoyance with intellectuals who elevate  

certain kinds of experiences and subject-matters above others or who favor acts of 

knowing and thinking over doing. In Experience and Nature and Art as Experience, 
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Dewey wanted to break down the artificial barriers that intellectuals had built between art 

and the rest of life and reconstruct art as a useful expression of humanity, available to 

everyone, encompassing every aspect of experience. In a manner similar to Thorstein 

Veblen, a contemporary at the University of Chicago, Dewey blamed capitalism for the 

way in which art appreciation (rather than experience) had become a classed activity for 

the rich and cultured leisure class. Art dealers, collectors, and critics, for example, had 

made art a conspicuous consumption for the wealthy and a value system whose 

categories were available only to the learned critic (LW 10: 14). Once art becomes a 

specialized activity for the rich and hyper-educated alone, it loses its power to transform 

society. 

In addition, Dewey argued that art was an activity of the leisure class because the 

market did not give common workers time or resources enough to experience it: “that the 

products of art should be accessible to all is a demand by the side of which the personal 

political intent of the artist is insignificant” (347). Further, extending a Marxist critique, 

Dewey complained that the “high culture” concept of art excluded all social activities that 

ought to be called art, especially the activity of production. He combined these two 

critiques into one powerful statement in Art as Experience: art would be restored to 

experience when the men and women

who do the useful work of the world will have the opportunity to be free in 

conducting the processes of production and are richly endowed in capacity for 

enjoying the fruits of collective work. (347)   
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In other words, capitalism suppressed the aesthetic experience for all by (a) making art 

separate from common experience; (b) creating a market for art that encouraged 

exclusive appreciation by a leisured, learned class; (c) keeping the working individual 

from having the time necessary to experience art; and, (d) suppressing a large portion of 

the population’s interest in art and its ability to enjoy it with others.         

In addition to this class critique, there is a moral critique here that is often lost (or 

conveniently ignored) in contemporary discussions of art and film. “Imagination,” 

manifested through art as experience, Dewey argued, “is the chief instrument of the 

good” and the primary “organ of moral instruction” (349-50). Though he criticizes their 

class system, Dewey reads the Greeks as the creators of the idea that art—for the Greeks 

music, dance, song, and theatre—constituted the intimacy of group culture and “the 

meaning of group life” (LW 10: 13). Art was not mere entertainment, nor did it exist for 

its own sake; art was the means by which the individual transacted with the culture in a 

progressive dialectic of resistance and union through communication (20). Classically, art 

was never a private activity of “selving,” as Gerald Manly Hopkins suggested, since the 

Greeks held “the private” of little value, if they recognized its existence at all. As a public 

act, art made arguments about “the common qualities of the public world” and invoked 

social judgment through “shared celebration” (275). The production, evaluation, and 

experience of art was meant to aid individuals “to share in the arts of living,” which is an 

excellent phrase with distinct ethical implications for the individuals involved (339). If 

art is, indeed, the organ of moral instruction, then the activities of artists, critics, publics, 

and especially teachers adjust themselves to a new social end—to use art as a means of 
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bringing transactional experiences to each individual, regardless of status differentials, 

and to see art as experience of refining the moral imagination in a social network of 

equals.  

Though, as Westbrook argues, his tastes in literature were for his time antiquated, 

Dewey carried this moral imperative of art to the production and experience of language 

as art. Like any other representation of experience, writing was meant to be a social 

activity, with social means and social ends (see EW 5: 224). Since schools were the 

institutions most likely responsible for the transmission of art as literacy (or literacy as 

art), teachers were responsible for helping students make the connection between their 

desire to communicate and the social imperative of literacy: “The child does not realize 

an activity save he feels that it is directed towards others and calls forth a response from 

others. Language, for example, whether speech, writing, or reading, is not primarily 

expression of thought, but rather social communication” (EW 5: 226, emphasis in 

original). Furthermore, language art was not meant to be a private activity carried out by 

solitary readers. “At present,” Dewey wrote in an earlier work, 

we lose much of the value of literature and language studies because of our 

elimination of the social element. Language is almost always treated in the books 

of pedagogy simply as the expression of thought. It is true that language is a 

logical instrument, but it is fundamentally and primarily a social instrument. 

Language is the device for communication; it is the tool through which one 

individual comes to share the ideas and feelings of others. (EW 5: 90) 
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Yet literacy as experience isn’t just sharing ideas through language, but sharing them 

with the bold hope that the work of social transformation is being done, in measures 

however small. The moral imagination of language, then, crackles with political kinetics. 

In The Public and Its Problems Dewey argues that the “freeing of the artist in literary 

presentation” is just as important as free, vibrant social inquiry for democracy. Literacy, 

in all its manifestations, must adopt a political stance, and political speech must adopt 

“the potency of art” for public opinion to lead to collective action (LW 2: 349). The acts 

of writing, of speaking, of reading, and the experiences they invoke, were for Dewey 

essentially public performances that engaged the moral imagination in the project of 

transforming social life. 

Deweyan Pedagogy: The Task Before Us as Teachers of Rhetoric 

 In this chapter I have depended on an enthymemic argument that I will now make 

explicit: It is my belief that if rhetorical studies is to have a progressive educational 

mission, then teachers of rhetoric would do well to adopt the Deweyan principles I have 

described here. We can adopt an ethical mission to help students discover how their 

talents and interests fit into a social organism and how they can develop strategies of 

performance and critical analysis in order to bring about positive change. We can re-

imagine ourselves as participants with our students in the pooling together of intellectual, 

critical, and rhetorical resources with the goal of improving public discourse through 

purposeful, artistic expression of narrative, inquiry, and argumentation. We can assign 

work for our students that invites them to consider the social implications of writing, 

speaking, researching, and collaborating. My stance is one with Dewey’s in its wild hope 
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that such a reconstruction would yield tangible social (i.e., ethical, political, maybe even 

economic results in the improvement of communicative practices and collective aesthetic 

experience. 

Clearly this argument is not original with me, though I hope my reading of 

Dewey’s work has been helpful as a contribution to articulating his views on ethics, 

education, and language. Scholars in both English and communication studies share 

Dewey’s work as a joint heritage of progressive thinking for a number of projects from 

service learning to analyses of public discourse.9 In my next chapter, however, I will 

provide original research that suggests that progressive education in rhetorical studies has 

not gained widespread popular appeal. Rather than be discouraged at this fact, I feel 

excited at the prospect of working in a field whose future contains such excellent 

possibilities for participating in social change in small, incremental ways. To use an apt 

phrase from Walter Rauschenbusch, social gospel preacher at the turn of the century, 

“The kingdom is always but coming.”         

In conclusion, I have hope that progressive education can influence higher 

education for the better. I am excited about its prospects, and I hope to be engaged in its 

work for a long time. Progressive education begins not with a body of knowledge or a set 

of theoretical assumptions, not with a literary canon, period or genre, and not with strict 

modes of discourse or technical strategies, but with students and teachers as people 

transforming and being transformed by their environments. Progressive rhetorical studies 

would not be concerned primarily with making good citizens or critical readers or more 

human humans, even though those things would likely follow a more progressive 
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program. Progressive rhetorical studies would not confine faculty to publishing 

specialized knowledge to a contracted circle of academics or reading papers at small 

groups of peers. Rather, progressive rhetorical studies would be the means by which we 

use language and literature to transform the social organism into something more 

humane, more discerning, more cooperative, more rigorous, more responsive to the state 

of the powerless, and more attentive to the needs of all. 

Notes

 This phrase comes from a collected work, The Problems of Men, collected in 1946 and 

renamed The Philosophy of Education later (in an effort, I hope, to avoid the sexist 

language of the earlier title). 

2 In this chapter I will abbreviate the excellent collection of John Dewey’s works 

published by Southern Illinois University Press. The works are divided into time periods: 

The Early Works (abbreviated as EW), covering Dewey’s scholarship from 1882-1898; 

the Middle Works (MW) from 1899-1924; and the Later Works (LW) from 1925-1953. 

3 Hannah Arendt draws a clearer distinction between “social” and “civic” realms by 

suggesting that society is the venue of market exchanges, entertainment, commerce, or 

any other form of association not connected to the political sphere. A “public,” to Arendt, 

is a place where citizens meet in agonistic deliberation to make political decisions. 

Dewey does not make this distinction. When he says “social,” however, he does not have 

in my the same thing as Arendt does; he assumes that “society” is every human 
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interaction, but he suggests that progress is determined by how a “society” or a “public” 

becomes aware of its challenges and uses effective discourse to address them. 

4 In Experience and Education he later argued that “scientific method is the only 

authentic means at our command for getting at the significance of our everyday 

experiences of the world in which we live” (LW 13: 59).

5 The phrase “administrative progressives” comes from David Tyack’s The One Best 

System. 

6 This criticism is in the tradition of Calvin M. Woodward of Washington University (St. 

Louis) who in the 1870s became the premiere critic of traditional education’s focus on 

liberal culture at the expense of vocational education. His fear, according to Cremin, was 

that traditional liberal education taught students “to think without teaching them to 

work,” and in fact it perpetuated class consciousness by teaching students “to abhor 

work” (Transformation 28). Woodward, however progressive his ideas, was in part 

responsible for education’s unfortunate pendulum swing away from the humanities to 

become the training mill for industry.    

7 Later in his life, Dewey stopped using the term altogether and substituted the word 

“culture” instead, a decision I find bewildering (see LW 1: viii). 

8 The most extensive contemporary criticism of Dewey’s “instrumentalism” in art is 

Lewis Mumford’s The Golden Day, in which Mumford said, among other things, that 

Dewey’s writing was “as depressing as a subway ride” (in Westbrook 381).  

9 I have wanted to confine this chapter to Dewey himself rather than his interpreters, but a 

short list of important works on Dewey would include the following: In English Studies, 
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“Explicating Our Tacit Tradition,” by Stephen Fishman (1993), “Dewey and the ‘Cult of 

Efficiency’” by Mara Holt (1994), John Dewey and the Challenge of Classroom Practice 

by Stephen Fishman & Lucille McCarthy, Writing in the Academic Disciplines by David 

Russell (2002), Radical Departures by Chris Gallagher (2002), and practically any of the 

work of Linda Flower; in Communication Studies, “John Dewey and Rhetorical Theory,” 

by Don Burks (1968), “Dewey, Ethics, and Rhetoric” by Christopher Lyle Johnstone

(1985), and Vernacular Voices by Gerard Hauser (1999). 
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CHAPTER TWO: CULTIVATING PAIDEWEYAN PEDAGOGY: RHETORIC 

EDUCATION IN ENGLISH AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES

The first implication of last chapter’s study of Dewey is easy to say and difficult 

to apply: Rhetorical studies can become more progressively oriented by giving as much 

attention to the teaching of rhetoric as it does the professional propagation of it through 

conferences and publications. Chris Gallagher has argued that one of the historical 

impediments to “pedagogy-centered curricula,” at least in English Studies, is the same 

impediment Dewey saw to an ethical social organism: the rugged individualism that 

comes from professional pressures to advance “market share” through specialization 

(147). From his perspective, all too often curricula in higher education are developed not 

on student interest or social need but on the specialties the faculty bring to the programs. 

Stephen North calls this model “corporate compromise” to describe the process of 

configuring the department to suit the competing scholarly fields of the faculty rather 

than the needs of students (in Gallagher 148). In Radical Departures, Gallagher argues 

for pedagogy-centered, as opposed to specialty-centered or even student-centered, 

configurations of departments and curricula. In the way Gallagher defines, it pedagogy-

centered education, , evolves around the productive meeting of the students’ and 

teachers’ “experiences, interests, or knowledge” (156). 

For Gallagher, the pedagogy-centered curricula is progressive only as it 

effectively progresses toward a practical relationship between the university and the 

schools. However progressive and beneficial such a relationship is, I would argue that 

this perspective misses the ultimate goal of Dewey’s progressivism, which is nothing 
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short of the transformation of the social order. The kind of pedagogy I am advocating 

would take its cues from Dewey’s discussion of ethics and the function of education as a 

vehicle of transformation in the larger field of society. Deweyan pedagogy would teach 

students rhetorical literacy as one of the most important collaborative activities carried 

out both inside and outside the academy in the social world of work and political 

association—as the central activity of “associated living,” to use Fishman’s phrase 

(Fishman 787). Extending pedagogical progressivism to the schools is a good start, but 

the focus on teaching must be more centrifugal than that. In this chapter I will explore 

ways in which the classical art of rhetorical training intersects with Deweyan progressive 

ideas to create something I call, somewhat awkwardly and tongue-in-cheek, “paideweyan 

pedagogy.”     

The 2003 ARS Conference deliberations published Rhetoric Society Quarterly

highlighted some of the most important issues for rhetorical studies in the twenty-first 

century. Not least of these issues was the teaching of rhetoric which to some participants 

was the sina qua non of rhetoric and the very basis of our identity as rhetoricians 

according to Jeffrey Walker (“On Rhetorical Traditions” 12; see also Hauser). In a 

response to Jerzy Axer’s presentation at the conference, Walker made the case that 

rhetoric education has been a central pedagogical project for cultivating “a dunamis of 

thought and speech, a deeply habituated skill” that flowers in public life (“On Rhetorical 

Traditions” 8). It also could be argued that rhetoric depends on pedagogy to defend its 

existence to public constituencies, justify its institutional standing, and educate citizens in 
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the performative and hermeneutical arts of persuasion necessary for an active public 

agency for social change. 

In addition to the ARS proceedings, the six-year dialogue concerning “rhetorical 

pathways” among disciplines, also published in RSQ, has illustrated that rhetoric 

education can also serve as a site for building pathways between English and 

Communication studies by harnessing the paideutic roots of rhetoric—those principles 

and practices of civic education handed down from classical Greek paideia that both 

disciplines share. In spite of the fragmentation due to the disabling dualisms of orality 

and literacy,  literary and scientific methodologies, or informative and persuasive 

discourse, English and Communication rhetoricians have a common “birthright,” as 

Hauser has put it, in the classical practice of civic education (52). Mailloux, Miller and 

others believe that these rhetorical pathways are forged when disciplinary boundaries are 

transgressed and coalitions of rhetoricians unite across fields or form pragmatic 

partnerships to develop a shared engagement in the instruction of rhetoric (Mailloux 

“Disciplining Identities”; Miller “How Rhetorical”). Specifically, Mailloux suggests that 

collaboration in rhetorical studies across disciplines cannot but help “call directly upon 

the democratic traditions associated with rhetoric” (“Practices, Theories & Traditions” 

136). With the success of the ARS Conference and the construction of these pathways 

across disciplines, it may seem that rhetoric education for civic engagement is almost 

certain to follow, for it is the very sort of mission that the Rhetoric Society of America 

itself was founded to advance. In the wake of these discussions have come dynamic 

programs that teach rhetoric as an interdisciplinary nexus of civic education.  
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Other scholars suggest that though the rhetorical pathways may be opened in the 

discipline at the professional level, rhetoric education remains sluggish, seemingly 

immune to the interdisciplinary turn to rhetoric, which has resulted, in the words of David 

Fleming, in “the simultaneous rise of rhetorical theory and continued decline of rhetorical 

education,” most notably at the undergraduate level (Fleming 169; see also Fusfield; 

Nygaard). Sharon Crowley suggests that in spite of collaborations among sister 

disciplines, rhetoric continues to dissolve between the departments, losing its collective 

strength in the process (Crowley). Rather than look back to Isocrates or Quintilian as 

others have done, Crowley traces rhetorical pedagogy’s civic mission back to John 

Dewey’s progressive education to articulate what’s largely missing from the 

undergraduate curriculum in English and Communication departments--namely, 

“everything that is interesting and useful about rhetoric” (98). If everything that is 

interesting and useful about rhetoric is not being taught in the departments, then it is time 

to reflect on what has really come from the rhetorical turn in higher education and what 

ought to come in the future in terms of developing courses and programs more attuned to 

the progressive and practical uses of rhetoric, as defined in the classical civic tradition.       

In this chapter I would like to contribute to this discussion some data concerning 

the undergraduate curriculum in rhetoric from a course survey of roughly 15% of all four-

year institutions in the United States. This survey acts as a response and follow-up to 

Thomas Miller’s “How Rhetorical Are English and Communication Majors?”, which 

conducted a smaller survey of one hundred institutions to determine the institutional 

identity of rhetoric and the pragmatic possibilities for interdisciplinary coalitions. The 
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data from this follow up survey of 257 institutions suggest that rhetoric is not as robust as 

it ought to be in undergraduate programs of study. At best, one in five institutions teach 

courses in rhetoric in either department, and very few offer majors and minors in rhetoric. 

I would suggest that in addition to forming interdisciplinary or community partnerships, 

rhetoricians in both English and Communication departments should continue to develop 

majors, minors, and courses that emphasize instruction in performative and hermeneutical 

civic engagement. Since departments are inevitably the loci of rhetoric education,  

rhetoricians should focus on undergraduate curricular development in addition to forming 

interdisciplinary coalitions, an argument made also by Janice Lauer (Lauer). In addition, I 

argue that John Dewey’s model of progressive education for civic engagement can 

inform our aspirations for making rhetoric a widely-available and integral component of 

undergraduate education. (We could call this model “paideweyan.”) Until we can develop 

a dynamic rhetoric curriculum with more courses in performance and critical analysis to 

expand the base of rhetorical studies, the enterprise will continue to be defined as a 

scholarly project supported by a limited cadre of professional associations, faculty, and 

graduate students who have made humanist rhetoric their primary frame of reference. In 

order for the civic potential of rhetorical studies to be realized, rhetoricians must enter the 

undergraduate curriculum where rhetorical literacies are taught, bringing Deweyan 

pedagogies of social engagement with them.  

Our Pedagogical Assumptions about Civic Rhetoric

 The recent discussions about rhetoric education in our journals, conferences, and 

other publications have gestured toward its classical roots in the paideia of ancient 
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Greece, including the instruction provided by the Sophists as well as Aristotle and 

Isocrates (Walker “What Difference”). Paideia as a rhetorical concept is somewhat 

problematic because, as Janet Atwill has pointed out, it has been used (specifically by 

Werner Jaeger) to promote an ideal and exclusionary human subject rather than a techne 

of transferable skills, which was Aristotle’s understanding of paideia (Atwill). What can 

be preserved of paideia, according to Walker and others, is the idea that education is 

meant to prepare the student for future civic engagement through fine conditioning in the 

available means of persuasion and the cultural assumptions surrounding those means. As 

a lasting model of instruction in public communication, Greek paideia provides us with 

the framework for seeing rhetoric education as practical and theoretical instruction with 

the ultimate goal of providing students with a public dunamis. In his ARS Conference 

remarks, Walker argued that this teaching tradition is central to rhetorical studies, for, it 

is “what makes rhetoric rhetoric” (“On Rhetorical Traditions” 12). “Without its teaching 

tradition,” he argued, 

Rhetoric is not rhetoric, but just another kind of philosophy or literary criticism. 

The teaching, the production of rhetorically habituated selves in an education 

theater devoted to enacting and experiencing a dream of civic life, is what has 

always distinguished, and still distinguishes, what we do. (11-12)   

By suggesting in the first place what rhetoric is not (i.e., “another kind of philosophy or 

literary criticism”), this powerful statement points us in the direction of articulating 

rhetorical pathways among the disciplines. Not only is this classical understanding of 

rhetoric distinguished from philosophy and literary criticism, it is also distinguished from 
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exclusively theoretical or scientific methodologies that fall outside the human sciences in 

the modern university (Mailloux “Disciplinary Identities”). Unlike these other 

disciplines, rhetoric is concerned with discovering the available means of symbolic action 

in public settings for social change; it is concerned with agency and action. The core of 

rhetoric is education for civic engagement as an activity worthy of study and practice, 

which is something quite different from (though at points intersecting with) specialized 

knowledge in literary appreciation, psychology, philosophy, drama or any of the social 

sciences (Smith 403).   

In his summary of the ARS panel on rhetoric education, Hauser makes this 

distinction clear by comparing Greek paideia with the German concept of wissenschaft, 

the term used to denote specialization in the modern sciences. The transition from the 

classical college to the research university in the nineteenth century led to a transition in 

classroom practice from civic rhetoric and public performance to specialization through 

content mastery and academic discourse that lacked a strong public orientation (Cmiel 

241). Specialization as an organizing principle for education, then, made it difficult for 

civic rhetoricians to make the case for paideia in the face of the multiversity’s new 

methods of knowledge-making. Hauser’s argument is that rhetoric education, at least 

according to the panelists at ARS, must align itself more with Athens than Berlin—in 

other words, it must attend to endowing students with a capacity to speak and write in 

multiple situations and learn to “risk the unpredictable outcomes of public expression,” 

rather than deposit in their minds the content of a discipline ( Hauser “Teaching 

Rhetoric” 43). It may be that rhetoric has not found a permanent place of prestige in the 
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specialized multiversity because it assumes a different set of values for education that 

cannot readily be categorized as vocational or even professional.    

That word “capacity” mentioned in the last paragraph is complicated, but it is 

central to the discipline’s understanding of what rhetoric education is and what it is not. 

For example, rhetoric education is not simply an intellectual history of the discipline, a 

compendium of key terms, a body of works starting with a Greek figure, and/or a reading 

list of theorists who use the word. According to this tradition, rhetoric is not a content 

discipline, nor is it mere skills instruction (Fleury; Medhurst; Turner 334). Rather, 

rhetoric education is a training of a capacity in the students that can be, and according to 

this model of education, ought to be used in public life. Often this capacity is invoked in 

the literature with compelling Greek and Latin words: phronesis (judgment), dunamis 

(power or ability), techne (art), and facilitas (skill or finesse). Such concepts challenge 

the modern dualism of content and skills, and that challenge extends to how we think 

about politics and ethics. According to Fleming, rhetoric has a clear “political-ethical 

vision” for what it wants its students to do, to be, and to become (Fleming “Becoming 

Rhetorical” 94). Fleming identifies rhetoric education with a lifelong process of inquiry 

that habituates individuals in collaborative inquiry and deliberation, the governing 

principle being Quintilian’s pedagogical assumption that rhetoric is not a matter of skill 

but of character—an “engaged, articulate, resourceful, sympathetic, civil” citizen “trained 

in, conditioned by, and devoted to what was once called eloquence” (172-3).  

We can look beyond the scholarship I have mentioned already to see the growing 

consensus in the field on this point. What these commentaries may lack in specificity, 
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they make up for in “political-ethical vision.”  Rhetoric education should be “an 

educational system whose primary goal is the development of the virtuous citizen” 

(Fleming “Becoming Rhetorical” 116).  Its goal is to encourage “shared, practical 

wisdom” and “critical reflexivity” for “situated”  and “transactional” public advocacy 

(Jablonski 343-4).  It creates a deliberative community “of engaged, rhetorically 

conscious, and consciously rhetorical, citizens” (McKerrow 352).  Its mission is “to 

educate citizens for an active and productive life of participation in the polis” (Turner 

334). It prepares students for “ethically responsible deliberation as well as persuasive 

speech and writing in any fact of public and private life” (Walker “What Difference” 

149).  It is “a civic subject that strengthens democracy by valuing collective action as a 

mode of public learning” (Miller “Changing the Subject” 89). And it fosters “rhetoricized 

consciousness” and civic sophistication (Petgraglia “Shaping Sophisticates” 81). Though 

these statements come from rhetoricians in both English and Communication, this 

political-ethical vision may well have been more a part of Communication than English 

for the first three quarters of the 20th century, with public speaking and the study of 

political discourse central to the discipline (Keith; Leff). According to Crowley, speech 

rhetoricians professed “a Ciceronian humanism rather than the Arnoldian brand that 

circulates in English departments” (92).  Now, however, since English departments have 

turned more to political considerations (see Eagleton) and Communication departments 

depoliticized to some degree by the effort to apply the methods of the social sciences to 

organizational and interpersonal communication, both fields of study can continue to 
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develop more publicly engaged approaches such as those traditionally identified with the 

study of rhetoric.1 

The rhetorical turn has also presented a formidable challenge to education in 

rhetoric by expanding the frame of reference from a civic practice of speech and writing 

to an interpretive lens the scope of which covers any symbolic activity imaginable. The 

term “Big Rhetoric” has been used to describe the practice of studying “the rhetoric of” 

anything, its most absurd manifestation being McKeon’s joke about the rhetoric of tidal 

waves (Schiappa 269). The debate between “Big Rhetoric” and little rhetoric is a 

metacritical commentary on whether or not the discipline needs a clear purpose, specific 

aptitudes, a distinct agenda, and definite boundaries in order to thrive. Recently Schiappa 

has made the case that the critics of Big Rhetoric are unduly agitated over the scope of 

the discipline, when many other disciplines share the same indeterminacy and 

nevertheless persevere without the same self-neurosis (271). He concludes that 

scholarship in rhetoric should not be judged by how well it connects with the paideutic 

tradition but by its “quality and usefulness,” regardless of its subject of study (272). In 

addition, it seems the “rhetoric of everything” has expanded scholarly opportunities in the 

field by giving rhetoric a centrifugal, anthropological importance.  Big Rhetoric opens the

field of inquiry to include all symbolic human activity in all of its manifestations, and the 

fear of anyone writing about tidal waves has, as of this writing, been unfounded.   

In spite of its promise, Big Rhetoric can readily become “just another kind of 

philosophy or literary criticism” unless it is connected with the pedagogical roots that 

“make rhetoric rhetoric” in the way that Walker has discussed . Scholars have suggested 
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several reasons why Big Rhetoric is not good for the little old rhetoric, in spite of the 

excellent scholarship that has come out of the discipline’s expansive frame. First, Big 

Rhetoric is often bereft of the political-ethical vision Fleming endorsed for the teaching 

of rhetoric (“Becoming Rhetorical” 93). Its primary concern is with applying theory to 

symbolic phenomenon and then publishing the findings, not with improving practice. 

Second, Big Rhetoric shifts the field away from pedagogy and towards epistemology so 

that the primary activity of rhetoric is interpretive rather than educational (Petraglia 

“Identity Crisis” 151). Petraglia worries that the revival of rhetoric “is not due to a 

recovery of a tradition grounded in techne but its transformation into a metatheory 

gesturing toward the discursivity of knowledge,” a trend that overwrites the paideutic

tradition of rhetoric for civic engagement. (161). And finally, Big Rhetoric gives its 

complete attention to interpretation and leaves performance in the dust (Fleming 

“Becoming Rhetorical” 93). In Big Rhetorical scholarship, according to William 

Fusfield, “the concrete opportunities for social application are glaringly absent,” since 

“the active production of one’s own suasion is replaced by a merely passive suspicion of 

others” (125). Likewise Petraglia argues that 

the centrifugal force of Big Rhetoric suggests both the dispersal of rhetoric’s 

applicablilty across domains and contexts as well as a diminished focus on the 

production of appropriate discourse in favor of the learner’s increased ability to 

receive and interpret discourse intelligently. (Petraglia “Identity Crisis” 163, 

emphasis in original) 
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With pedagogy already spread thin, the development of rhetoric into an interdisciplinary 

interpretive framework can distract from efforts to develop courses that do more than 

teach critical analyses of varied phenomena. Scholars like Petraglia are concerned that 

Big Rhetoric reduces the curricular space reserved for helping students develop practical 

strategies for intervening  in reticulate public spheres that demand some degree of 

vernacular eloquence (see Hauser Vernacular Voices).   

The temptation to declare the issue an either/or choice between Big Rhetoric’s 

free-floating frame of reference and little rhetoric’s paideutic tradition has been mitigated 

quite well by Schiappa in his article in Philosophy and Rhetoric wherein he declared the 

either/or scenario unnecessary. I would only add that my findings indicate that as far as 

the undergraduate curriculum is concerned, there is little evidence that Big Rhetoric is 

supplanting performance rhetoric. It is another issue altogether to make the argument that 

in graduate studies and in our professional activities (i.e., publications, conferences, 

coalitions), the emphasis on rhetoric as a broadly conceived interpretive lens for cultural 

studies draws attention away from engaging rhetorical studies for public life. To respond 

to Schiappa’s endorsement of Big Rhetoric, I would argue that when it comes to 

scholarship and knowledge-making in the field, quality and rigor have a tendency to 

trump usefulness. Furthermore, the discipline’s professionalization through Big Rhetoric 

can be considered a challenge to pedagogical rhetoric because it participates fully in the 

academic value system that ranks analytical scholarship a little lower than the angels and 

pedagogical scholarship a little lower than everything else. Communication rhetoricians, 

for example, “have abandoned performance courses as soon as possible, leaving the 
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teaching of public speaking, debate, and practical argumentation to adjuncts and graduate 

students, and their scholarship almost never refers to pedagogy” (Leff 90). The two most-

taught courses in our discipline—public speaking and first-year writing—are 

simultaneously the most intensive venues of performative instruction for students and the 

least professionally regarded and rewarded. Advocates of Big Rhetoric have yet to make 

a compelling case that a centrifugal, ever-expanding discipline benefits undergraduates 

and public life in general, though I am certain such a case could be made.  

On the other hand, perhaps advocates of the paideutic tradition like David 

Fleming have ignored the civic potential of critical-analytical rhetoric by favoring 

Quintilian nostalgia for the “good man speaking well.” In the article that started the 

conversation about rhetorical pathways, Mailloux makes the case that, rather than 

dividing the two practical arts, rhetoric unites “performance and criticism, production and 

interpretation” (“Disciplinary Identities” 21). His concept of rhetorical hermeneutics is 

an excellent way of shifting the conversation about performance to accommodate 

analytical activity in the paideutic tradition. Instead of keeping an exclusive focus on 

students learning to speak and write in publics—a tendency perhaps inverse to the 

centrifugal free-floating of Big Rhetoric—rhetorical hermeneutics expands the enterprise 

into a critical activity that can teach students how to interpret speeches, texts, images, 

media, advertisements, institutions, practices, policies, movements, and anything else of 

great social import productively and intelligently. The most consistent critique against a 

too narrow conception of performance rhetoric has been from Thomas Miller, who sees 

in performance pedagogy a throwback to belletrism and elocution—the training of the 
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civil, rather than the civic, tongue (“Changing the Subject”). He worries that William 

Keith’s “animating myth” of rhetoric education—that the public speaking course is the 

lodestar of our civic aspiration—reifies the idea of the educated, propertied white male 

speaking for the public (“Disciplinary Identifications” 114).  Rhetorical hermeneutics has 

the potential to foster “situated and purposeful practical action” and political involvement 

in students and professors alike (“Changing the Subject” 85; see also Cushman). For 

Miller, rhetoric pedagogy focuses not on teaching students to speak well but on 

developing a “critical awareness” of the confining hierarchies of society and its 

institutions (89). 

Unlike rhetoricians who advocate courses in performance, a practice with obvious 

civic roots in the classical paideutic tradition, rhetoricians who advocate critical-

analytical courses for rhetoric education must consider how teaching a student to be a 

rhetorical critic is a service to the polis. Often the only thing that distinguishes rhetorical 

criticism from literary criticism, for example, is a neo-Aristotelian vocabulary that 

gestures towards the context of a text with a tired reference to the rhetorical triangle. The 

ancients, I would suggest, did not incorporate hermeneutical rhetoric into paideia, nor can 

it be found in Quintilian’s full-character rhetoric education. The practice of rhetoric in a 

representative democracy, a scene in which the arenas of face to face deliberative 

performance are protracted, invites us to consider the civic implications of our 

interpretive strategies and how those implications can be realized in our students. That 

critical awareness spoken of by others is an essential aspect of the modern paideutic 

tradition—one that sees civic dunamis  in the improvement of both analysis and 
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performance through rhetoric education. And ultimately, critical-analytical activities must 

become social performances anyway if we believe the kind of work we do is meaningful 

outside the private development of critical skill. The modern rhetoric education should be 

attentive to teaching both critical rhetorical awareness as well as situated eloquence.

It is no surprise, then, that John Dewey’s The Public and Its Problems is a 

seminal text for rhetoricians concerned about educating citizens for full participation in 

civic life (see Crowley; Flower; Hauser Vernacular Voices; Miller “Changing the 

Subject”). Though the classical model of education is rich with “political-ethical vision,” 

Dewey’s work may be more practical for modern rhetoric education than Quintilian’s all-

encompassing, life-long model. Dewey is also one of the first modern democratic 

theorists to argue that civic communication must be more engaging, poetic, analytical, 

and deliberative than the mere exercise of the “inalienable sacred authority” of free 

speech afforded the individual in classical liberalism (Dewey 289). Dewey had faith, as 

several of the scholars of paudeutic rhetoric do, in “the capacity of human beings for 

intelligent judgment and action if proper conditions are furnished” (Dewey “The Task 

Before Us” 227). Though he would never have considered it in this way, his faith in 

democracy was also a rhetorical faith, faith “in the role of consultation, of conference, of 

persuasion, of discussion, in formation of public opinion” (227). He is a crucial figure in 

his time not only for trusting in the native ability of ordinary citizens to be engaging, 

poetic, analytical and deliberative—a democratic faith that his colleague at The New 

Republic, Walter Lippman, did not share—but also for suggesting that the fate of the 
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public, whatever its shape, depended on its ability to improve its judgments by improving 

the rhetorical literacy of its citizens. 

I read The Public and Its Problems, particularly the last two chapters, as Dewey’s 

strongest argument for education in rhetoric in the categories of performance and critical-

analytical ability in a representative democracy whose historical moment is far removed 

from the time of Athens. Dewey begins with the bad news: The Public is often distracted, 

diffuse, inchoate, unarticulated, factional, emotional, and susceptible to demagogues and 

experts. Dewey’s solution is to improve the conditions of communication among people 

with shared interests or shared problems. “The problem of the public,” he argues “is the 

improvement of the methods and conditions of debate, discussion and persuasion” 

(Public and Its Problems 365). This improvement of public communication has two 

rhetorical facets that must be “indissolubly wedded,” and they are the two traditions of 

paideutic rhetoric I have been describing—the critical and the performative (350). 

First, it is essential that “investigators and artists manifest expertise” in public 

discourse in that they exercise their “ability to judge” social phenomena and interpret it 

critically for the good of the public (365). Since existing “signs or symbols” of social 

activity must be “arrested for consideration and esteem,” then I conclude that Dewey 

would appreciate the scholarship of individuals who specialize in the interpretive activity 

we call rhetoric. (330). An expert is anyone who applies specialized knowledge—e.g., 

rhetorical theory—in order to analyze the consequences of social symbolic action “by 

careful observation and reflective investigation” (356). But such intellectuals are not 

meant to be aristocratic; they are invited to share their discoveries through publication, 
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consultation, and discussion with a population broader than other experts in a free 

exchange of ideas in which they are one voice among many, though with considerable 

and compelling knowledge in a field of public inquiry. Their social role is to practice a 

“systematic and continuous inquiry into all the conditions which affect association” 

(371). Dewey’s concept of inquiry leads me to believe that rhetorical theory is an 

essential aspect of social inquiry—but only insofar as (1) it is taught and fine-tuned 

among the population through rigorous education, (2) it is exercised for its social 

usefulness and developed deliberately as civic engagement, and (3) the results of its 

inquiry are “published, shared, socially accessible” since “knowledge of social 

phenomena is peculiarly dependent upon dissemination” (345). (Dewey may be the first 

public intellectual to scorn the insular practices of the academic publishing machine.)     

Second, because issues of social inquiry do not appeal to the mass public 

naturally, public communication requires “the potency of art” (349). Dewey uses the 

word “presentation” instead of performance, but the kind of rhetorical subjectivity he 

imagines is the same as the one Fleming invokes: engaged, articulate, resourceful, 

sympathetic, and civil (Fleming “Rhetoric as a Course of Study” 172). Public 

presentation, for Dewey, “is a question of art” that, in addition to being informed by 

intelligent judgment, has the potency to secure “direct popular appeal” and touch “the 

deeper levels of life” under the surface of “conventionalized and routine consciousness” 

(349). Performance of the “subtle, delicate, vivid, and responsive art of communication” 

can “breathe life” into the dullness of political exchange and invite interlocutors to 

exercise imagination as they work toward better public judgment (350). And it is not only 
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the experts who have special knowledge to disseminate who need performance skills. The 

only solution to the problems of the public is “the perfecting [through public education] 

of the means and ways of communication of meanings” among all those who know where 

the shoe pinches, to use Dewey’s phrase (332). The locus of this kind of communication, 

for Dewey, exists in an idealized community through face-to-face, back-and-forth 

exchanges that would rightly be categorized as “dialogue” (371). Rhetoricians enjoy this 

argument because it is an argument for education in rhetorical performance: in 

argumentation, debate, listening, speaking, writing, articulating, expressing, and 

exchanging on the civic stage with a civic imagination. 

John Dewey’s The Public and Its Problems can serve as a new expression of the 

political-ethical mission for rhetoric education. I offer it as a contribution to the 

discipline’s pedagogical manifesto discussed at the ARS Conference in 2003. In his 

summative article of the discussion, Hauser argued that “a manifesto on rhetoric 

education’s centrality to civic life” will remain a “pious ideal” without “sustainable 

structures” that serve pragmatic and productive functions for curricular change 

(“Teaching Rhetoric” 44). Sustainable structures are complicated by the “balkanization” 

of rhetorical studies in undergraduate programs where rhetoric is often disconnected from 

the rest of the department.  In order to improve rhetoric education for civic engagement 

progressively as Dewey imagined, we will need to increase students’ opportunities to 

practice critical-analytical and performance skills, which means scholars in rhetorical 

studies ought to expand the instruction in these practices at the undergraduate level.  
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The Survey

To begin the conversation about how to improve the availability of courses in 

rhetorical criticism and performance rhetoric, I offer a brief survey of the condition of 

undergraduate rhetoric in the United States.2 I have gathered data from a representative 

sample of the Carnegie Foundation’s nine categories of bachelor’s-granting institutions 

(“Carnegie Classifications of Institutions”). In 2005 The Carnegie Foundation for the 

Advancement of Teaching revised their classification system to allow for a richer data set 

for determining an institution’s comparative characteristics like enrollment, geographic 

setting, student profile, and the nature of undergraduate and graduate instruction. Each of 

the 4,385 institutions has been placed in basic categories ranging from associates’ 

colleges to high-intensity research universities. (Many readers may find it useful to visit 

the site to see how their own institution is positioned and what its peer institutions look 

like.) Since my interest was in the state of rhetorical pedagogy in undergraduate English 

and Communication Studies, no institutions were drawn from associate’s colleges, tribal 

colleges, or specialized schools for medicine, business, law, art or theology.  The data 

was gathered from a random sample (about 15% of the population) of institutions from 

nine of the Carnegie categories: baccalaureate/associate’s colleges, baccalaureate/diverse 

fields, baccalaureate/arts and sciences; master’s colleges and universities—small, 

medium, and large institutions; and doctoral/research universities, research 

universities/high research activity, research universities/very high research activity. My 

sample of 257 colleges and universities was taken from the 1706 four-year institutions 

offering bachelors degrees or higher. 
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My goal was to come up with an accurate snapshot of undergraduate instruction 

in rhetoric that would be helpful for those of us who suspect that rhetoric is not being 

taught as often as it should be at the undergraduate level. My findings seem to support 

David Fleming’s suspicion that our celebrations over the academy’s rhetoric revival 

“have turned out to be premature” (93). Unlike the curricular studies of Huber, Smith and 

Turner, and Wardrope that sent out questionnaires to department heads, the data on 

rhetoric courses in Table 1 was gathered by reviewing university catalogs and department 

websites and surveying the English and Communication curriculum for the years 2005-7. 

Though this method of gathering curricular data may not accurately represent the courses 

these institutions actually offer in any given semester, the data in Table 1 represent 

departmental commitments to teaching what they call rhetoric to undergraduates beyond 

first-year speech and composition. Miller suggests that this methodology reveals “the 

curriculum as instituted” rather than “the curriculum as taught, as learned, or assessed” 

(“How Rhetorical” 99).  

Searching for courses with the word rhetoric in the course title leaves out courses 

like interpersonal communication or literary theory that may have rhetorical components, 

as Miller notes. I also tracked courses that used the words “persuasion” or 

“argumentation” in their titles. It is my impression from looking at course descriptions 

where available, that courses such as interpersonal communication or literary theory 

generally do not teach rhetorical studies in the classical tradition, as a rule, but I would be 

interested to hear arguments to the contrary. It may be that Big Rhetoric leaves room for 

rhetorical studies by many other names. The line of argument I have tried to follow here 
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would suggest that courses without a titular commitment to rhetoric are minimally 

committed, if at all, to the paideutic tradition of rhetoric education. Again, my focus is 

not on rhetorical studies as a general category but on rhetoric education, and courses in 

the paideutic tradition are easily recognized by their titles. 

Table 1 suggests a few interesting points about the undergraduate curriculum in 

rhetoric beyond first year courses. First, as a complication to Miller’s argument that 

smaller, broad-based institutions are the flagships of collaboration, my survey suggests 

that rhetoric instruction is more robust at larger, rather than smaller, institutions. It may 

be that smaller institutions offer “a pragmatic nexus of critical potential” because of their 

need to combine disciplines in small departments, but that coalition does not translate 

into more courses in rhetoric (Miller “How Rhetorical” 111). Table 1 shows that the 

number of courses in (for example) rhetorical theory in both departments increases as 

institutions get bigger and more established. 

Table 1 The Undergraduate Curriculum in Rhetoric

% Bachelor’s 
Colleges and 
Universities 

offering courses
(out of 111) 

% Masters 
Colleges and 
Universities 

offering courses
(out of 103) 

% Doctoral 
Research 

Universities 
offering courses

(out of 43) 

% ALL 
INSTITUTIONS 

OFFERING 
COURSES 
(out of 257)

Courses in English 
Departments
persuasive writing 5.41% 5.83% 9.30% 6.23%
argumentative 
writing 4.50% 8.74% 13.95% 7.78%
history of rhetoric 0.00% 4.85% 6.98% 3.11%
rhetorical 
theory/criticism 4.50% 1.94% 20.93% 6.23%
other rhetoric course 7.21% 20.39% 30.23% 16.34%
at least one course in 
rhetoric 10.81% 22.33% 41.86% 20.62%
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Courses in 
Communication 
Departments
persuasion 24.32% 36.89% 51.16% 33.85%
argumentation 14.41% 31.07% 48.84% 26.85%
rhetorical 
theory/criticism 7.21% 14.56% 23.26% 12.84%
classical/history of 
rhetoric 1.80% 1.94% 13.95% 3.89%
political rhetoric 6.31% 15.53% 30.23% 14.01%
other rhetoric course 5.41% 4.85% 16.28% 7.00%
at least one course in 
rhetoric 12.61% 10.68% 32.56% 15.18%

Second, my survey suggests that English departments are more likely than 

Communication departments (by 5%) to offer at least one course with the word rhetoric 

in it—a statistic that runs counter to Miller’s finding that communication departments 

offer twice as many courses in rhetoric as English departments (“How Rhetorical” 100). 

The difference can be explained in part by the prevalence of advanced undergraduate 

courses in “rhetoric and composition” in English departments. However, if we isolate 

courses in performance and critical analysis, the courses I would categorize as central to 

the paideutic tradition, English lags behind Communication in both categories (see Table 

2). In Table 2 I have included courses in “persuasion” and “argumentation” because of 

their traditional association with rhetorical instruction. It must be noted that these 

numbers do not take into account performance courses in advanced writing such as 

technical or professional writing that are taught in more than half of the institutions I 

surveyed. 
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Table 2 Core Courses in Rhetoric in the Departments

That fact, in addition to 

the prevalence of 

course offerings in 

Communication (like 

listening or professional 

communication) that can be construed as a kind of performance, may very well 

complicate our definition of the word “performance,” but not if we want to imagine 

rhetoric education as a means of increasing civic literacy and engagement. Traditionally, 

courses in persuasion and argumentation have invited students to engage in a public 

performance of argument about an issue of practical political importance (Jablonski; 

McKerrow). Fleury draws an important distinction between courses that teach 

“exposition”—like a professional communication course that focuses on the formal issues 

of documents and presentations—and courses that teach “persuasion” as a public, 

transactional performance (74). The point is that rhetorical performance is not 

automatically inclined toward civic engagement but may very well be more like apolitical  

elocutionary or belletristic practice. Likewise, as Walker argued at the ARS Conference, 

rhetorical theory can become just another literary theory or philosophy if it is not 

connected with the paideutic—shall I say paideweyan?—pedagogy for civic engagement.      

The third and most important principle we can draw from Table 1 is that rhetoric 

as an undergraduate course of study is not a priority for either department, regardless of 

the vibrancy of interdisciplinary activity at the research level. For example, if less than 

Courses in the paideutic 
tradition 

Offered In English Offered In 
Communication 

Common performance 
courses
     Persuasion 6.23% 33.85%
     Argumentation 7.78% 26.85%
Common analytical-critical 
courses
     Rhetorical theory/criticism 6.23% 12.84%
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20% of English departments in higher education offer courses in rhetoric, then more than 

80% of English majors do not have the opportunity to take even one course in rhetoric 

beyond what is offered in the first year requirement. And even though courses in 

persuasion are offered in roughly 34% of Communication departments, interpersonal and 

group communication, on the other hand, is offered in 70% of the institutions (Wardrope 

257). This last detail has been explained as a general depoliticizing chill in 

communication research following the Vietnam War (Dues & Brown 73). Whatever the 

reason, there are opportunities in both departments to develop undergraduate curriculum 

in rhetoric with an emphasis on rhetoric as an essential civic practice. 

Table 3  Specific Course Titles in Rhetoric Education’s Three Categories 

In his last article in RSQ, 

Miller provided the 

groundwork for curricular 

reform by spotlighting 

courses, majors, and 

programs that combine the 

best of rhetoric’s humanist 

tendencies to unite artful 

performance with critical 

analysis in variegated arenas of public life (“How Rhetorical”). His careful analysis 

reveals the best efforts in the field to “articulate the practical forms of agency” rhetoric 

bestows as the endowment of its paideutic tradition (105). In the pages of these online 

Performance Content Critical-analytical
Debate and public 
advocacy

Rhetorical practices 
in culture

Rights: theory and 
rhetoric

Persuasive and 
expressive writing 
on public issues

Classical rhetoric Theories of 
persuasion

Public speaking Rhetoric of social 
movements

Propaganda analysis

Listening African-American 
rhetoric

Rhetorical criticism

Style Rhetoric in western 
thought

Rhetoric and 
criticism of public 
relations discourse

Rhetoric of making 
a difference

Classical theories of 
social influence

Persuasion theories

Speech composition U.S. public discourse Introduction to 
rhetorical theory

Performance studies  women’s rights 
movement rhetoric

Critical thinking 
through argument
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catalogs, we can find excellent courses available in all three categories that Martin 

Medhurst and others use to describe rhetoric education for civic engagement, though such 

creative courses are rare (see Table 3). It may not be too much of an exaggeration to 

claim that courses and programs in rhetoric have the potential to make up the most 

progressive and politically vibrant part of the undergraduate curriculum in both English 

and Communication departments. In addition to the already politically-freighted courses 

in feminist, African-American, public address, and social movement rhetorics, some of 

these courses have provocative titles like “Propaganda and Attitude Change” (offered at 

Pepperdine University), “Debate and Public Advocacy” (offered at Governors State 

University), and “Deception and Credibility” (at University of Illinois-Springfield). There 

are also a handful of titles that may be more rhetorical than the ones I just mentioned: 

“The Rhetoric of Protest and Reform” (at Suffolk University), “The Rhetorical 

Presidency” (at Lake Forest College), “Persuasive and Expressive Writing on Public 

Issues” (at Western State College), “Rhetorical Strategies of Social and Political 

Campaigns” (at University of Houston), “Rights: Theory and Rhetoric” (at Brandeis 

University), and my favorite title in the bunch, “The Rhetoric of Making a Difference,” 

offered at Carnegie-Mellon. (Honorable mention goes to a mysterious course offered at 

Southwestern University in Texas: “The Dark Side of Close Relationships.”) 

Regrettably, these courses are rare, especially in English departments where 

rhetoric is often confused with/as composition rather than offered as its own independent 

course of instruction. These courses, along with the programs and majors suggested by 

Miller, lay down the direction that curricular reform must take in the future if rhetoric 
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education is to maintain a paideutic tradition. The consequences of allowing rhetoric 

education to continue in its marginal status is best summed up by Sharon Crowley: 

“without an academic discipline devoted to its study, the use of rhetoric by powerful 

figures cannot be critiqued because the knowledge requisite to determine when and how 

an argument is fishy will be even harder to find than it is today” (101). Rhetoric 

education for civic engagement can be more than teaching students to fish for fishy 

arguments; it can prepare students for the practical work of active citizenship that begins 

with hermeneutical awareness and continues through to performative expertise in the 

reticulate publics of modern life.   

Rhetoric Education through Curricular Reform

The scholars who have contributed to the discussion of the rhetorical pathways 

between rhetoric and communication studies in RSQ and elsewhere have made excellent 

arguments for interdisciplinary coalitions among the professionals involved in the 

teaching and research of rhetoric. It seems, however, that working out the specific details 

for interdisciplinary activity has been left for discussions in the future. Many of these 

recommendations offer acute theoretical advice that has the ring of truth, without the 

details: we need to find the “professional space” for rhetoric education (Petraglia 

“Shaping Sophisticates” 80); we must locate rhetoric education at “those places where the 

boundaries among disciplines come into play” (Norgaard 147);  we must construct a 

“practical framework for transdisciplinary studies” (Mailloux “Rhetoric 2000”); we must 

“expand our disciplinary frame of reference” (Miller “Disciplinary Identification” 115); 

and we must build “coalitions at those critical junctures where prevailing assumptions fail 
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to make sense of our differences” (Miller “How Rhetorical” 111). These prescriptions 

offer excellent theoretical and curricular impetus for future developments in the field. I 

would suggest that rhetoric education is best served by interdisciplinary activity when 

courses and programs in rhetoric are made available to undergraduate students as a result. 

The work of articulating professional identity, scope, and civic mission might begin with 

interdisciplinary coalitions, but its practical consequences show up in the catalogs as 

instruction in performative and hermeneutical civic praxis.

  What is most needed for the future of the discipline is concrete curricular 

development in the form of courses, majors and minors, and (where possible) 

departments of rhetoric. The first step, I would suggest, is for English rhetoricians and 

Communication rhetoricians, wherever they exist, to develop, propose, and execute more 

undergraduate courses with the word “rhetoric” in their titles. The titular aspect may 

seem superficial; I don’t think that it is. There are three practical disciplinary benefits to 

using the word “rhetoric” in a course catalog: (1) it is a sign of a department’s 

commitment to the field of rhetoric, (2) it is an opportunity to publish the word, so to 

speak, as an important aspect of our scholarship to a larger audience, and (3) it gives 

rhetoricians in the field the opportunity to describe the kind of rhetoric education we 

envision, with the descriptions in Miller’s article as definitive examples of the paideutic 

tradition. In addition to putting more rhetoric courses on the books, rhetoric educators can 

seek to create courses that can fulfill requirements in undergraduate liberal education in 

order to evangelize rhetorical studies across the campus. Such a development would be in 

the interests of scholars who see rhetoric education at the center of essential character-
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development for all citizens (see Fleming “Rhetoric as a Course of Study”; Fleury; 

Turner).  

A second step would be to develop majors and minors in rhetoric—not in English, 

not in Communication Studies, but in rhetoric. Making accreditation more common 

would work toward demystifying rhetorical studies, or at least make it a common noun 

with some intellectual prestige in public life (see Kuypers & King ix). In my survey of 

257 institutions, only one offered a major in rhetoric (“Communication and Rhetoric” 

offered at Oglethorpe), two offered minors in rhetoric, and three offered an emphasis in 

rhetoric. The wonderful programs highlighted in RSQ are exceptional in every way. 

Again, there are complications with using the word “rhetoric” as the primary frame of 

reference for curricular analysis. The rhetoric major at the University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign, for example, is a writing/literature major exclusively. The kind of 

major or minor that conceives of rhetoric as a civic art would require students to take 

courses in both written and oral communication, in performance as well as critical 

analysis.    

Finally, developing a solid undergraduate rhetoric education in the paideutic 

tradition may require a new department where the exiles of literature and social scientific 

communication can come to build rhetoric education, dragging writing and speech 

courses with them. Breaking away from English and Communication Studies would be 

the single-most effective reform for developing rhetoric education in the paideutic 

tradition. However, the complications of disciplinary identity in rhetorical studies are 

often too much for administrators to handle when a break-off is proposed or executed. 
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Walter Jost describes how the Rhetoric Department at the University of Virginia was 

“taken down in mid-flight,” ostensibly because of budget constraints, but possibly 

because of its nature as an academic albatross (13). And just as we saw with majors, there 

are rhetoric departments that ironically do not offer undergraduate study in rhetoric. The 

rhetoric departments at Coe College, University of Minnesota, University of Iowa, 

University of Hartford, and Oakland University administer the first-year writing 

requirement and/or house the graduate study program in rhetoric; they do not offer any 

undergraduate courses in rhetoric. In a political culture that has not made funding 

education a priority, it is unlikely that rhetoric departments will emerge any time in the 

near future.  

In spite of rhetoric’s marginal position in the academy, it is a good time to study 

rhetoric—and a very important time to teach it. A recent study has shown that those 

college graduates who excel in communication skills are more likely to vote, participate 

in political activity, volunteer in community service, and “attempt to persuade others to 

their own political convictions” (Nie & Hilygus 42). However this same study showed 

that students who took undergraduate courses in the humanities were less likely to engage 

in civic rhetorical activity after they graduate than those students who majored in a social 

science (like history, sociology, anthropology, political science, and economics). The 

study comes to a conclusion that can dovetail with the paideutic tradition, a pedagogical 

practice that I have suggested comes not only from classical rhetoricians but from John 

Dewey: increasing instruction in verbal skills and in politically-charged disciplines 

increases political agency and leads to public acts of persuasion (51). Coalitions like RSA 
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and ARS can take the lead in bringing professional pressure to bear on institutions in 

order to make these changes. If we can develop a stronger undergraduate rhetoric 

education, with courses in performance and critical analysis that capture the political-

ethical vision that is the heritage of civic rhetoric, we will increase the likelihood that 

students of rhetoric will leave the university ready to practice the rhetoric of making a 

difference.  

Notes

 When I say English departments have been to some degree “politicized,” I am thinking 

of two aspects of English Studies: the latent political force of literary analysis, advocated 

by Terry Eagleton in Literary Theory: An Introduction and often implicit in cultural 

studies and postcolonial theory, and the (also latent) civic potential of writing instruction. 

Whether or not this two-pronged latent political force has (or indeed can) become active 

in steering English Studies in the direction of civic engagement is an important question 

that requires further discussion.  

2 The data for this survey was gathered while I was a research assistant for Dr. Thomas P. 

Miller at the University of Arizona. I am grateful to Dr. Miller for his generosity in 

letting me gather extra data for this project. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE INFORMAL DIALECTIC, OR THE “BACK-AND-

FORTHNESS” OF RHETORIC

You cannot read too far into popular media before you encounter a writer carrying 

on the work of Deborah Tannen and others by criticizing the quality of public discourse. 

In her excellent book The Argument Culture (1998), Tannen made her famous argument 

against argument, or at least against the entrenched cultural tendency in public discourse 

to make every issue agonistic, adversarial, aggressive, and only two-sided. The call for 

civility in public discourse is a genre used by both sides of the political spectrum to 

critique conditions of public disagreement in different venues of the culture. For example, 

at the height of the controversy over the 2003 documentary film Fahrenheit 911, 

journalist Andrew Sullivan compared Michael Moore’s film with Mel Gibson’s The 

Passion of the Christ, concluding that neither film was “designed to persuade” but to 

“rally the faithful, to use the power of imagery to evoke gut sentiment, to rouse the 

already committed to various forms of hatred or adoration.” But worse, both films 

violated what have been called “ground rules” for interlocutors by replacing “argument 

with feeling” and “reasoned persuasion with the rawest of group loyalties,” thus 

becoming “deeply corrosive of the possibility of real debate and reason in our culture” 

(Sullivan 70; see also Lazere). Likewise when comedian Jon Stewart appeared on CNN’s 

Crossfire in October 2003, he accused hosts Paul Begala and Tucker Carlson of passing 

off theater for deliberation and thereby crippling the American public’s ability to form 

political opinions about substantive issues that demand more substantive arguments.  
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Though such criticisms generally do not lead to improvements in the dynamics of 

public dialogue, they diagnose its perpetual weakness and challenge us to improve the 

conditions of disagreement in public life. That challenge has resonated with instructors of 

rhetoric who go beyond the goals of clarity, correctness, or eloquence to teach argument 

as a critical, ethical activity of civic engagement and the primary performative act of 

public living and decision-making. “If public argument is bad,” suggests Roberts-Miller, 

“perhaps there is something wrong with the teaching of public argument” (228). Because 

of disciplinary boundaries in the teaching of rhetoric, argumentation pedagogy has lived 

two lives, with two minds about what form of public discourse best serves democracy, as 

scholars like Mailloux and Leff have pointed out. Rhetoricians in speech communication 

focus on oral dialectical exchange and empirical studies of argumentation. Rhetoricians 

in English departments, invested with the responsibility of teaching thouands of incoming 

freshmen good writing, focus on monological, written texts and the construction of 

written arguments in public discourse (Mailloux; Leff “Rhetorical Disciplines”). The 

proceedings of the conference of Alliance of Rhetoric Societies suggests that in order to 

address the multivalent genres, constraints, and situations of modern civic discourse, the 

boundaries between the two disciplines should be more permeable and the methods of 

teaching a rhetoric of civic engagement more concretely theorized.

One aspect of argumentation that has not been given enough attention in English 

Studies is its “back-and-forthness,” or to be more specific, its dialectical character. As 

Crosswhite has pointed out, an argument by nature is primarily a social activity; a claim 

is a calling-out (from Latin, clamare, to call or cry out) to someone who it is assumed 
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will respond, presumably with a challenge (56). The Oxford English Dictionary tells us 

that the word discourse also has a back-and-forth etymology, from the Latin discurs-us: 

“running to and fro.” In face to face conversations in public life and in online chats, a 

response is expected and sometimes instantaneous: We claim, our interlocutors counter-

claim, and we have a back-and-forth argument that may or may not be productive 

depending on our motives, the psychological or emotional investment, and the 

willingness of the interlocutors to abide by often unspoken, context-specific standards of 

reasoning.1 In such instances when arguers, in the words of Jim Corder, are “flush, 

feverish, quaky, shaky, angry, scared, hurt, shocked, disappointed, alarmed, outraged, 

even terrified,” an argument may be just as Deborah Tannen feared—a senseless fight 

that leaves both parties wounded in some way (Corder 21; Tannen). Yet there is 

something quite human and often quite productive about the back-and-forthness of a 

dialogical argument that cannot be fully captured by the monologic nature of much of our 

rhetorical pedagogy and practice. There is a kind of critical thoroughness in it that can 

lead participants to sharpened phronesis (or judgment) in public affairs. 

In this chapter I wish to add my voice to Patricia Roberts-Miller who in 

Deliberate Conflict questioned the political efficacy of assigning rhetoric students five-

paragraph, thesis-driven essays and calling them arguments (219). For the rest of this 

chapter I make the case that paideweyan pedagogy in English Studies should recapture 

the pragmatic and performative methodology of dialectic, but with some variation on the 

classical theme. The problem is that the word dialectic is freighted with all kinds of 

philosophical, formal, and disciplinary baggage, so much so that we may feel more 
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comfortable leaving out the concept completely. In the literature, dialectic can mean 

anything from an informal discussion to a complex, normative system of logical inquiry. 

I have chosen the somewhat clumsy phrase “back-and-forthness” to invoke a concept of 

argumentation that I believe comes from the dialectic but does not necessarily share fully 

in its formal or normative qualities—an informal dialectic, if you will. An informal 

dialectical pedagogy begins with the assumption that argumentation—either in speaking 

or writing—is a two-person affair; it is a call and response, a give and take, a paradoxical 

dance, and as such it requires two willing parties to explore their differences by taking 

turns, by listening and then speaking, by arguing in the purest, most productive, sense of 

the word. First I will review the concept of dialectic and its classical purposes. Then I 

will argue that a more informal understanding of dialectic offers us pedagogical options 

for teaching argumentation as a social process. Finally, I offer a recent example of back 

and forth rhetoric from popular culture—an exchange between two journalists from 

politically different popular journals—as a model for an alternative practice of 

argumentation pedagogy. It is my hope that we can improve our students’ ability to enter 

the public life of argumentation by developing curricula that invite them to engage in the 

back-and-forthness of rhetoric. 

The Dialectical Origins of Back-and-Forth Rhetoric

When communication scholars study argument, they often turn to Aristotle’s 

treatise on dialectic in the Topics, rather than to the Rhetoric. As part of his work on logic 

that has been called the Organon, the Topics codifies the art of dialectic as the possibility 

of coming to agreement through a rigorous process of question and answer.  Unlike the 
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Prior and Posterior Analytics that assume the possibility of demonstrable propositions 

true in themselves, the Topics deals with probabilities or endoxai—acceptable popular 

beliefs that cannot be demonstrated to be truthful. Aristotle theorized dialectic as a 

procedure and a systematic art for two or more individuals to test the strength of 

conclusions to premises proffered in everyday situations through a back-and-forth 

exploration. Dialectic began with premises that could be called social knowledge, in the 

sense that they seem true “to everyone, or to most people, or to the wise—to all of them, 

or to most, or to the most famous and esteemed” (1). Dialectical exchanges, according to 

Aristotle, are useful for changing interlocutors’ minds “about anything they may seem to 

us not to have stated well” (2). In other words, dialectic is a techne for either testing the 

strength of a hypothesis or refining the reasons for which someone has accepted a 

proposition as being true or useful.   

Aristotle is no friend of agonism for agonism’s sake. In “Sophistical Refutations” 

he criticizes “lovers of strife” who wish to win a debate at any cost. Arguing with 

sophistic pettifoggers is useless because they refuse to see dialectic as a joint venture of 

discovery, and anyway most of the time they have no intention of reassessing their fixed 

principles (174). Aristotle felt that lovers of strife took disagreement too seriously and did 

not see dialectic as a process or even game played with language and reason that two 

people entered willingly. In some ways, Aristotle perceived the teaching of dialectic as 

similar to the teaching of fencing—as one scholar puts it, as a game of “gymnastic 

arguments” meant to teach students how to improve their skills “without danger” (Smith 

xx). The whole point was to create a procedure of turn-taking, of claim and counter-
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claim, that would eventually lead the participants to discover some kind of flaw in their 

reasons. In addition the whole affair was supposed to be gentlemanly, which points to the 

gendered aspect of classical argumentation; like illegal wrestling holds, logical fallacies 

or attempts to pass off poorly-structured arguments as good ones, were categorized as 

“dirty fighting” (Aristotle 173). Unlike rhetoric, the dialectical process was not meant to 

lead to mere persuasion but to agreement and rational conviction.   

Aristotle’s opening phrase in the Rhetoric—“rhetoric is an antistrophos to 

dialectic”—has sparked numerous discussions about Aristotle’s use of the word 

“counterpart” (antistrophos) in describing the relationship between rhetoric and dialectic 

(Kennedy 28). The classical tension between the two terms seems to hinge on the kind of 

procedure involved: monologue for rhetoric, dialogue (or back-and-forth) for dialectic.  

The tension between the two did not begin with Aristotle. In the Protagoras, Plato sets up 

a dramatic counterpoise between monologue and dialogue as the participants come to 

terms with how they will proceed with their discussion. As Socrates entangles Protagoras 

in a sharp question and answer session—a session that the audience knows can only lead 

to victory for Socrates—the two wrangle about their method of debate. Socrates demands 

short answers from Protagors and Protagoras insists on the right to oratorical exuberance. 

Critias, sensing an immanent breakdown in the discussion, begs the two interlocutors to 

“dispense with eristics” and debate as friends on good terms (337b). Prodicus, who has 

grown weary of the debate as well, suggests a compromise of speaking styles: Socrates 

must agree not to “insist on the precise, excessively brief form of discussion,” and 
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Protagoras “must not let out full sail in the wind and leave the land behind to disappear 

into the Sea of Rhetoric” (338b). 

This “Sea of Rhetoric,” we are meant to understand, is the monologue, the 

seasoned speech of the sophist whose unilateral mode of discourse is inimical to the kind 

of back- and-forth exploration Socrates uses to engage his interlocutors. Ultimately in the 

Protagoras, the two interlocutors cannot abide by the rules. After delivering the longest 

monologue in the dialogue, Socrates ends up foisting on Protagoras a tedious and 

protracted one-sided discussion, until Protagoras in exasperation exclaims, “I think you 

just want to win the argument, Socrates” (360e). Despite the inconsistencies in his 

performance, Plato did not trust monologues, and he did not trust the telos of “rhetoric” 

as it was then understood as the means of persuading an audience to a single rhetor’s 

will—which is of course why Plato’s favored rhetorical device is the dialogue. Without 

the ability to question, challenge, and refute a speaker, an audience was left with the role 

of either assenting to or rejecting an argument. Richard Leo Enos explains further that 

“Plato expresses great concern about writing because he felt that it destroyed the dynamic 

and interactive exchange that took place in the (necessarily) oral deliberations of 

dialectic” (28). Not only did writing destroy memory, but it also dangerously “mediated 

the essential function of primary, direct, oral interaction between thinkers” (29). On the 

“Sea of Rhetoric,” speeches pass by like ships in the night, never connecting in 

productive conflict with each other’s premises. “There is indeed no doubt,” argue 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, “that the single hearer, having the opportunity to ask 

questions and raise objections, gets the impression that the arguments he eventually 
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accepts are more solidly supported than the conclusions of a speaker who unfolds his 

arguments in sustained discourse” (36). 

 So the lasting philosophical concern with rhetoric vis a vis dialectic is that 

rhetoric’s standard stock-in-trade is the single-shot communication—a monologue that 

requires nothing but patience and acquiescence from its audience. This distinction 

between dialogue and monologue continues, even though Aristotelians like Chaim 

Perelman categorize both modes of communication as rhetoric. According to Michael 

Leff, dialectic appeals to scholars because dialectic involves “unmediated interaction” 

between two people in a “turn-taking process,” whereas in rhetoric “the encounter with 

the other is not direct” (“Rhetoric and Dialectic” 246). The biggest difference between 

the two is that “dialectic tends to generate procedures that work autonomously within the 

practice of the art; rhetoric tends to adjust argumentation to public situations” (247). I 

take this statement to mean that dialectical argumentation is a cooperative venture that 

involves two parties in a rigorous back-and-forth discussion with either tacit or explicit 

rules of engagement, the critical purpose being to test the strength of arguments using 

shared standards of rationality. (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca suggest further that 

dialectic can be carried out within the self through the rigors of internal reasoning—we 

try to convince ourselves. See The New Rhetoric, p. 40.) Rhetoric, if we accept Leff’s 

division, is the process by which a single speaker does all the work by anticipating the 

needs and objections of an implied audience (often not present), developing claims and 

reasons the assumed (invoked? constructed?) audience will accept.    
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The word “procedure” needs some attention here. David Zarefsky has explained 

that argument as procedure “begins with the assumption that argumentation differs from 

other modes of expressing disagreement (taunts, epithets) by the presence of rules or 

norms that regulate the conduct of discourse” (35). These norms can either come into 

play naturally through the constraints of having an interlocutor, or they can be imposed 

externally, for example through parliamentary rules and regulations. For example, 

Habermas makes the distinction between the informal opinion-formation of the public 

sphere making arguments, willy-nilly, and the institutionalized, regulated assemblies that 

follow specific procedural norms like Robert’s Rules of Order or the juridical processes 

in legal cases (307). Public and forensic debates provide another example of explicit 

procedural arrangements. If we accept Zarefsky’s explanation, then, an informal dialectic 

is procedural in that it is regulated, either formally or informally, by the very fact of its 

back and forthness. In other words, when interlocutors meet to discuss a point of 

difference, the invisible hand of human interaction is at work, regulating what can be 

said, imposing (but not always) certain norms and standards of reasoning, constructing 

better or worse means of persuasion in the moment.     

Because of this procedural distinction, Leff contends that dialectic and rhetoric 

should be kept essentially separate, as did Richard Weaver, for different reasons (Leff 

252; Weaver 138). Other critics see no reason why they should be theoretically distinct. 

Scott Jacobs has argued that the two terms share the idea that argument is a social activity 

for “managing controversy and disagreement” in a reasonable way (262). Because of the 

theoretical work of discourse critics like Bakhtin,  we have come to understand that all 
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statements are dialogic (see Clark). In this sense, there is no such thing as a monologue; 

all speech is dialogue, whether it evokes an actual response or not. For Bakhtin, to read 

any kind of language utterance as a “self-sufficient and hermetic utterance” is to imprison 

it “in the dungeon of a single context” that saps it of its true meaning (Bakhtin 274). His 

key term heteroglossia tries to get at the dialogic nature of every utterance, from the 

single sentence of a dialogue in a novel to an entire literary work itself. 

From this expansive understanding of “dialogue” we may get the idea that 

students participate in a dialogue—“enter a conversation” is also a popular phrase—by 

writing an essay (or giving a speech) on capital punishment, handing it in to the teacher, 

and receiving it back with editing marks and a grade. In terms of sequence, this exchange

could be called dialogic: the student “listens” to different viewpoints on an important 

public issue, then writes her own arguments on the issue, and then submits it to a third 

party authority who responds with a qualitative assessment of her argument (and her 

grammar, spelling, punctuation, organization, “flow,” clarity, use of MLA style, 

coherence, perspicuity, voice, and consistence). The student then concludes the dialogue 

by filing the paper away in the wastebasket on the way out the door. Of course this is a 

cynical view of the prospects of labeling this kind of exchange a “dialogue,” and I am not 

quite convinced that such an exchange is meaningless, since improving rhetorical literacy 

in any form is very meaningful to me. But as a productive exchange about an important 

public issue, this standard pedagogical practice seems to be what Dewey described as 

“soliloquy”—the “broken and imperfect thought” of an expression offered in a situation 
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where meaningful back-and-forthness is complicated by the need to assess and grade (LW 

2: 371).

Toward Informal Dialectic

At that climax of The Public and Its Problems when he gives his idealistic view 

of the “Great Community,” Dewey suggests that “an articulate democratic public” 

requires more than intellectual methods of generating and analyzing information for 

informed public decisions: it requires “practical procedure” (LW 2:371). To describe what 

he means by procedure, Dewey suggests that back-and-forth oral communication has 

vitality that the kind of written exchange often taking place in English does not: “the 

winged words of conversation in immediate intercourse have a vital import lacking in the 

fixed and frozen words of written speech.” Discussion may begin with what’s in the 

paper or the academic journals, he says, but the “final actuality” of a true public “is 

accomplished in face-to-face relationships by means of direct give and take. Logic in its 

fulfillment recurs to the primitive sense of the word: dialogue” (371). Concerning this 

phrase, Westbrook has pointed out the fusty nostalgia for the face-to-face interactions of 

an ever-receding “community,” but Dewey’s political commitment to back-and-forthness 

is still productive (Westbrook 316). Here Dewey emphasizes the progressive nature of 

political conversations that follow some kind of procedure or turn-taking and whose 

participants are willing to submit their opinions to others to be tested. A dialogue in a 

Deweyan sense is progressive because the interlocutors are engaged in a critical thinking 

activity that goes beyond the mere expressing of opinions. Informed public opinion can 

emerge in no other way, Dewey asserts, than by the “expansion and reinforcement of 
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personal understanding and judgment by the cumulative and transmitted intellectual 

wealth of the community” locked in dialogue (371). This progressive perspective of 

dialogue is what seems to be missing from the standard scholarship about argument in 

English Studies, possibly because of the monologic “Sea of Rhetoric” in which we sail 

when we assign and write papers that do not receive immediate responses.2  

Though “dialogue” and “dialectic” are often used synonymously, I have found it 

useful to draw a hierarchical relationship between the two.3 I suggest that dialogue is the 

genus and dialectic is the species. A dialogue is a reciprocal exchange of any kind. A 

dialectic, however, is a back and forth exchange with the purpose of testing the strength 

of certain propositions in an effort to transcend fixed positions to reach consensus or 

understanding. As in Aristotle’s Topics, a dialectic can be considered a formal activity 

carried out by philosophers who test propositions according to rigorous standards of 

deduction via acceptable topoi, or common topics of argument. Some scholars of 

communication continue to hope for a clearly articulated theory of dialectic that will 

preserve the normative rigor of analytical philosophy, while at the same time gesturing 

toward the practical benefits of theorizing dialectic as a specialized activity. These efforts 

tend to draw attention away from Dewey’s idea of back-and-forth as a practical 

democratic activity carried out by ordinary people on issues of social import. However 

some of the principles advocated by dialecticians are helpful for approaching the teaching 

of rhetoric as a civic activity of back-and-forthness.       

An example of this effort comes from the Amsterdam pragma-dialecticians—a 

small cadre of argumentation scholars who advocate the study of dialectic in terms of 
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critical reasoning. In their work A Systematic Theory of Argumentation (2004), Frans H. 

van Eemeren and the late Rob Grootendorst describe in great detail their model of a 

“critical discussion” that offers both the promise of procedure and its drawbacks. For 

these scholars argumentation begins as a way to test the strength of propositions in a 

particular social setting. In order to theorize a critical discussion completely, they feel 

compelled to make tacit assumptions about the behavior of interlocutors that many of us 

would find fantastical. To begin with, there is no reason to argue unless both parties are 

willing to act as reasonable critics, both of their opponent’s arguments and their own. 

Both must be willing to “abide by an agreed discussion procedure” that will facilitate the 

argument and eventually lead to a resolution (16). As they begin their exchange, each 

party must “make a real effort to express his intentions as accurately as possible in a way 

that minimizes the chances of misunderstanding” (196). Furthermore, to conduct a 

critical discussion, “the circumstances must be such that individual freedom, the right to a 

free exchange of information and to voice criticism, non-violence, and intellectual 

pluralism are guaranteed,” which means the arguers must have a working balance of 

power (37). If two such fictional characters were to be invested in this procedure, abide 

by the rules, and employ their reasonable faculties to the fullest, one of their propositions 

would emerge victorious, because all other propositions would fail the test of 

reasonableness (hence the normativity of critical discussion). 

The authors of the pragma-dialectical approach admit that their critical discussion 

“is too technical for immediate use by ordinary discussants: It is a theoretical model for 

examining argumentative discourse and texts” (190, emphasis in original). In other 
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words, critical discussion is a hermeneutical model that can be used by communication 

scholars to analyze debates to determine how interlocutors measure up to critical 

standards. “A difference of opinion,” they argue, “can only be resolved in accordance 

with a critical philosophy of reasonableness” (50). Furthermore they posit fifteen rules 

that critical discussants must follow and ten basic requirements of reasonable behavior in 

order to resolve the disagreement. The assumption is that if all the conditions of the 

procedure are met, the result will be something approaching intersubjective truth, or at 

least the vanquishing of error. 

I assume this approach to dialectic would alienate rhetoricians interested in 

argument because of its emphasis on the technical knowledge of logical inferences, its 

dismissal of audience-based persuasion, and the impractical demands it makes on 

interlocutors who are, after all, human beings with vested interests, power imbalances, 

and status differentials. A critical discussion in their terms seems suited more for the 

fireside chats of philosophy students at Cambridge in the time of Wittgenstein than for 

students engaged in a rhetoric of making a difference. For rhetoricians in English studies, 

a critical discussion model seems impractical, and the model suggested by the pragma-

dialecticians could be considered a reason for abandoning the word dialectic altogether as 

being unhelpful to the project of educating students in rhetorical literacy. However, there 

are a few principles here that I believe are necessary for developing rhetorical pedagogy 

for civic engagement and for preserving the concept of dialectic, though in a less formal 

manner.  
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First, the idea of argument as procedure, advocated by the pragma-dialecticians,

is lost in the teaching of argument in college English. Argument scholars draw 

distinctions between argument as process, procedure, or product (Willard; Zarefsky). In 

courses in rhetoric in English studies, students often make arguments as products—

textual objects that are “distinguishable components of discourse, claims backed by 

reasons” (Willard 17). Argument as product has been helpful in teaching ways of 

analyzing texts to determine their modes of reasoning, and with the scholarship of 

Toulmin and Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca the enterprise of analysis has gone beyond 

studying syllogisms to a vast array of argumentative strategies like the enthymeme 

(Zarefsky 35). Procedural argument, on the other hand, requires some back-and-forthness 

between two interlocutors who recognize that they are trying to have a productive 

disagreement. As Zarefsky explains, argument as procedure begins with the assumption 

“that argumentation differs from other modes of expressing disagreement (taunts, 

epithets) by the presence of rules or norms that regulate the conduct of discourse” (35). 

These norms do not have to be critically or professionally articulated, as they are by the 

pragma-dialecticians. The mere presence of another person in a disagreement imposes 

norms (Zarefsky 35). 

Though there may be specific conventions and rules established for having a 

procedural argument—as in forensic or parliamentary debate, for example—the core idea 

is that two or more people are engaged in a turn-taking discussion in which they hold 

each other accountable to often vague or implicit notions of fairness and reasonableness 

in that exchange. Conversation analysts have noted that even in everyday conversation, 
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participants use rhetorical strategies to “make sense of another’s talk, and how they 

design their own turns at talk so as to be appropriate next moves” (Drew 166-7). The 

practical nature of turn-taking in disagreement has been captured by Perelman and 

Olbrechts-Tyteca who advocated a less-specialized view of dialectic:  

In ordinary dialogue the participants are simply trying to persuade their audience 

so as to bring about some immediate or future action; most of our arguments in 

daily life develop at this practical level. It is a curious and noteworthy fact that 

this everyday activity of persuasive discussion has received very scant attention 

from the theoreticians. [. . .] It is indeed in the course of daily conversation that 

the opportunity to engage in argumentation most commonly presents itself (39).

Michael Leff would call this informal view of argumentation “a hybrid conception of 

dialectic” because it negotiates “between logic and rhetoric, or more properly, between 

strictly propositional views of rationality and strictly instrumental views of persuasion” 

(Leff 242). Participants in ordinary procedural arguments use whatever rhetorical 

strategies they have on hand, taking turns making arguments in whatever way they see fit, 

negotiating rules and roles and reasoning as the argument proceeds. This is what I mean 

by an “informal dialectic”—the purposeful and performative back-and-forthness of 

everyday public life.4     

The second principle I take from dialectics is its critical or analytical nature. I 

have already established that a dialectic does not have to be performed by philosophers 

with expert knowledge of logic. Yet by bringing people together in turn-taking talk, we 

are only halfway to what Dewey imagined as democratic dialogue. One of the forces at 
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work to “eclipse” the public, for Dewey, was the never-ending flow of uninformed 

personal opinion in public discourse. Beyond the mere expression of opinion, public 

interlocutors needed “to possess conceptions which are used as tools of directed inquiry 

and which are tested, rectified and caused to grow in actual use” (LW 2: 340). Public 

debate requires “reasoned conviction” in order for individuals, institutions, and practices 

to move from static positions to dynamic action (319). Citizens must be taught critical 

thinking skills not only for their own self-defense against charlatans but to increase their 

ability to perform arguments in writing and speaking with sound reasons that others 

would accept. Though a dialectic need not be technical, its participants should be 

engaged in trying to discover what should be considered reasonable and what shouldn’t. 

This process may indeed be informal, but the interlocutors are conscious of what Hauser 

called “local norms of reasonableness”—those standards determined contextually and 

socially that help determine good arguments from bad ones (52).

The critical nature of procedural rhetoric suggests a third principle of dialectic 

that I find useful. A dialectic is, or ought to be, progressive in the sense that the 

interlocutors are “getting things done” by letting their ideas knock up against each other. 

A dialectic, even an informal one, can be used to “test the acceptability of a standpoint” 

in a social setting (van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1). Kenneth Burke believed dialectic 

contributed to the “maturing of one another by the give and take of question and answer,” 

and that this kind of exchange was ideal for “reconciling opposites” and “transcending” 

individual positions (53). Even if positions are not transcended and consensus is not 

reached, back and forth rhetoric can be a progressive educator for participants and 
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audiences alike. For one debate teacher, back and forth rhetoric gives participants 

“flexibility in coping with the intertwining of issues” (Muir 285); for two other debate 

scholars, staged back and forth rhetoric, like presidential debates, leads citizens to 

reflective judgments and critical decisions (Ehninger & Brockriede vii). If disagreement 

is thoroughly entrenched, dialectic can lead at least to a “clarified state of a 

disagreement” (Adler 75).5 

From another perspective, debate is not as productive as dialectic, dialogue, or 

deliberation because the purpose of a debate is for partisans to defend their views against 

all odds, whereas a dialectic is meant to be an exploration with implied mutual goals 

(Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca 37). Though we may agree with the merits of debate 

suggested by the scholars I just mentioned, this critique of debate as a monologue dressed 

up in dialogue’s clothing is very helpful for understanding the true benefits of informal 

dialectic and how we could go about teaching it. Dewey again provides the progressive 

political vision of back-and-forth rhetoric in The Public and Its Problems: “There is no 

limit to the liberal expansion and confirmation of limited personal intellectual 

endowment which may proceed from the flow of social intelligence when that circulates 

by word of mouth from one to another in the communications of the local community” 

(LW 2: 371-2). This again implies that interlocutors engage in discourse with the goal of 

testing propositions and finding solutions to public problems together. 

Part of rhetorical literacy is the ability to perform intelligently, effectively, 

affectively, and ethically in dialectical arguments about issues of social importance. As I 

mentioned in the first chapter, society is a loosely-defined term that encompasses all our 
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meaningful exchanges in life, our interdependent activities in institutions and publics, and 

our collective activities with other people who have similar interests or needs. For 

Dewey,  public deliberation begins when societies “breath life” into “the physical 

machinery” of discourse through the rigor of inquiry and “a subtle, delicate, vivid and 

responsive art of communication” (LW 2: 350). Back-and-forth rhetoric is indeed a 

subtle, delicate, and responsive art of communication that stands at the core of all public 

deliberation as the generative activity of emergent publics seeking to articulate their 

interests and act together. I stand with Roberts-Miller, Gerard Hauser, and others in 

arguing that deliberative skills, though they may be naturally cultivated in actual practice, 

should be an integral part of undergraduate rhetorical studies.  

Back-and-Forth Rhetoric in Online Publics and Classrooms

Setting up back-and-forth rhetorical education for civic engagement requires quite 

a bit of instructional support in reasoning, claims, assertions, evidence, warrants, 

emotional and ethical appeals, conversational ethics, listening rhetoric, critical analysis, 

stylistics, enthymemes, counterclaiming, and good humor, just to name a few. David 

Fleming was not exaggerating when he said that paideutic rhetorical education is a 

“lengthy affair, literally coextensive with a person’s life” (178). It is my hope that we will 

continue to develop scholarship and curricula, especially in undergraduate studies, in 

order to strengthen paideweyan pedagogy through back-and-forth rhetoric, among the 

other categories of rhetorical education mentioned by Fleming in “Rhetoric as a Course 

of Study.” My focus in this chapter, however, has been on the dearth of back-and-

forthness in rhetorical education, especially in English studies where, as I noted in the last 
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chapter, argumentation and debate are taught as a course of study in less than 8% of all 

institutions. A deliberative education must begin with back-and-forth rhetorical 

exchanges with students of rhetoric beyond the assignment-assessment-return-(throw 

away) sequence. 

One way to engage students in the back-and-forthness of rhetoric is to give them 

assignments that invite them into an exchange with another student or students. For oral 

arguments this can take the form of a parliamentary debate; in writing, back-and-forth 

rhetoric can look like a more rigorous, developed, and sophisticated online forum 

exchange—something between the formal exchanges on opinionduel.com or 

youdebate.com and the pithy, informal stichomythia of myspace.com. Wired Online used 

to hold informal debates between experts that they called “Brain Tennis: Debate as a 

Spectator Sport” in which the two parties exchanged posts online during the course of 

two weeks. It is likely, and it will be come more likely with the expansion of technology 

and access, that students will be familiar with and participate in such online forums 

whose very structure of call-and-response already imitates an informal dialectic. For the 

past few years scholars of communication have made the new media of chat room 

interaction the focus of studies in deliberative argument. Of particular interest has been 

the ways in which naturally occurring arguments online deviate from ideal deliberative 

models like pragma-dialectics (Weger, Jr. & Aakhus 25). Though online arguments tend 

to employ ad hominem attacks and dismissive one-liners, Weger, Jr. and Aakhus have 

discovered that participating in online arguments exposes interlocutors to alternative 

viewpoints and emergent publics, which are Deweyan benefits of public back-and-
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forthness (36).  The excitement of seeing your own writing appear online is surpassed 

when someone responds with agreement or challenge, and a back-and-forth often ensues 

with each turn at post calling on a writer’s ability to understand, analyze, and invent 

“next action in response” (see Drew 168). 

This genre of back-and-forth argumentation can be used effectively in a writing 

class to promote an informal dialectic that can be assessed by the instructor based on 

class instruction in rhetorical literacy. As an example of this kind of argument on a 

political issue I provide an exchange that took place between James S. Robbins, 

contributing editor of The National Review and Michael Crowley, senior editor of The 

New Republic in August 2004.6 The National Review is a conservative bi-weekly 

newsmagazine with a circulation of about 150,000, while The New Republic, a liberal 

weekly, has a circulation of around 63,000 (“The Nation Leads Mags Race.”) Both 

magazines focus on political current events, with the Review generally supporting George 

W. Bush’s “war on terror” and the Republic supporting a general hard-nosed foreign 

policy while criticizing the Bush administration. Their online dialogue about homeland 

security went from August 9th to the 11th and each interlocutor had six “turns at talk,” 

with an average length of between 500 and 800 words. (According to Weger, Jr. and 

Aakhus, the average length of an online argument post is 85 words.) The average 

response time was about three hours. Like all good informal dialectical exchanges, each 

contributor made arguments, used evidence, and analyzed the acceptability of the 

arguments of the other, though no formal rules were established. What interests me here 

is not so much the subject of their argument but the way their exchange reveals the 
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progressive potentials of back-and-forth rhetoric as a pedagogical activity with great civic 

potential. 

Crowley begins the exchange with friendly humor about posting from an 

“undisclosed location” while enduring the latest terror alert from Washington. His first 

argument in the post is that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), led by 

Secretary Tom Ridge, was inept: It was under-funded, poorly organized, and dependent 

on old or unreliable information. Crowley hints at his bona vides by mentioning that he’d 

written extensively about the department earlier. Having made an argument about Bush’s 

inadequate stewardship of homeland security, Crowley makes a conciliating, and 

anticipatory, move by conceding “in the spirit of intellectual honesty” that the Bush 

administration should receive credit for the arrests of al Qaeda operatives. In a 

parenthetical statement he suggests that his concession is also meant “to raise my gloves 

against what I suspect will be one of your strongest punches,” which calls to mind the use 

of war metaphors criticized by Deborah Tannen (Tannen; see also Lakoff & Johnson). He 

concludes with a joke about whether Bush knows the temperature of a nuclear fireball. 

Robbins begins his reply immediately by declaring that he feels the country is 

much safer now than it was on September 10, 2001. He then challenges Crowley’s claim 

that DHS issued an “orange alert” based on old intelligence—a claim “so thoroughly 

discredited I am surprised you are bringing it up.” He then supports his claim that the 

country was safer in 2004 than in 2001 with statistics about al Qaeda’s leadership, recent 

apprehensions in Pakistan and other places, and the proliferation of Joint Terrorism Task 

Forces. He also gives Crowley cues that signal points of agreement and serve to steer the 
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course of the debate, like “I am not going to debate whether . . .,” “true, it has been 

difficult . . .,” “my bottom line assessment is . . .,” and “your side of the argument . . . .” 

He ends his post by suggesting that the absence of terrorist attacks of all kinds between 9-

11 and 2004 was due to the “strategic vision and leadership” of the Bush administration. 

The debate then gets bogged down on the single point of whether the country is 

safer or not because of President Bush’s domestic and foreign policies. Both interlocutors 

have intelligent reasons and examples to support their positions. Crowley argues that the 

war in Iraq has led to more Islamic extremism and that the country’s nuclear caches have 

not been secured. Robbins counters by citing the list of new Middle East allies like Egypt 

and Libya and by pointing to the success of the multinational Proliferation Security 

Initiative in tracking and controlling nuclear weapons. Both interlocutors respond to each 

other with facts, statistics, policies, and expert testimony on the issue. Though neither is 

willing to concede the core of the issue, you can see attempts to understand difference 

and make conciliatory gestures—both skills greatly needed in public argumentation. At 

one point Crowley begins with a goodwill gesture: “Jim, well-argued, once again. I’m 

happy to say that in many respects you’re right—I would prefer to lose this duel than to 

see another catastrophic terror attack.” In his response Jim makes a similar gesture: 

“Mike, I don’t think this debate is a win-lose situation. If we can help the U.S. be a safer 

place to live we all win.” 

Such gestures may sound too saccharine or insincere coming from two supposed 

ideological enemies, but the intimacy of their back-and-forthness and their willingness to 

engage in an informal dialectic has strengthened their resolve to understand each other 
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even though they disagree. That does not mean they do not hold each other to those 

vague normative standards I discussed above. At one point in the exchange, Crowley tells 

Robbins, “You say more money isn’t the answer to homeland security, but you also 

imply that maybe spending more would be a good thing.” In the next paragraph he 

reminds his interlocutor that “you haven’t responded to my goading about chemical plant 

security.” Robbins replies that one of Crowley’s linked statistics was incorrect and then 

refers to a Congressional Research Service study that showed the risk of terrorist 

infiltration of chemical plants was low. “Perhaps we’re dug into partisan trenches,” 

suggests Crowley, “but it seems to me that you keep giving the president unearned 

credit.” “I do not feel dug into a particular trench,” responds Robbins, “and feel free to be 

critical when it is warranted.” 

They conclude their debate with frank talk about their irreconcilable differences 

but with magnanimity and with a sense that they “got something done” by letting their 

ideas knock up against each other. Crowley concludes his end of the dialectic on this 

note: 

Jim, it's been a pleasure debating you and, in places, an education. So let me 

close on a magnanimous note. You're right that the best test of homeland security 

is whether or not we're attacked, and so far Bush has passed that test. Obviously 

I'm thrilled about that - and perhaps this president's policies are more effective 

than I realize. However I still don't feel that the U.S. is anywhere close to 

"secure." And I worry that something terrible may soon happen, something which 

will reveal this president's failures far more starkly than anything I can say. 
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Crowley’s remark that the debate has been a “pleasure” and an “education” combines 

with his concession about the “best test of homeland security” to make his last dramatic 

declarative seem more palatable and reasonable. The “however” is a performative marker 

signaling the turn from the conciliatory to the assertive, even after we see there has been 

an attempt to find that higher synthesis mentioned by Burke in A Rhetoric of Motives. In 

this case, the synthesis, made explicit at the end by Crowley, is that both interlocutors 

want homeland security to succeed. That is no small discovery, and under the best 

conditions the discovery of a higher synthesis can be transformative. Robbins’ 

concluding gesture, I think, sums up the potential of back-and-forth rhetorical 

performances: “Thank you as well for a fun and educational experience, I have enjoyed it 

very much. I think we are doing our part to raise the civility of public discourse.”

It could be argued that in assigning students to assume the role of speaker without 

a speaking partner beyond the assessor, we compound the individualism that Dewey 

believed was one of the supreme obstacles to a democratic public.7 Dewey’s enthusiasm 

for organic metaphors made it impossible for him to see an individual as an atom, 

operating “in terms of separateness,” writing and thinking and acting as a unitary thing 

(LW 2: 352). Individualism, rather, was “a distinctive way of behaving in conjunction and 

connection with other distinctive ways of acting,” and progressive societies are formed 

when “perception of the consequences of a joint activity” leads to “joint action” for 

common interests (352-3, the emphasis is Dewey’s). Informal dialectics serve the 

progressive function of “readjusting social relationships,” to use Dewey’s phrase, through 

the give and take of argumentation, through testing propositions and opinions, through 
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offering challenges and concessions, through the very back-and-forthness of rhetoric 

(355). Democracy depends on the perpetual improvement of the performance of back-

and-forth rhetoric, which means that democracy depends on the perpetual improvement 

of rhetorical education.  

Notes

 When I use the word “reasoning,” I do not have a specific kind of reasoning system or a 

standard of logic in mind. I am merely referring to the process of “giving reasons,” which 

can be done in many different ways from narrative to graphic art. Later, however, I will 

argue that a real argument takes place when interlocutors are willing to make their 

reasons overt and accessible, usually by communicating in some way the word 

“because,” as in “Automatic assault weapons should be illegal because  . . .” 

2 Academic publishing is another manifestation of the “Sea of Rhetoric” because of the 

few opportunities we have to respond to others’ writing and engage in back-and-forth 

rhetoric in the journals.   

3 The problem of extracting the two terms is highlighted by this sentence from James 

Zappen’s notable work The Rebirth of Dialogue: “The myth about the invention of 

writing at the end of the dialogue preserves as a part of this dialectical rhetoric the 

Socratic art of dialogue as a dialectic of question and answer” (24). 

4 Walter Jost also uses Dewey, in addition to Robert Frost, to argue against the 

specialization of dialectic at the expense of the “everyday and ordinary” political voices 

of individuals (45). 
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5 The assumption in these cases is that the participants, though firm in their opinions, are 

willing to discuss via turn-taking their differences in an environment of mutual respect, or

at least mutual toleration. I would be the first to admit that the back-and-forth rhetoric I 

see on the Bill O’ Reilly show is progressive only in educating the audience on how not 

to treat other people in dialogue.   

6 The transcript of the exchange is no longer available on The New Republic Online, but 

as of 29 August 2006 it can be accessed on the website Opinion Duel at 

http://www.opinionduel.com/08092004print.asp.

7 I believe this is also Roberts-Miller’s argument against the classical liberal model of 

public discourse. It seems, however, that Roberts-Miller does not elaborate on a 

classroom model for the deliberative pedagogy she advocates. Often writing teachers will 

argue that deliberation should be central to rhetorical education, but no pedagogical 

method is proffered beyond the standard assign a paper, write a paper, assess a paper 

sequence. It may be that the deliberation imagined occurs in class discussion rather than 

major assignments. This is a point I will explore further in the next chapter on 

deliberative pedagogy.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: A CHOICE OF MEANS, A MOMENT FOR DELIBERATION

“The quality of deliberation makes or breaks a democracy.” 

--Jane Mansbridge

The title of this chapter is a loose paraphrase of Daniel Webster’s famous 

description of the doctrine of national self-defense. In 1837 a band of Canadian rebels 

and their American supporters docked the steamboat Caroline on the Niagara River. In a 

preemptive strike against what they perceived was an act of aggression, British militia 

captured the Caroline, burned it, and dumped it over the Falls. In 1841, when war seemed 

likely between the U.S. and Great Britain, Webster, then Secretary of State to John Tyler, 

rejected Britain’s claims that their act of aggression was justified. Webster argued that in 

the interests of international laws of neutrality, if a state feels threatened by another state 

and wants to strike preemptively, “it will be for that Government to show a necessity of 

self-defense, instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, no moment for 

deliberation” (Webster 67). This doctrine is intriguing to me not only because of its 

implications for President George W. Bush’s decision to invade Iraq preemptively, but 

because it implies that public decisions are most judicious and wise when there is a 

choice of means, a moment for deliberation. In fact I take Webster’s doctrine to mean 

that in democracy, executive decisions that do not pursue the choice of means or take the 

moments of deliberation should be rare and “overwhelmingly” justified.   

This chapter is about deliberation, its relationship to rhetoric, and the prospects of 

teaching students the performative and critical art of deliberation as an essential 

component of the teaching of rhetoric for civic engagement. In the last chapter I argued 
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that the give-and-take of deliberative rhetoric can serve the progressive function of 

changing minds, attitudes, and judgments through the pooling of social intelligence. My 

focus was on the turn-taking procedure involved in a dialectic. In this chapter, my focus 

is on deliberative rhetoric, with its emphasis on debate as an aid to political decision and 

social action. John Dewey believed that ordinary citizens not only had the right to 

deliberate on public matters but the ability to deliberate in meaningful ways. All that was 

required was to establish the opportunities and refine the means of public dialogue 

through education. Rhetorical theorists in the tradition of Dewey continue to accept this 

principle, while adding specific details about the best ways of teaching deliberation as the 

art of both performance and critical analysis. In this chapter I will give a brief description 

of the history of deliberation and the way in which western cultures have excluded 

individuals from the process. Then I will survey the scholarship of the “deliberative turn” 

in political theory as it relates to rhetoric. To conclude I will give a narrative of my own 

experience teaching deliberation as performance and critical analysis in a mock town hall 

meeting scenario. My experience teaching students these skills demonstrated to me the 

need to theorize more about the relationships between size and deliberation, experts and 

lay citizens, and rhetorical skill and civic engagement. 

Historical Challenges to Deliberation

In classical political theory, deliberation was an exclusive activity based on an 

elite philosophy of the perceived natural differences in people—differences that 

originated “in the constitution of the universe,” according to Aristotle (Politics 58). In 

The Republic, Socrates claims that since “we are not born all exactly alike but different in 
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nature,” there are “different jobs” to be done in the city (166). The city Socrates describes 

to his interlocutors has a clear division of labor according to natural ability, with 

philosophers in the highest order as guardians of the city. Since they know more than 

craftsmen, slaves, or women about how to make good public policy, these “moral 

experts” should rule, and everyone else—including, by his own concession, Socrates 

himself—should stay out of politics. His years of experience on the streets of Athens had 

led him to the conclusion that the vast majority of human beings had false moral beliefs 

and a penchant for injustice (Kraut 199). At least his lack of faith in the decision-making 

skills of his fellows was distributed equally among the population: For Socrates, most 

people “regardless of social status and financial condition,” according to Kraut, lacked 

the capacity to absorb and analyze policy arguments (Kraut 203). 

In On Rhetoric, Aristotle seems to imply that all persons in a republic are 

candidates for deliberation. The political orator gives counsel on matters “about which 

people deliberate” in their minds as a matter of course in everyday living (35). 

Deliberation is a pragmatic tool whose aim is usefulness (42). Yet his opinions about who 

should deliberate are found in the Politics where he sets up the argument that nature itself 

selects the rulers and the subservient followers: “For that some should rule and others be 

ruled is a thing not only necessary, but expedient; from the hour of their birth, some are 

marked out for subjection, others for rule” (58). Only those men “freed from services”—

in other words, those men who were not slaves or did not work with their hands—could 

be virtuous enough to participate (587). But since it is unwise to keep the masses from 

the decision-making process completely, Aristotle suggests that they should be content 
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voting the more virtuous citizens into public office (598). The work of hearing and 

making substantive arguments about public policy, however, should be left to aristocratic 

brains. 

These two philosophers represent an elitist perspective not shared by ordinary 

Athenians in common practice. At the end of the sixth century B.C.E., Kleisthenes 

introduced direct democracy to the Greek city-state system, and direct democracy 

remained the principal political structure until Athens fell to the Macedonians in 322. The 

Athenian constitution provided opportunities for all male, non-slave Athenians to 

participate actively in public deliberations, either by lottery to join the agenda-setting 

council or by open invitation to the ekklesia, or the assembly (Hansen). In the assembly, 

usually a congregation of 5000 or more, anyone who wished to speak could, and the ideal 

rhetor of the ekklesia was the plain, honest man, though in practice speeches were most 

often given by rhetors with speaking skills (Hansen 144).  In The Athenian Democracy in 

the Age of Demosthenes, Hansen explains that the propertied elite were suspicious of the 

assembly because “the city poor, the artisans, traders, day laborers and idlers could by 

their majority outvote the minority of countrymen and major property-owners” (125). On 

the other hand, the assembly was often suspicious of gifted orators and aspiring 

professional politicians so that they trusted the integrity of ordinary citizens to an 

astonishing degree. Hansen explains further that though property qualifications had been 

written into the laws, in practice citizens from all economic groups, including the poor, 

served as magistrates and as rhetors in the ekklesia (108). In fact the orators of the 

assemblies and courts often identified wealthy civic participants as oligarchs and critics 
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of democracy (115). At least in the 5th century, Athens was a radical democracy in which 

shoemakers were just as likely to give speeches in the Assembly as the propertied class. 

The Hellenistic period and the era of the Roman republic provide another good 

example of how classical rhetorical theory tended to be exclusionary because of the 

rhetorician’s suspicion of common folk. After Alexander, the kings of the Hellenic 

empire gave conquered cities autonomy to practice pragmatic rhetoric, but participation 

was limited to the nonbarbarian, minority Greek-speaking citizens (Walker 49). As an 

oligarchy with elected officials, Rome was structured in the way Aristotle implies—a 

way that threw the sop of deliberation to the masses through elections. Though the people 

elected officials by the popular vote, the actual deliberative process was done by the 

senate in Rome, and all campaigning went on “behind the public view” (Kennedy 105). 

The Roman aristocratic system had historical roots in the powerful clans of Italy, and 

their political system invested the patricians—i.e., the Senate—with the auctoritas or 

authority to act on behalf of the less virtuous and wise plebian classes (Adcock 14). As 

plebians, the masses were not invited to make substantive arguments about policies that 

affected their lives. Their job was to hear the words of Cicero’s wise, honorable, and 

skillful speaker and then go through the mechanical process of voting. Deliberative 

rhetoric was relegated to the aristocrats.

The trend of aristocratic deliberation continued into the modern era when 

representative democracy replaced direct democracy because of the size of modern 

nation-states. Citizens in pre-revolutionary America may have enjoyed liberties of 

representation in local assemblies, but again their participation was limited, in most 
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cases, to voting. In The Radicalism of the American Revolution, Gordon Wood explains 

that the common people did not regard government as an outlet for power redistribution. 

They had to concern themselves with local issues like “whether or not to allow their hogs 

to run free in their communities” (Wood 87). So in that sense, common citizens did have 

power to deliberate on some things, but monarchical authorities continued to exercise 

significant power over the structure of colonial lives so that the hog issues could not alter 

completely their quality of existence (79). They were completely shut out of more 

consequential or wide-sweeping rhetorical deliberation, while the major issues of 

governance were settled by “the dominant gentlemanly elite” through  face-to-face 

private discourse or “widespread use of personal correspondence among gentlemen.” 

Even public media like newspapers and pamphlets created a discourse that  

was an extended form of personal correspondence among gentlemen who knew

one another intimately. By filling their writings with personal references, Latin

quotations, and esoteric allusions to the heritage of Western culture, gentlemen

showed that they still thought of the audience for their political polemics as

roughly commensurate with the social world comprised of other educated

gentlemen. (Wood 91-92) 

As in the classical world, the rhetorical hierarchy followed the social hierarchy and was 

justified by presumed moral superiority. As Cmiel explains, “those who ruled were 

eloquent; those who didn’t were not,” and further, those who didn’t rule were vulgar (28). 

And as a result, those who ruled rarely—if ever—addressed those who did not rule, 

because in their minds, the two worlds spoke different languages. Early American 
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rhetoricians “connected eloquence to a specific kind of audience, self, and social order” 

(Cmiel 30). Rhetorical deliberation, then, occurred far from the individuals who were 

affected by it because deliberation itself, as an unsullied eloquence, helped the gentry 

decide “who would be admitted to authoritative discourse” and who would not (29). 

Again, the gross majority of American citizens were not invited to participate because, 

ostensibly, the had neither the natural wisdom of the elites or the eloquence necessary for 

public deliberation. Even after the seismic political shifts of the election of 1800 had 

made egalitarian politics a fundamental value of American public life, traditional elitist 

political arrangements prevailed, keeping the decision-making process as far away from 

the voters as possible (Wilentz 98).

According to historian Sean Wilentz, in the nineteenth century the Platonic 

attitude that “well-born and well-bred gentlemen” with gentlemanly rhetorical skill were 

the only ones capable of deliberative governance gradually vanished, though race and 

gender replaced breeding as factors of exclusion for at least 100 years after Jefferson 

(177). Aristocratic and authoritarian institutions were challenged on all sides by the 

egalitarian sweep of the Second Great Awakening, cheap print technologies, popular 

conventions, antislavery fervor, the expanding market system, increasing literacy, public-

speaking women, and vernacular language. This last note is of particular interest for 

tracing the rhetoricality of democracy as it led common citizens to develop a means of 

communication “aggressively egalitarian in style,” as one historian puts it (Sellers 165).  

By the mid-nineteenth century, Cmiel tells us, the division between “the refined and the 

vulgar,” which implied, again, the division between the deliberator and the commoner, 
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began to break down (57). Starting a surge of democratic sentiment, Andrew Jackson’s 

popular presidency upset the balance of the “fixed and stratified political order” 

(Hofstadter 86). In public discourse, a “middling style” of speech emerged in both 

popular and political discourse, and women began to speak more often in public, to the 

consternation of many (Cmiel 70).   

After the great post-bellum democratic revolution in the last half of the nineteenth 

century, two strands of thought emerged about the rhetorical capacities of ordinary 

people—one cynical and one optimistic. These ideas developed just after the American 

government extended the vote to women, thus finally completing the notion of real 

egalitarianism, at least in self-governance. However, as a result of the growing 

complexities of the modern world and the ascendancy of the expert, some thinkers 

believed that political decisions were far too complex for ordinary citizens to understand, 

let alone resolve. The leading figure in this philosophy was the founding editor of The 

New Republic, Walter Lippman. In works like Public Opinion (1922), Lippman 

articulated a post-WWI Platonism wherein the ordinary masses were stuck in a cave of 

obscurity, while a vanguard elite like The Republic’s guardians (hence the title he chose 

for his periodical), disinterested, free from the fray, and bubbling over with creative 

potential, interpreted the complex world. In short, Lippman distrusted “mass 

competence” and believed the democratic theorists were dreadfully naïve (Wellborn 54). 

In a mass-mediated world, common citizens could not hope to understand the intricacies 

of governance in modern life. Democracy’s best hope would be the social scientist, with 
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his rhetoric directed not to the ordinary citizen but to the disinterested, governing elite 

(Westbrook 299).    

Yet contemporary rhetoricians generally seem not to have followed Lippman’s 

reasoning, but rather the democratic faith of his fellow collaborator at The New Republic, 

John Dewey. After establishing himself as America’s most prominent social and 

educational pragmatist, Dewey presented a response to democratic realists like Lippman 

in The Public and Its Problems (1927). In contrast to Lippman’s realistic, pessimistic 

elitism, Dewey remained a strong advocate for the people’s decision-making capabilities. 

The problem with Lippman’s Platonic model was that “the very ignorance, bias, frivolity, 

jealousy, instability, which are alleged to incapacitate them from sharing in political 

affairs, unfit them still more for passive submission to rule by intellectuals” (205). Yes, 

public policy is a very complex thing and citizens rarely have the time or expertise to 

weigh accurately these issues—that’s the hard part of being a public. Yet the public is not 

made up of ignorant individuals: the public remains inarticulate because of unequal social 

conditions and bad information. “Until secrecy, prejudice, bias, misrepresentation, and 

propaganda as well as sheer ignorance are replaced by inquiry and publicity,” argued 

Dewey, “we have no way of telling how apt for judgment of social policies the existing 

intelligence of the masses may be” (209). The solution to Lippman’s complex world is 

not to tip the scales of power to favor a so-called disinterested elite, but to improve the 

rhetorical conditions of ordinary deliberation. In fact, the problem of the public, in 

Dewey’s mind, is the essential need to improve “the methods and conditions of debate, 

discussion, and persuasion” in the public sphere (208). 
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Ultimately Dewey’s democratic faith is a theory of public discourse rather than 

simply public policy or politics. Social intelligence is not gained by the solitary scientist

working alone in the lab, but by families, neighborhoods, and communities actively 

participating in face-to-face dialogue. The “democratic faith” is built in “the power of 

pooled and cooperative experience” (Moral Writings 259). Such experience through 

deliberation (and he means oratorical deliberation, mainly) is not perfect but can 

“generate progressively the knowledge and wisdom needed to guide collective action” 

(260). Faith in democracy, then, is a faith in rhetoric, in that in the proper deliberative

conditions, common people make intelligent judgments that lead to constructive actions 

(Moral Writings 263). This democratic faith is generative for educators concerned with 

teaching writing as a social act that contributes to the pool of social intelligence, thus 

refining public judgment through argument, inquiry, and analysis.

Deliberative Theory as Rhetorical Theory

For students of rhetoric, deliberative history is also marked by the need to educate 

citizens in the art itself so they will be effective deliberators on public issues. The 5th

century sophists served as experts of oratory who were willing to take client-students to 

train them in the deliberative and epideictic arts so they could participate fully in 

Athenian public life. In Athens such experts were necessary: Common citizens, 

regardless of education or class, were expected not only to deliberate with the ekklesia in 

the Pynx and the boule or council in the Agora, but to give speeches as jurors and 

defendants in the people’s courts (see Hansen). The assumption behind the work of the 

sophists, and the implicit argument of Aristotle’s On Rhetoric, is that deliberation was a 
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skill to be theorized, practiced, written about, and taught to others as an essential aspect 

of education for democracy. Hart and Dillard have argued that “a democracy must find 

ways of teaching deliberation skills to its youth,” which means teaching young people “to 

listen [. . .] and also to speak” (215). It is important for those of us interested in the 

teaching of rhetoric for civic engagement to understand deliberative theory and its 

pedagogical potential. This might be a bit difficult, since some of deliberative theory’s 

key scholars (Jurgen Habermas, for example) are hostile to the pisteis of rhetoric that fall 

outside the realm of Enlightenment-based rationality. 

The recent resurgence of interest in deliberation in the 1990s, called the 

“deliberative turn” by John Dryzek, has set the agenda of democratic legitimacy squarely 

on the idea of “interest aggregation” through purposeful talk rather than on voting or 

constitutional rights (Dryzek 1). The deliberative turn has led to a widespread assumption 

that the essence of political legitimacy and involvement is made up of face-to-face 

exchanges in which propositions are held up to scrutiny by the people who would be 

affected were that proposition put into law or practice. Deliberation has a classical feel to 

it—it is modeled after the direct democracy of the Greek ekklesia—but in a 

representative democracy, where the size and complexity of the state make direct 

democracy prohibitively impractical, deliberation is the process by which public needs 

can be communicated either to representatives or to the public at large so that public 

opinion is informed and a public can be more committed to social action. An ideal 

deliberative procedure, according to Joshua Cohen, gathers all stakeholders together in an 

atmosphere of mutual respect, governed by turn-taking and reasoned argument, carried 
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out among individuals “both formally and substantively equal,” marked by a collective 

commitment to deliberation in a pluralist culture, and directed toward “a rationally 

motivated consensus” through articulating “reasons that are persuasive to all” (Cohen 22-

23, emphasis in original).  

Contemporary deliberative theory is considered a revival of the normative 

political analysis of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when moral science sought 

to account for personal and political choice by theorizing universal standards of 

rationality. Normativity suggests that there is a universal or intersubjectively-attained 

standard around which  everyone theoretically can congregate. Normative political 

considerations were revived by the work of John Rawls who, in his landmark work A 

Theory of Justice, published in 1971, challenged the legitimacy of the “bargaining” 

theory of politics in which groups compete self-interestedly for scarce political goods. 

Rawls argued that in order to be legitimate and fair, political decisions must be justified 

by what he called the “original position” of equality—a hypothetical state in which all of 

us conveniently forget entrenched status differentials like gender, race, social standing, or 

sexual preference and make social decisions that everyone in the original position’s “veil 

of ignorance” would accept (Rawls). This original position idea is Rawls’ way of 

promoting a kind of political reasoning among individuals that is based on normativity: 

this ideal is that citizens are to conduct their public political discussions of 

constitutional essentials and matters of basic justice within the framework of what 

each sincerely regards as a reasonable political conception of justice, a conception 
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that expresses political values that others as free and equal also might reasonably 

be expected reasonably to endorse. (“The Idea of Public Reason” 134)

Rawls repeats the word “reasonably” intentionally to emphasize that public deliberation 

on important political decisions should have the precision but that those committed to 

public reason will concede a point of disagreement if their reasons for opposing it are 

“nonpublic” (“the Idea of Public Reason” 138).

Another scholar of normative political analysis that has been influential in 

discussions of deliberation is Jurgen Habermas.  In a two-part series of essays for the 

journal Inquiry, Habermas developed an intriguing argument for “communicative 

competence”—a skill any human can develop through the process of socialization he 

calls intersubjectivity (367). Since language has an inherent, pragmatic capacity to bring 

people into cooperation, intersubjective exchange can lead to “mutual understanding” or 

consensus (369). In Toward a Rational Society Habermas weds communicative 

competence to the idea of “critical argumentation” to make the case that public discourse 

can take on the convincing power of empirical science through “unconstrained 

discussion” (7). “Public discourse,” he argued, “is supposed to eliminate all force other 

than that of the better argument,” and the better argument has the (at least theoretical) 

potential to lead to “unconstrained consensus that would finally result if discussion did 

not always have to be broken off owing to the need for a decision” (7). In later works, 

Habermas distinguished his theory of communicative action from the analytical games of 

logic, which focus on the normative power of demonstrative proofs that have 

mathematical qualities, by arguing that public discourse is made up of the everyday 
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utterances form the “lifeworld” that congregate into “cooperatively negotiated 

interpretations” (Between Facts and Norms 361).     

One of Habermas’s students, James Bohman, has built on his concept of the ideal

speech situation. In Public Deliberation, Bohman argues that in a democracy “it is crucial 

that citizens (and their representatives) test their interests and reasons in a public forum 

before they decide” (5). Part of that test would involve intense, face-to-face rhetorical 

exchange involving “debate, discussion, and persuasion” (2). Bohman presents this 

process in terms closely aligned with Habermas: 

In democratic polities, all citizens are equally empowered and authorized to

participate in deliberation and reasoning about decisions that affect their lives

together. As citizens, they are given equal voice in the process of deliberation and

in the mechanisms that affect decisions. Democratic citizenship confers political

equality, whereby citizens have the same civil rights, equal standing before the

law, and equal voice in making decisions. (25) 

In response to the criticism that even the public, working together, can get it wrong (“One 

million Frenchmen can be wrong”), Bohman concludes that public deliberation “is more 

likely to improve the epistemic quality of the justifications for political decisions” (27). 

As a result of this improved epistemic quality, deliberation’s potential is to “solve social 

problems and to overcome political conflicts” (240). Again, this possibility emerges out 

of common people meeting and talking substantively in an environment of mutual respect 

and cooperation. 
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A thorough treatment of Rawls and Habermas is not within my scope, nor even in 

my ability. They are important to the discussion of deliberation and rhetoric for two 

reasons: they established the normative tradition of political discourse that continues to 

be of interest to rhetoricians (see Farrell), while at the same time they both seem to leave 

little or no room for rhetorical invention. Both scholars are celebrated for their expansive 

view of human liberty, their insistence on institutional reform in response to individual 

needs and preferences, and their understanding of the centrality of reasonable public 

discourse; both scholars are criticized for theorizing actual human beings out of the 

picture. Specifically Habermas, according to Peter Berkowitz, “appears sometimes to 

prefer the rule of rationality to the rule of real people” (37). Their theories of normative 

rationality seem safely removed from the untidy deliberative practices we see around us 

in democratic life.   

Other deliberative scholars have followed this line of thinking in establishing the 

norms of public deliberation, without overemphasizing philosophical idealist principles 

of reason as Rawls and Habermas do. However like Rawls and Habermas, these scholars

insist that public deliberation must be thoroughly reasonable, i.e., governed and managed 

by strict principles of reasonableness in which propositions must be supported by fact, 

logic, or an appeal to universal or constitutional principles. Their fear of nonrational 

appeals is sound: Political decisions that create laws binding on individuals should not be 

made in the absence of universally-compelling reasons. Deliberative scholar Seyla 

Benhabib, for example, dismisses narrative and rhetoric in public discourse because 

“democratic institutions require the articulation of the bases of their actions and policies 
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in discursive language that appeals to commonly shared and accepted public reasons” in 

the form of “general statements consonant with the rule of law” (83). Rhetorical gesture 

threatens social justice because it moves people “without having to render an account of 

the bases upon which it induces people to engage in certain courses of action rather than 

others” (83). There is no room in Benhabib’s deliberative world for enthymemic 

arguments, for example, because enthymemes depend on unspoken assumptions that go 

unexpressed and therefore unsubstantiated. 

Not all deliberative scholars are hostile to rhetoric, and those who leave room for 

rhetoric seem to understand the embodied, situated, gendered, historicized, 

(dis)empowered, and differentiated qualities of individuals trying to participate in the 

democratic process without the rational-critical literacy demanded of Habermasian public 

spheres. Historian Michael Schudson argues that at least in America, citizens have never 

practiced rational-critical discourse in the public sphere, and that even celebrated 

historical examples of critical argumentation like the Lincoln-Douglass debates were 

unusual even in their own time (146). “The politically oriented riot was a more familiar 

form of political activity than learned discussion of political principles,” Schudson 

declares (160). Iris Marion Young, one of the most important sympathetic critics of 

deliberation, has argued that the rational-critical model prescribes a culturally-specific, 

exclusive subjectivity for those who wish to participate in public discourse: “by 

restricting their concept of democratic discussion narrowly to critical argument, most 

theorists of deliberative democracy assume a culturally biased conception of discussion 

that tends to silence or devalue some people or groups” (120). 
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More often than not, rational-critical discourse favors the agonistic practices of 

white male liberals who feel comfortable making bold assertions and appealing 

exclusively to cold reason, while other participants, particularly women, are easily 

silenced.  Instead of “deliberative democracy,” Young advocates “communicative 

democracy,” a process of public talk that shares characteristics with the classical 

rhetorical tradition: audience-based, situated and embodied, open to emotional and ethical 

appeals, sensitive to status differentials and contextual restraints, tolerant of difference 

and dissensus, and attentive to diverse discursive strategies like humor, wordplay, 

sensuousness, style, and storytelling (Young 130). Young’s thesis has been given 

scientific credence recently in a study by David Ryfe that demonstrated that actual 

participants in deliberative “laboratories” prefer to tell stories rather than make critical-

rational statements that have universal normative power; participants use rhetorically-

salient storytelling to make arguments while preserving civility without agonism (Ryfe 

76). 

Here I am not trying to make the point that public deliberation should be devoid 

of arguments made with good reasons, though Young seems to suggest that normative 

considerations should be completely discarded. There is great civic promise in the idea 

that when we make arguments for public choices binding on us all, we should search for 

reasons that as many people as possible would accept, even if those reasons remain 

enthymematically implicit rather than explicit. What I want to point out is that the form 

such arguments take should be—and in practice they have been—manifold, diverse, and 

open to the imaginative possibilities of rhetorical invention in all its manifestations. This 
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is perhaps what John Dryzek meant when he argued that deliberation, though open to the 

manifold operations of persuasion beyond the rational-critical, must remain critical “in 

terms of the contestation of discourses rather than the (postmodern) play of identity and 

difference” (5). If it is to have political weight, deliberation must not be a mere 

expressive genre, though Jane Mansbridge among others has argued for the political 

necessity of expressive everyday talk (Mansbridge). In response to Mansbridge, Amy 

Gutmann and Dennis Thompson, authors of the widely influential work Democracy and 

Disagreement, urged us to distinguish between everyday talk and “talk that is directed 

toward producing publicly binding decisions,” though they too recognize the need to go 

beyond the rational-critical dimension to incorporate multiple public literacies 

(“Democratic Disagreement” 275).   

Deliberation as Civic Pedagogy

When we recognize that deliberation has as much to do with style, ethos, and 

storytelling as normative arguments with good reasons, we enter the realm of rhetoric and 

particularly the realm of the teaching of rhetoric as the inventive art of public 

communication for social change. These scholars I have cited have been mostly 

concerned with deliberation as an idealized, theoretical prescriptive for critical discussion 

of political participation in the era of the deliberative turn. They are interested in 

articulating what deliberation ought to look like from a theoretical standpoint. However, 

my central concern is the teaching of deliberation as a central aspect of rhetorical literacy 

for civic engagement. This interest, as I hope I have made clear, comes from the work of 

John Dewey, specifically The Public and Its Problems, but a brief recapitulation of what I 
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argued in chapter one may be helpful here. Dewey believed that since society was an 

interdependent organism made up of free individuals acting in tandem with others, ethical 

behavior meant working together to make social and political institutions susceptible to 

transformation. The enemy of this ethic is “atomism,” or the classical liberal attitude that

society runs best when individuals pursue their own self-interest in an environment free 

from governmental restraint. Political awareness and social transformation do not happen 

naturally; education must serve the role of developing in young citizens by pooling 

together the social intelligence of the organism and refining the skills necessary to work 

for social transformation. As I have argued throughout this work, two central skills 

necessary for improving the prospects of solving public problems are performance (the 

ability to speak and write creatively and assertively) and critical analysis (the ability to 

use a rhetorical vocabulary to determine the effectiveness or usefulness of public texts). 

Contemporary teachers of rhetoric have responded to Dewey’s call for improved 

communication in public life by emphasizing that rhetorical studies is likely the most 

suited discipline to carry out such a task. The classical emphasis on situation, timeliness, 

argument, style, and audience makes rhetoric one of the leading frames of reference for 

educating citizens in the arts of civic engagement. For example, Linda Flower and her 

collaborators build their community literacy education programs around Deweyan 

principles of intercultural conversation, inquiry, and situated performative action among 

individuals for social transformation (Peck, Flower, & Higgins). In her characteristically 

optimistic prose, Rosa Eberly has recently argued that scholars in rhetorical studies are 

“in a unique transdisciplinary position to be able to imagine and realize their classrooms 
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as topoi from which to improve public discourse and public life” (297). Eberly explains 

that the undergraduate classroom is an excellent place to explore the implications of The 

Public and Its Problems by creating an environment that could be considered a “publics-

in-process”—a place where students learn to deliberate by “making judgments about 

which arguments to make and how to make for which publics in which situation” (296).  

In Deliberate Conflict (2004), Patricia Roberts-Miller advocates the teaching of 

deliberation, but only if we can adopt a clear political theory to inform it. In this 

important work, she calls into question any course that teaches political expression 

without having refined political assumptions under-girding it. Unlike many of the

textbooks on argumentation, Roberts-Miller begins with explicitly articulated political 

theories that have informed and continue to inform the way we teach argument, six to be 

exact: liberal, technocratic, interest-based, agonistic, communitarian, and deliberative. 

Each of these theories invites us to think differently about public argument by the way 

they can be roughly situated along the axes of two pairs of opposing binaries, one 

representing the desirability of conflict (either irenic or agonistic) and the other the 

purpose of conflict (either expressive or deliberative). For example, Roberts-Miller 

situates liberal political theory in the quadrant of agonistic-expressivist because 

Enlightenment rationality has handed down the idea of universal truth and disinterested, 

almost literary expressions of viewpoints.

Roberts-Miller expresses her frustration with writing instructors who assign 

argumentation in the form of “letters to the editor” or universally persuasive opinion 

papers written to that one group of imaginative creatures we call the “informed, rational 
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audience.” Such practices imply a liberal political theory of democracy that begins with 

the autonomous, dispassionate, rational individual and ends with a claim that turns out to 

be (merely) an expression of preferences—a very harmless exercise of the right to speak 

to Rational Universal Whoever Out There. Liberal political theory remains ambivalent 

about two elements essential to a free society: personal experience and difference (82). 

Liberal political theory also has a difficult time being appropriately passionate about 

injustice, because passions are often viewed in this model as corrupt (29). For Roberts-

Miller the more our assignments rely on liberal political theory to teach argument, the 

less capable we are of “theorizing a public sphere where people with genuinely different 

points of view can argue with one another” (97).

Deliberative teaching, on the other hand, encourages students to engage in  

argumentation as a means of improving public judgment and public decision-making. 

Agonistic (or critical) deliberation “leads to better and more just political decisions” so 

long as different viewpoints are given access to venues and adequate time to create 

arguments rather than simply assertions (186). Yet deliberative democracy makes nearly 

unreasonable demands on us: 

We must treat one another with empathy, attentiveness, and trust; we must take 

the time to invent and continually reinvent our ideas in the light of informed

disagreement; we must care enough about our own views to try to persuade others 

of them, but not so much that we are unwilling to change them; we must listen 

with care to people who tell us we are wrong; we must behave with grace when
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other views prevail; we must argue with passion but without rancor, with 

commitment but without intransigence. (187)

This vision of public life, or public argumentation, is appealing because it works against 

the same “myth of autonomy” in liberal politics that Dewey worked against, and indeed 

Dewey is one of Roberts-Miller’s main sources. Because deliberation requires group 

back-and-forthness on public issues, students are challenged to imagine how their 

arguments will be received from multiple perspectives. It also demands of them what 

Wayne Booth calls “listening rhetoric,” or the skill of patience required when we are 

attentive, respectful, and critical of others’ speech—all at the same time (Booth 46-50).  

I enthusiastically endorse Roberts-Miller’s model for democratic deliberation. We 

need it now more than ever. Yet after her lucid account of political theory, she seems 

hesitant to offer something in the way of practical advice for implementing agonistic-

deliberative conflict in writing pedagogy. Furthermore, the scholarship that informs her 

political theory focuses on the face-to-face kind of argumentation that takes place in our 

public spheres. Her standard authors—Dewey, Habermas, Arendt, Fishkin, Ackerman, 

and Young—say little or nothing about writing, per se, and take for granted the 

immediate, dialectical, procedural, often spontaneous, “back-and-forthness” of public 

argument that is completely absent from the most-often private, monologic, asynchronic 

character of writing. That distinction is essential, especially if we think that our class 

activities should prepare students for deliberation and practical action in reticulate publics 

whose argumentative work is, when at its best, procedural, dialogical, and in the flesh. 

Roberts-Miller’s work is generative in that it gets us to identify deep-seated 
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disagreements in the teaching of argument, particularly in composition. What is needed 

now are models of deliberative pedagogy offered as responses to the challenge to develop 

such practices by the Alliance of Rhetorical Studies, as summarized by Gerard Hauser 

(Hauser). If students are not going to get deliberative instruction from the actions of our 

commander-in-chief, then they will have to get them in undergraduate courses in rhetoric.

Showdown in Superior!: A Choice of Means, a Moment for Deliberation

Those teachers like Patricia Roberts-Miller and Rosa Eberly who want to make 

deliberation an essential aspect of the way they teach rhetoric are faced with both 

theoretical and practical challenges, not the least of which is the stark reality that the 

opportunity to deliberate publicly with legally-binding conclusions is severely limited. 

Even enthusiasts like Mark Button and David Ryfe admit that many national deliberative 

activities are initiated by “a small cadre of experts” and carry little or no binding weight 

on representatives or other decision-makers in government positions (Button & Ryfe 21). 

Likewise Steven Gerencser and Ian Shapiro remind us that corporations act as individuals 

and bring inordinate amounts of power and resources to the political landscape, thus 

disrupting any chance of fair play in deliberative politics (Gerencser; Shapiro). Michael 

Walzer has argued that when we make deliberation the focus of political life, we naively 

exclude most of the activities that have been historically salient like demonstrations, 

lobbying, and bargaining (Walzer). These critiques do not include any number of other 

reservations we may have about deliberation in terms of gender, class, civic malaise, 

limited practical applications, or the tyranny of consensus.    
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I believe these concerns are important; they challenge us, as Roberts-Miller has 

challenged us, to be teachers of rhetoric with political sophistication. Yet I firmly believe 

with Rosa Eberly that classrooms can be the loci for the training of students in the arts of 

deliberation and the back-and-forthness of rhetoric. What is required, however, is a 

significant shift from traditional civic education—a shift that, as Gutmann and Thompson 

aptly point out, requires teaching that will “develop [. . .] students’ capacities to 

understand different perspectives, communicate their understandings to other people, and 

engage in the give-and-take of moral argument with a view to making mutually 

acceptable decisions” (Democracy and Disagreement 359). This kind of pedagogy for 

civic engagement is unreservedly moral as well as intellectual.   

Considering the challenges to deliberative democracy, and believing that 

deliberation should be taught as a generative political activity, I decided in the Fall 2005 

to participate in a three-class collaborative mock town hall meeting in which students 

would have the opportunity to practice the rhetorical skills they had been developing in 

their undergraduate courses. My collaborative partners Erik Juergensmeyer and David 

Reamer—both instructors of advanced writing—and I developed our pedagogical model, 

which we called Showdown in Superior!, as an experiment of sorts to determine how well 

our understanding of deliberation and public rhetoric played out at the undergraduate 

level. We created the town hall scenario as a contrived setting that would require students 

to make arguments (performance) and listen to arguments (critical analysis) in both 

writing and speaking on a public issue of collective importance. Our assumption from the 

beginning was that such an exercise would increase the students’ desire and ability to 
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participate in public deliberative situations outside the university and thus fulfill the 

promise of the paideweyan rhetorical education I outlined in chapter two. To paraphrase 

Daniel Webster, we wanted to create a choice of means, a moment of deliberation in our 

students that would help inform their political consciousness. 

In the summer of 2005 Erik, David and I met at a restaurant to plan a three-class 

project in which the students would debate a political issue by creating documents and 

presentations for each other. In the coming fall semester, Erik would be teaching one 

section of business writing for non-business students, David one section of technical 

writing, and I one section of honors freshman writing for students who passed the AP 

English exam with a 4 or 5. From the beginning we were enthusiastic about the prospects 

of such a plan: students could write to real audiences about a contemporary issue that 

would have impact on their lives as members of a public. However, right from the start 

we were faced with theoretical problems about the scope of the project, its purpose, and 

its relationship to the requirements of our various writing courses. These challenges had a 

direct bearing on the potential for rhetorical training in deliberation at the undergraduate 

level, and I will explore three of them as I explain the project.

Size. We were first challenged with the problem of the size of the public we 

imagined our students to be a part of. It might be banal to say it, but in deliberation, size 

matters. One of the reasons the Founders broke radically from the Greek republic model 

was that they expected the population to far outstrip the city-state size of ten thousand 

people. (It could even grow to be two million, they thought.) A country of millions cannot 

deliberate on issues of national importance—there is no building big enough nor meeting 
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long enough to accommodate the population. Therefore, the founders established a 

representative democracy based on the Socratic idea that though the people would be far 

removed from the deliberative process, they could rest assured that virtuous guardians in 

public office represented them competently. We may note with some chagrin that our 

collective faith in the virtue or intelligence of our representatives withered long ago. To 

make matters more complex, the prohibitive size of the country, in addition to the 

consolidation of federal power after the Civil War and into the twentieth century, has 

made it difficult for normal citizens to hear and make arguments about practical policy 

issues that affect their lives. As a result of the size constraints, citizens have become more 

apathetic and generally uninterested in national politics with each decade. 

Political theorists have long discussed the dilemmas of democracy in terms of 

size. While discussing problems of governing size, Robert Dahl makes a distinction 

between assembly democracy and representative democracy. In an assembly democracy, 

individuals gather as equals and engage in the decision-making process through face-to-

face deliberation. Representation, however, has had a marked undemocratic history, since 

tyrants have used it to take power away from normal citizens (Dahl 103). Further, citizens 

have no real guarantees that their representatives have their best interests at heart. Dahl 

explains that, in contrast, citizens in small units have much more opportunity to be

rhetoricians with real power. In smaller deliberative bodies, participants have more 

opportunities to make and hear arguments, to question and challenge propositions, and to 

create systems of grounds for accepting arguments in intimate settings (104). On the 

other hand, most often a de facto form of representation emerges, even in town meetings, 
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since time constraints and personal desires and interests make it so that all do not 

participate (108). And further, in a complex global network of nation states, small 

governing units cannot cope with problems of the modern world like communication 

networks, transportation, taxation, health care, and defense. Here we have a fundamental 

dilemma of democracy: the smaller the unit, the more rhetorical participation citizens 

have; the larger the unit, the greater the capacity for dealing with modern world issues 

(Dahl 110). 

This fundamental dilemma corresponds with the scene-act ratio theorized by 

Kenneth Burke. The limits of deliberation in relation to size present a negative 

correlation: as the scene (the area of governance) gets larger, the audience has less 

agency to act. In A Grammar of Motives, Burke explains that when you change the nature 

of a dramatic scene, you automatically change the nature of the agent:  

If an agent acts in keeping with his nature as an agent (act-agent ratio), he may

change the nature of the scene accordingly (scene-act ratio), and thereby establish

a state of unity between himself and the world (scene-agent-ratio). Or the scene

may call for a certain kind of act, which makes for a corresponding kind of agent,

thereby likening agent to scene. (19) 

In “democratic situations,” he continues, agents can perform democratic acts, only insofar 

as the scene allows. If  “a ‘democratic people’ would continue to perform ‘democratic 

acts’” they must restore scenic conditions “most favorable to democracy” (17). But if the 

situation itself is no longer democratic—say, if the republic becomes too large for 

popular deliberation—then even an “‘essentially democratic’ people will abandon 
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democratic ways” (18). Democratic acts, then, will be consistent with democratic scenes, 

and deliberation as act requires a deliberative scene.    

Social and rhetorical theorists have dealt with this problem by shrinking the 

monolithic, nebulous national “public” that Habermas imagined in Transformations of 

the Public Sphere. In addition to critiquing Habermas for assuming that interlocutors in 

the public sphere can “bracket status differentials,” Nancy Fraser argues that public 

sphere theory should celebrate the “proliferation of a multiplicity of competing publics” 

as a sign of democratic health rather than weakness (117). The merits of conceiving of 

multiple publics was picked up from Fraser by Gerard Hauser who in Vernacular Voices 

argued for recognizing the many ways in which multiple discursive spaces are created 

around issues of mutual interest, from which come “common judgment” and “rhetorically 

salient meanings” (61). Hauser’s case studies are taken from national examples of 

common citizens engaging in rhetorical exchanges in mass media venues on issues like 

pornography, history, and national crisis.     

We decided that the kind of participation we wanted our students to practice 

should more closely approximate a New England town hall meeting, where rhetors 

participate not with faceless strangers in an ill-defined, slowly-constituting reticulate 

public, as Hauser suggests, but in an intimate setting that required face-to-face exchanges 

and challenges. As we were planning Showdown! I had finished reading Frank Bryan’s

career-long study of New England town meetings in Real Democracy. His conclusion 

about the scene-act ratio of deliberation fascinated me: Just as in the ekklesia in Athenian 

democracy, smaller towns opened up more opportunity for people to question each other, 
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give and listen to speeches, and develop a common understanding about a proposed 

course of action (Bryan). The quaint nostalgia we may feel for the town hall meeting is 

mitigated by historical evidence that even as early as the seventeenth century towns 

without fines for absentees had low town hall turnouts (see Mansbridge Beyond 

Adversary Democracy 130-1). Acknowledging its limitations, we saw a town hall role-

playing scenario as a means of inviting (and ultimately assigning) every student to 

participate by speaking and writing on an issue that they could imagine as important to 

the viewpoint they were assuming. Since the meeting would not exceed more than 75 

students, each person participating would have a chance to make arguments, ask 

questions, and deliberate with the other students. The scenario was perfect for rhetorical 

training in preparation for a public act—even if that public was imagined in part. 

For our scenario we decided on a local issue in Southern Arizona that had begun 

to receive media attention in 2005. As avid rock climbers, Erik and David had been 

exposed to the debate over Resolution Copper Company’s bid to make a land swap with 

the state of Arizona that would transfer public recreational lands to RCC so they could 

build a mine. The lands in question were just outside the city of Superior, a small mining 

town that has survived at least three generations of boom-and-bust mining operations. 

Once RCC had made public its bid to swap the land, several special interest groups 

representing the interests of rock climbers, conservationists, and American Indian 

populations began a public campaign against the bid to protect the land for rock-climbing 

tournaments, off-road vehicles, and other forms of recreation. Considering these different 

interests, we decided to divide our class roles so that David’s class would represent 
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Resolution Copper, Erik’s class would represent different special interest groups opposed 

to the mine, and my class would take the role of the townspeople of Superior.  

Social intelligence. Our second problem in preparing for Showdown! was to 

account for the way expert and lay knowledge interact on public issues. As I mentioned 

earlier, representative democracy solves the problem of complexity in large republics 

where common citizens lack a full understanding of the issues. In theory at least, our 

representatives can pool together resources through investigations that call on the 

expertise of scientists, engineers, philosophers, political theorists, historians, feminists, 

criminologists, and whoever else has expert knowledge that will assist public judgment. 

As I noted earlier with Walter Lippman, expertise can also be an excuse for 

antidemocratic practices wherein elites use expert knowledge to bypass the deliberative 

process in order to make autocratic decisions based on science or philosophy. Alternately 

as Hurricane Katrina revealed, expert knowledge is often inaccessible to or ignored by 

the citizenry who may be too preoccupied to give attention to professional discourse. In 

Showdown! we wanted to simulate a more democratic way for experts and regular 

citizens to interact so that the power balance tips toward the citizens.

The problem of expertise in democracy was a specialty subject for Dewey, whose 

long-standing criticism with philosophy was its inability to deal with distinctly public 

problems rather than philosophical ones. Dewey dealt with democracy and the problem 

of the expert in The Public and Its Problems as a direct response to Lippman’s The 

Phantom Public and its Platonic zeal for expert governance.  In the chapter “The Eclipse 

of the Public,” Dewey concedes that complex political issues tend to bore people who are 
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amusing themselves to death with entertainment. In his dizzying and often unsatisfying 

prose, Dewey sets up the problem the advancements in the sciences poses to the free 

inquiry of the public. The fear of monarchy has been supplanted by a fear of “an 

intellectual aristocracy” who lead in spite of what they perceive to be “an ignorant, fickle 

mass whose interests are superficial and trivial” and whose judgments are almost always 

foolish (LW 1: 362). He rightly labels Lippman’s work as part of a revival of Plato’s 

Republic in which the philosophers have been supplanted by scientific experts. Such 

thinkers are mistaken in Dewey’s mind because they assume that people unfit to govern 

themselves are somehow fit to take governance from experts; it also places a mistaken 

faith on the benevolence of experts (364). Dewey brought expert and citizen together in 

this memorable metaphor: “The man who wears the shoe knows best that it pinches and 

where it pinches, even if the expert shoemaker is the best judge of how the trouble is to 

be remedied” (364). Certainly professional inquiry is an activity productively carried out 

by those trained to make such inquiries, but the decision of what to do in the face of 

inquiry’s results can be made by the deliberations of regular citizens. The problem is that 

often expert knowledge gets passed through the smoke and mirrors of media, false 

representation, powerful special interests, and isolated academic presses.

To deal with the issue of the expert in a way that satisfies Dewey’s prescription 

for dialogue in the era of expertise, we decided to give the ultimate sovereignty for 

decision making to students in my class, the townspeople of Superior. We decided to 

adopt without question Dewey’s faith in the civic competence of each individual in a 

democracy to participate meaningfully in governance that requires more than expert 
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knowledge (see Dahl). We adopted Robert Dahl’s apt phrase that experts “should be kept 

on tap, not on top” as advisors to the people rather than their guardians (71). Early on in 

the project, David’s class, imagining themselves as Resolution Copper Company, divided 

into teams of individuals  who would each assume the role of an expert on issues 

concerning the consequences of the mine such as its effects on Superior’s economy and 

environment. Erik’s students would also study these issues from an antagonistic 

viewpoint. Before the town hall meeting, the students in these two classes received 

instruction in argument, inquiry, research, professional genres, writing style, and 

collaboration. They worked together in groups to produce pamphlets and flyers that 

provided expert knowledge to the townsfolk of Superior to help them make an informed 

decision. 

The role of expert in this pedagogical model worked better in theory than in 

practice. On the night of the town hall meeting we reserved an auditorium at the 

University of Arizona’s Information Learning Center. Once we had introduced the 

night’s activities, one group from each of the advanced courses gave a Power Point 

presentation addressed to the student-townspeople sitting in the audience. These 

presentations were not merely exercises in technical rhetoric—they each argued for a 

particular course of action in a public conflict. The weakness of this expert model was 

evident after the presentations when the students broke off into what we called 

“deliberative breakout groups” of about twenty students with cohorts from each class. In 

these groups, the first-year students had prepared pointed questions for the experts based 

on their reading of the pamphlets and from their own research as townsfolk with vested 
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interest in the mining project. Unsatisfied with asking questions that the experts would 

have answers for, these first-year students had gone out of their way to discover difficult 

questions about projected economic outcomes and the possibility of soil acidity that 

clearly Erik and David’s students, qua students rather than experts, could have no way of 

answering. 

In this sense, our role-playing backfired on us: Since Erik and David’s students 

were not really “experts,” they could not fully advise my students from a position of 

expertise. As “mere” townspeople, the first-year students had the advantage of not having 

to assume any expert knowledge about anything. Yet in defense of this model, the 

deliberative breakout groups showed the back-and-forthness of rhetoric at work in the 

way the students tested every claim and pursued every consequence of a public act by 

challenging expert opinion and disentangling the reasoning behind claims that are often 

in democracy simply accepted because of the privileged or professional status of the 

speaker. Placed against the circumscribed decision-making activities of President Bush, 

these students demonstrated how generative deliberation can be when expert knowledge 

is brought to the table and challenged by citizens who are given equal opportunity to ask 

questions and make arguments on a public issue.                   

Education in rhetoric and deliberation.  Our final problem was to create a 

deliberative scenario that would lead to an improvement in the rhetorical skills of our 

students, so that the interests of civic engagement would not overshadow the need to 

teach facilitas in audience-awareness, argumentation, critical analysis, appropriateness, 

timeliness, and style. It has been my argument throughout this dissertation that civic 
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engagement can be facilitated by teaching undergraduates performative and critical skills 

with a specific emphasis on how those skills can be used in public spheres of action in 

and out of the academy. My experience with Showdown in Superior! demonstrated to me 

the great power of teaching courses that combine rhetorical studies with a civic vision. 

My honors first-year writing course was built around the idea of public 

communication for social ends. First the students wrote literacy narratives where the 

students told stories about their encounters with language arts and how those encounters 

demonstrated situated ideologies of class, race, gender, institutional bureaucracy, virtue, 

family, and schooling. We read literacy narratives from Fredrick Douglass, Amy Tan, 

Richard Rodriquez, Mike Rose, and others. During the narrative unit we focused on 

principles of revision that were both audience-based and aesthetically-attuned to the 

music and pleasure of language. I wanted them to recognize early in the semester that 

attentiveness to what is often called (sometimes pejoratively) “creative writing” is the 

way we engage with audiences and move them while at the same time making implied 

cultural arguments about what we value—of course the “we” being part of the argument.

In the next unit we moved from narrative and poetics to rhetorical criticism. Using 

sources in classical and modern rhetoric, the students and I developed an extended 

vocabulary of critical terms that would help us analyze texts as a means both of resisting 

ideological messages and embracing them. The students analyzed speeches in American 

history and situated them historically with research. In their analyses the students were 

attentive to various modes of persuasion that are culturally situated like storytelling, self-

effacement, reasonable argument, pathetic appeals, presence, humor, and personal 
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disclosure. This exercise prepared the students with a broad toolbox of rhetorical terms 

and practices that would prepare them to listen to and analyze the claims of the advanced 

writing students during Showdown in Superior! 

To prepare for Showdown! I introduced the idea of “argument” more fully by 

discussing claims, reasons, and logical fallacies. We held several class debates and the 

students paired off and engaged in back-and-forth arguments online that challenged them 

to recognize argumentative strategies and take responsibility for their own. Since several 

of the students had been on high school debate teams, it was difficult at first to get them 

to try to listen and understand an argument and to resist the tendency to argue just for 

kicks. The students were encouraged to agree with what they felt they could and to 

validate the opinions of others by reiterating what was heard. When they received the 

brochures and flyers from the technical and business writing students, my students read 

them carefully and discussed their merits in groups, taking on the role of townspeople. 

Since I did not want to compel the students to adopt an opinion they didn’t really hold, I 

left it to them to develop whatever opinion they wanted on the issue. Before Showdown! 

the students met together as townspeople to discuss the issue and wrote viewpoint papers 

that they shared with the rest of the class. 

On the night of the town hall meeting, after listening to the presentations and 

leading the deliberative break-out sessions, the first-year students had several minutes to 

stand individually and exhort their fellow townspeople to either accept or reject 

Resolution Copper Company’s bid to swap land with the state government in order to 

mine for copper in Superior. Earlier in class we had discussed some issues of public 
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speaking that may seem needlessly elocutionary like voice and gesture. But the students 

understood that what they said could be enhanced greatly by how they said it and how 

they catered what they said to their peers. Once in front of that packed auditorium, the 

students overcame their fears and addressed each other forcefully with stories, arguments, 

and emphatic gestures. The entire night was a moment of deliberation that demanded 

their whole rhetorical selves. Ultimately the class voted to reject RCC’s copper mine. 

In describing this pedagogical model, I hope I have made a small contribution to 

the idea that deliberation, though not historically available to most, is a democratic theory 

with ripe rhetorical possibility. Michael Walzer may be correct when he says that 

deliberation should not be considered the central political activity in democracy, and I am 

open to the idea that students in rhetorical studies should be taught other modes of civic 

engagement like effective bargaining or protesting. Deliberation holds out the possibility 

that citizens can come together and make arguments in manifold ways that go beyond the 

chimera of universal rationality to embrace the full spectrum of rhetorical invention. 

Deliberation is the process by which individuals who should be considered intrinsically 

equal discuss issues of public importance and test the strength of propositions offered by 

interest groups, experts, and other citizens. Dewey believed that deliberative decisions 

under these circumstances can be just and wise; the undeliberative behavior of a president 

has caused incalculable trouble. Teachers of rhetoric are in a position to aid in the process 

of teaching deliberation through performance and critical analysis so that students will 

discover not only the means of persuasion but the choice of means, the moments for 

deliberation.        
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CHAPTER FIVE: LITERARY STUDIES AS AN AID TO CIVIC IMAGINATION:

PROGRESSIVE AND FUNDAMENTALIST CIVIC WORLDS

Perhaps no religious character in the history of the United States represents the 

complicated relationship between fundamentalist and progressive strands of Protestant 

belief better than William Jennings Bryan. Bryan’s memory comes down to us largely 

from the play and film Inherit the Wind, with a caricature of the three-time failed 

presidential candidate as an old, stubborn, naïve demagogue whose fundamentalist 

crusade against evolution was indicative of evangelism’s public obsolescence. As 

correspondent at the Scopes Trial in Dayton, Ohio in 1925, H.L Mencken pilloried Bryan 

in the Baltimore Evening Sun as “a charlatan, a mountebank, a zany without sense or 

dignity,” deluded “by a childish theology” and full of a “pathological hatred” of 

everything good in modern liberal culture (164). Yet a recent biography has sought to 

reinstate Bryan as the primary progressive conscience of the nation at the turn of the 

century—champion of the rights of labor and women; advocate of progressive taxation, 

government ownership of railroads, and direct election of senators; and ardent foe of 

imperialism, war, and big business (Kazin). One would search in vain to find a figure in 

contemporary American politics with a similar audacity to combine religious zeal with 

progressive politics. For many liberal leaders of Protestant America in the time of Bryan, 

the one informed the other in a harmony that seems unlikely to appear on the 

contemporary political scene.      

As Kazin points out in his biography of Bryan, most advocates of democracy and 

progressive social programs since World War I, with notable exceptions such as Martin 
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Luther King and Cesar Chavez, have seen religious devotion “as an impediment to 

genuine social change” and have sought to “quarantine the sacred from the realm of 

politics” (303). Inversely, during the 1920s in what has been called “the Great Reversal,” 

many evangelical Christians turned inwardly, to the private strivings of the old time 

religion, and away from social concerns that soon carried the onus of being associated 

with liberal theology or communism (Marsden 85-93). The tension between the public 

presence of fundamentalist and progressive Christianity is a fascinating case study in the 

way religious communication catalyzes or suppresses civic interests. Kazin suggests that 

would-be progressives in the twenty-first century would do well to consider the potential 

rhetorical energy that Bryan harnessed when he argued that the main goal of political 

activism should be the well-being of all God’s children—indeed, to Bryan it was central 

to divine law (Kazin 303). 

In this chapter I propose to analyze a unique type of Christian discourse that 

illustrates this tension between fundamentalist and progressive impulses as their 

adherents engage in (or disengage with) public life. By analyzing two novels separated by 

a century that could be considered sermonic fiction, I hope to demonstrate the way 

literature—in this case, Christian-themed popular literature—can be “a valuable aid to the 

civic imagination,” as Martha Nussbaum put it (“Exactly and Responsibly” 354). Such a 

study comes at a time when the reading of imaginative literature is declining in the 

general population and the analysis of it in rhetorical studies has been largely abandoned. 

By doing a comparative analysis of Edward Bellamy’s social gospel novel Looking 

Backward [1887] and Tim LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins’ evangelical novel Left Behind 
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[1995], I want to suggest that novels, as resonating cultural artifacts, can have public 

implications that should be attended to through careful rhetorical analysis by students and 

professional rhetoricians alike. In making this claim, I rely on the work of Rosa Eberly, 

who in Citizen Critics describes how works of fiction can “lead to deliberation about 

public issues—political as well as aesthetic—in literary public spheres” (11). These two 

novels bring us into imaginative worlds where religion plays a key role in arguing for an 

increase in public spiritedness, and thereby these novels act as sermons that invoke civic 

selfhood. This argument also has antecedents in the work of Jeffrey Walker who has 

situated classical rhetoric in the poetic tradition as well as the civic. As we look to John 

Dewey as our primary informant on how to teach rhetoric for civic engagement, 

rhetorical analysis can serve civic interests more effectively by opening its canon to the 

suasive force of poetics as it introduces imaginative problems that “are relevant to the 

problems of living together” (Dewey MW 9: 200).  

John Dewey and the Civic Potential of Literature

In Democratic Vistas, Walt Whitman makes his eloquent plea for the 

advancement of the arts, particularly literature, as a means of providing “a religious and 

moral character beneath the political and productive and intellectual bases of the States” 

(320). Whitman agitated for a national literature, one “fit to cope” with the needs of a 

thriving, transforming, American democracy. Unlike political mechanisms (like universal 

suffrage), imaginative literature had the power to go deeper into the hearts of citizens, but 

it would take a distinct kind of literature:
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a new-founded literature, not merely to copy and reflect existing surfaces, or 

pander to what is called taste—not only to amuse, pass away time, celebrate the 

beautiful, the refined, the past, or exhibit technical, rhythmic, or grammatical 

dexterity—but a literature underlying life, religious, consistent with science, 

handling the elements and forces with competent power, teaching and training 

men [and women]. (328)

Whitman was looking for a literature that would educate the moral sense of the citizenry 

in powerful and productive ways, and in radically egalitarian ways as well. Literature, 

quickened by the democratic energy of a country in flux, could become the “imaginative 

Soul” of an emergent civic life (368). The catch, though, was that literature for civic 

imagination required a new kind of reader—in fact, a whole nation of readers, “a nation 

of supple and athletic minds, well trained, intuitive, used to depend on themselves, and 

not on a few coteries of writers” (380). If literature is to be an aid to civic imagination, it 

must find readers prepared to read, reflect, and act. 

This search may be quite a challenge, considering contemporary evidence about 

the reading of literature in America. In June 2004 the National Endowment for the Arts 

released the results of a U.S. Bureau of the Census study that tracked the reading habits 

of over 17,000 adults in America over a twenty-year period. The report’s title, Reading at 

Risk, summed up what the data revealed: the reading of literature is declining. According 

to the study the reading of plays, poetry, and novels declined from 57% in 1982 to 47% 

in 2002, indicating a loss of nearly 20 million readers with the sharpest declines among 

males, Hispanics, and young people between the ages of 18-25 (Reading at Risk ix-xi). 
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Other statistics showed unsurprising trends in reading based on race, class, gender, age, 

and occupation. To explain the decline, the NEA pointed to the rise of electronic media 

like video games, MP3 players, and the Internet that compete with literary texts for the 

nation’s attention. Other writers suggested that the decline reveals that literate culture has 

become obsolete—“the horse has long since run out of the barn,” argued Kevin Starr, 

librarian emeritus for the state of California—especially among the working class who do 

not have time to read novels that rarely treat working class concerns (Weber; Neville). 

As expected, the tone of the report was one of alarm. In his preface, Dana Gioia, 

the NEA’s chairman, set the tone by arguing that the study’s results should concern 

anyone who “values the cultural, intellectual, and political importance of active and 

engaged literacy in American society.” Gioia wrote that though digital media have the 

advantages of diversity and access, “print culture affords irreplaceable forms of focused 

attention and contemplation that make complex communications and insights possible.”1

To this epistemological argument, Gioia added a political one as well: 

As the report unambiguously demonstrates, readers play a more active and 

involved role in their communities. The decline in reading, therefore, parallels a 

larger retreat from participation in civic and cultural life. The long-term 

implications of this study not only affect literature but all the arts—as well as 

social activities such as volunteerism, philanthropy, and even political

engagement. (Reading at Risk vii)

In summary, the report’s response to the question, “So what?” is that a decline in literary 

readers means a decline in a literate culture, which means a decline in citizens who can 
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attend to the complexity of written texts of all kinds, including political discourse. 

Though the NEA does not go so far as to claim causality between the two, Reading at 

Risk implies a correlation between readers of fiction, drama, and poetry and active civic 

and cultural participation—a correlation Whitman took to be an article of faith. 

Frankly there are few other ways to make Reading at Risk important to public 

dialogue than to point out these correlations, which may turn out to be tenuous at best. 

English teachers and conservative culture critics may be the cohort most alarmed by the 

fact that fewer people read novels, plays, and poetry, perhaps because the decline offends 

a die-hard humanist sentiment about the value of literature as a form of cultural uplift. 

For example,  in an article for The National Review Peter Wood, professor of 

anthropology at Boston University, wrote that the decline of literary readers leads to 

“cultural superficiality” and “spiritual aimlessness” (Wood). However Wood is quick to 

point out that the study does not account for the value of the reading experience in the 

respondents, nor does it account for the quality of the reading material. The country’s 

literate culture may not be at risk after all if fewer people are reading Janet Evanovitch 

and James Patterson novels. The point is that an argument is being made by the National 

Endowment for the Arts that the reading of literature has the potential to influence civic 

life in more important ways than the mere refinement of either literary taste or vague 

humanist sentiment. Literature can influence the civic imagination, especially if it is read 

specifically for what its narrative suggests about moral public life.2

As Whitman was aware, looking at literature in this way requires a particular kind 

of reading; it also requires a particular kind of “teaching and training” in reading. 
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Discussing ways literature can aid civic imagination in an educational setting leads us 

back to John Dewey, a crucial primary source of inspiration for rhetorical education for 

civic engagement, including the rhetorical reading of literature. As I discussed in the first 

chapter, Dewey advocated an expansive definition of science as the process of 

observation, reflection, and shared communication in a setting (like a school) that pools 

together the experience of individuals to generate the kind of practical social intelligence 

that leads to social action. Society is an organism of individuals obliged by circumstance 

and geography whose political acts must be informed by careful observation, critical 

analysis, inquiry, collaboration, and above all a refined means of public communication 

that presents the results from these activities with “the potency of art” (LW 1: 349). I have 

spent the last two chapters discussing ways we can improve the civic  potency of the art 

of back-and-forth argument and deliberation in rhetorical studies; this chapter provides a 

transition from performance to critical analysis as a generative activity for civic 

engagement, informed by Dewey’s principles of progressive education. 

Three principles of progressive education from Dewey’s work can serve as the 

foundation of reading literature as an aid to civic imagination. First, as I discussed in the 

first chapter, progressive education is intended to improve the natural capacities of 

individuals through social inquiry. As with the study of science, math, music, history, or 

anything else, the study of literature should open the mind of students to the “social aims” 

of literary inquiry (MW 9: 105). In Democracy and Education (1916) Dewey describes 

how progressive education assumes that students are public individuals already blessed 

and burdened with the problems of living together, prepared to appreciate literary texts 
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for what they contribute to the development of “social insight and interest” (MW 9: 200). 

Students develop a “consciously socialized interest” by engaging in experimental (or 

experiential) learning activities that make connections among textual artifacts, the 

students’ various experiences, and the problems of public life (331). According to 

Dewey, this method of community inquiry is more than pragmatic—it is moral: “All 

education which develops power to share effectively in social life is moral” (370). Dewey 

explained that this aim of education protects us from using education exclusively for 

mental or vocational training. “It calls attention to the fact that power must be relative to 

doing something,” he explained, “and to the fact that the things which most need to be 

done are things which involve one’s relationships with others” (127). For progressive 

educators in English Studies, the value of literature lies in its ability to invoke this civic 

sense of life in students.   

The second Deweyan principle we can apply to reading literature to develop the

civic imagination is that art is integral to normal experience. Dewey’s unique 

contribution to the scholarship on education is to attack fiercly the idea that intellectual 

and practical pursuits are distinct, separated by different processes of thinking and doing. 

Dewey confronts this nested dualism first in Democracy and Education as a throw-back 

to the elitist assumptions of Greek paideia as it was articulated by Plato, Aristotle, and 

others. The stratification of society into thinkers and doers creates cultural barriers to 

democracy and makes the pooling of social intelligence difficult. As I noted in the last 

chapter about deliberation, reasoning skills and the appreciation of art, literature, and 

drama were class-specific in Greek culture (MW 9: 230). Likewise Dewey believed that 
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traditional education tended to divide students into thinkers and doers by isolating 

science, art, and philosophy from vocational training. The discipline of the humanities is 

too often taught as “private refinement, a cultivation of certain states and attitudes of 

consciousness, separate from either social direction or service” (MW 9: 316). The 

implication for literature is that viewing literary study as a line of inquiry divorced from 

practical application keeps those works from being “immediately and not remotely 

helpful” (267). 

Dewey expanded on his philosophy of aesthetics in Experience and Nature (1925)

and Art as Experience (1934), two complicated (and sometimes inaccessible) books that 

are demonstrable of Dewey’s talent to simultaneously inspire and bewilder his readers. 

As I have pointed out, the word “experience” is used sloppily in Dewey’s works, but the 

kernel of the term is productive: that experience with all-that-is-other-than-self, and not 

merely knowing that realm, is the engine of human advancement. Instead of celebrating 

an effete, elitist definition of art that confines it to certain genres, media, figures, subjects, 

or qualities, Dewey argued that “all conscious experience has of necessity some degree of 

imaginative quality,” and the only thing that distinguishes art from other experience is 

that art is “embodied in a material which thereby becomes the medium for expression” 

(LW 10: 276-7). As I explained in chapter one, Dewey was concerned that traditional 

views of art as masterful individual expression, combined with liberal culture and U.S. 

capitalism, had created class divisions in art and had placed a premium on passive 

appreciation rather than transactional, transformative experience with art. Literature, like 
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all other art forms, is a means by which imagination aids individuals in sharing “in the 

arts of living” through inquiry (LW 10: 339). 

When English departments filled with trained specialists in literary criticism, the 

reading of literature became a specialized practice divorced from the common concerns 

of public culture. Though Dewey does not take away the rigor of literary scholarship, he 

strips it of its claims to independence from and superiority to ordinary experience. As 

Thomas Alexander has pointed out, Dewey uses the modern museum as an analogy of all 

that is wrong with modern art. Museums tempt us to see art as something distinct from 

our own experiences and to see artists as individuals that do not share the “common 

conditions of life” with ourselves (Alexander 6). Dewey rejects the use of the word 

“aesthetics” as meaning “a philosophy of fine art” unrelated to ethics and political 

philosophy (16). On the contrary, art as experience contributes to democracy’s way of 

life when imagination and production invoke experience that adds to the wisdom of 

public life. In Alexander’s eloquent words, “because of the act of communication, shared, 

cumulative experience can pass along and with it the possibility of a deeper, wiser, more 

intelligent, and more humane response to the enduring problems of the human condition” 

(18). Dewey challenges literary studies to connect with the everyday lives of students in 

generative ways that can lead to social transformation.3    

Finally, as Rosa Eberly has so astutely recognized, reading literature as an aid to 

civic imagination has distinct political implications that Dewey advocated throughout his 

life. Progressive education is meant to do more than refine individual students or get 

them jobs: It is supposed to change society through the transformation of individuals, 
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groups, institutions, or practices. In 1935, during one of the nation’s most severe public 

crises in its history, Dewey complained that “too large a part of our citizens has left our 

schools without power of critical discrimination, at the mercy of special propaganda, and 

drifting form one plan and scheme to another according to the loudest clamor of the 

moment” (LW 11: 164-5). Considering the deprivations, the inequities, the failure of 

institutions during the Great Depression, there was not a worse time for the colleges to be 

cranking out graduates eager to support the status quo. For Dewey, “the demand for a 

new social order,” which was in fact a demand for “the old democratic ideas of liberty 

for all and of equality of opportunity to all for personal development,” would be realized 

only if America’s education system attended to developing in students the will and skill 

to work for that new order (LW 11: 168, emphasis in original). 

Dewey’s attitude about progressive education extends to literary studies and gives 

it a political force. In an essay published in 1937 in Progressive Education, Dewey 

argued that education was the place where the principles of democracy are “constantly 

discovered, and rediscovered, remade and reorganized” so that students will leave school 

with the power and the desire to remake and reorder “the political and economic and 

social institutions” that continue to harden all around them (LW 11: 182). Literary studies 

can fall under the progressive rubric as it turns at least some of its attention away from 

isolated issues of aesthetics, hermeneutics, and difference and connects these principles 

to the public and its many problems. Though he was not speaking of literary studies in 

the particular, Dewey would likely agree that this connective tissue between aesthetics 
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and public affairs can aid in forming attitudes that “express themselves in intelligent 

social action,” long after the seminar in Victorian literature is over (LW 11: 189).          

Perhaps the NEA under Dana Gioia would appreciate this analysis of Dewey’s 

scholarship because it gives the reading of literature a political role that can be 

understood by the public. Or perhaps it might make NEA’s literary specialists 

uncomfortable (as it did Lewis Mumford in 1926) because Dewey’s instrumentalism 

seems to take a dim view of art for art’s sake (see Westbrook 383). In Literary Theory, 

Jonathan Culler suggests that aesthetic issues—“purposiveness without purpose,” in the 

words of Immanuel Kant—continue to define the field of literary studies as concerned 

that literature not be taken as “accomplishing some purpose, such as informing or 

persuading us” (33). The current state of literary studies is far more complicated than 

that; as Jennifer Howard points out, political readings continue to be popular as part of 

Theory’s long march through English departments since Derrida spoke at Johns Hopkins 

in 1966 (Howard). The recent backlash against Theory (capital T), illustrated best in the 

new anthology Theory’s Empire: An Anthology of Dissent, has revitalized formalist 

approaches to literature that bracket issues that spin out centrifugally beyond the text (see 

Berkowitz). In her review of contemporary theory for The Chronicle of Higher 

Education, Howard sees not only fragmentation in approaches but a “general devolution 

of theory” that has resulted in toned-down jargon, an expansive framework for cultural 

approaches to literature that include accessible political theory, and an increasing need to 

justify literary studies to broader audiences that tend to be suspicious of the “linguistic 

grand gestures and outdated ideological gambits” associated with big-T Theory 
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(Howard). It is in this space that rhetorical readings of literature with a Deweyan political 

impulse can serve the civic imagination of Eberly’s “citizen critics.” 

Rhetorical/Ethical/Civic Criticism of Literature 

In order to be instrumental in effecting social change, literature must be read and 

discussed specifically, though not exclusively, for that purpose. Otherwise it lacks the 

culture power to become “the sole reliance of American democracy,” as Whitman hoped 

it would (321). I see two critical activities that open up the civic potential of literary texts. 

One approach is the reading of literature as a public act of criticism among diverse people 

united only by the mutuality of a public problem and free of pre-established theoretical 

assumptions. This approach falls into the rhetorical study of “publics,” established by 

Dewey and refined by scholars like Goodnight, Hauser, and Eberly. The second approach 

is to apply rhetorical theory as it has been appropriated for literary study by ethical critics 

like Wayne Booth and Martha Nussbaum. Both of these activities have the potential to 

revitalize the reading of literature as a public activity with political implications, and I 

will briefly address them both to that end.    

In 1998 Elizabeth Lynn established the Project on Civic Reflection at Valparaiso 

University to promote small-group dialogue on civic issues. Participants in a Civic 

Reflection gather as volunteers, social workers, philanthropists, or members of 

community organizations to share a meal and discuss a text that anchors the discussion on 

issues such as giving, serving, associating, and leading (“Civic Reflection”).4

Anticipating skepticism about the efficacy of literature to help solve public issues, the 

organization’s website gives a defense in the key of Dewey: 
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Imaginative literature can make an important contribution to our understanding of 

real life, civic and otherwise. The choices and experiences of fictional characters 

can underscore, illuminate and clarify the choices and experiences of real people 

or groups. In addition to illustrating countless situations and circumstances, 

literature also can have a leveling effect: You don't need to be an expert in 

philosophy or business management to ponder the actions of a character in a short 

story. (“Civic Reflection”)

In this description, the creators are careful to make this approach to public problems 

relevant (they “clarify the choices and experiences of real people”) and accessible to non-

literary civic workers (“you don’t need to be an expert . . . to ponder the actions of a 

character”). Their impressive website includes booklists for groups who want to host 

their own Civic Reflection, with literary and nonfiction texts grouped together under 

categories and themes. So for someone interested in issues of difference and prejudice as 

they relate to associating, the website recommends short stories like “Cathedral” by 

Raymond Carver or “Stranger in the Village” by James Baldwin. 

Perhaps this approach to literature can be considered hermeneutically naïve—

more on par with Oprah Winfrey’s Book Club than a graduate seminar on literature. I 

don’t believe that it is naïve in the least. This pragmatic approach to civic problems 

implies that the generative activity is not the sophisticated readings that participants bring 

to Civic Reflection but the resulting conversation about the literature that results in 

transformational experiences. Civic Reflection goes beyond the standard practice of an 

informal book club by turning to literature as a means of rhetorical invention for solving 
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public problems and coalescing around shared values for social action. This is not a polite 

conversation about literature but an effort to use literature to help an emergent public 

articulate its interests to prepare for collaborative action. A review of the books on the 

website recommended for Civic Reflection reveals a rich cache of provocative novels, 

poems, and plays intended to anchor these public conversations and serve as heuristics 

for solving public problems. 

In The Public And Its Problems (1927), a work I have referred to often in this 

dissertation, John Dewey established “public theory” as a frame of reference to account 

for the way individuals such as Civic Reflection participants coalesce around shared 

problems and find ways to articulate shared needs through “fruitful social inquiry” (LW 

2: 258). The public—and sometimes Dewey pluralizes the word—confronts its problems 

best “when free social inquiry is indissolubly wedded to the art of full and moving 

communication” (350). This art of public communication for Dewey is invoked most 

fully in intimate, face to face talk by which “the cumulative and transmitted intellectual 

wealth of the community” surfaces, informing community action (371). In spite of the 

nostalgia evident in Dewey’s longing for the Great Community, the Civic Reflection 

project demonstrates the power and efficacy of public talk in the manner Dewey 

imagined.

Scholars in rhetorical studies have mined The Public and Its Problems to draw 

distinctions between different modes of popular discourse in order to isolate and theorize 

the deliberative genre. For example, Thomas Goodnight separates personal and technical 

discourse from public discourse in order to sharpen the analysis of argument as a political 
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act with public implications (Goodnight). If any text could be said to establish Dewey’s 

public theory as a prominent subject in rhetorical studies, it is Gerard Hauser’s 

Vernacular Voices, published in 1999. Hauser’s goal was to describe the “rhetoricality” 

of civil society—the way democratic citizens use “vernacular exchanges” based on 

context-specific criteria rather than universal rationality to articulate public opinion (74). 

Reticulate, or multiple and separate, public spheres constitute themselves through “the 

untidy communicative practices that prevail in everyday political relations at the level of 

talk” (46). Furthermore, these reticulate publics “move from spectatorship to active 

consideration of issues” through those untidy vernacular exchanges (274). In his 

conclusion, Hauser suggests that in order to understand the rhetorical activities of publics, 

scholars must move away from the close reading of texts and adopt an empirical attitude 

by studying transactions within reticulate publics. 

This empirical attitude has direct implications for the study of literature as an aid 

to civic imagination. One problem with literary studies, for Hauser, is that critics explore 

“the internal dynamics” of a text without considering “specific external considerations” 

that situate it in a deliberative field (276). To understand how a novel—his example is

The Jungle by Upton Sinclair—works in public discourse, the investigator must expand 

the data to include not only the text but the dialogue the text evokes. That dialogue can be 

analyzed in order to figure out the rhetorical strategies individuals use to make literature a 

subject applicable to public affairs.        

As a student of Hauser’s, Rosa Eberly has taken literary studies more fully into 

the realm of publics theory by tracing the arc of public debates over controversial literary 
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texts like James Joyce’s Ulysses or Bret Easton Ellis’s American Psycho. In Citizen 

Critics, Eberly introduces “literary public spheres” as sites where ordinary citizens 

discuss and debate literature’s cultural contributions to the collective pool of shared 

values and actions (2-3). The idea of a literary public sphere has its roots in the 

eighteenth century salons that Habermas describes in The Structural Transformation of 

the Public Sphere in which private discussions of literary texts translated into “public-

oriented” criticisms of state power (8). Eberly argues that when “literary theory” became 

an activity best carried out by a specialist called a “literary critic,” situated in a 

professional enclave called an English department, “the opinions of nonexpert or citizen 

critics” were relegated “to a position of relatively little cultural authority” (9). To reclaim 

the authority of the citizen critic, Eberly suggests that literary theory (including idealized, 

ahistorical reader response theory) should be supplanted by public criticism, the kind that 

studies “the divergent and interacting interpretations of actual readers writing about 

fictional texts in rhetorical constructed literary public spheres” (18). This shift in focus 

draws attention to discourse in “actually existing political systems” and therefore will 

more likely result “in theory and criticism that can build a basis for studying and 

effecting social change” (31). 

Though her work predates Civic Reflection, Eberly likely would be interested in 

the activities established by Elizabeth Lynn and her associates as a means to bring 

literature into conversations about public problems. Like Hauser’s, Eberly’s method is 

primarily empirical—her case studies cover the multiple voices of public debates using 

the methodology that Hauser championed in Vernacular Voices. Unlike the Civic 
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Reflection group, Eberly is interested in the way controversial literary works provoke 

citizen critics to debate more general cultural issues like censorship, aesthetics, or 

violence rather than the way the actions of the plot or characters inform action. In 

addition, Eberly concludes Citizen Critics by imagining a classroom as a “protopublic 

space” where student-citizen critics deliberate about the rhetorical topoi generated by 

literary texts rather than their formal qualities (170). Studying literary public spheres and 

participating in protopublic spheres where literature is discussed breaks distinctly with 

traditional modes of literary studies in a radical way that revitalizes literature’s political 

import. 

Rhetorical theory offers additional tools for reading literature in a manner more 

like traditional criticism but still focused on the way literary texts promote extra-literary 

thinking about public problems. The second method of approaching literature as an aid to 

civic imagination is to use the tools of rhetoric to analyze a text expressly for what it 

argues about civic values, behaviors, and situations. This approach underscores Dewey’s 

emphasis on method, preserves the concept of aesthetics, emphasizes the realm of civic 

action, and expands the pedagogical implications of literary public spheres to include 

critical awareness of the way texts operate. 

In response to formalist criticism’s insistence on the intentional fallacy, scholars 

of rhetoric since the 1930s have welcomed literary texts as artifacts that present 

arguments to readers through what Wayne Booth called “disguised rhetoric” (A Rhetoric 

of Fiction 100; see also Corbett). In Counter-Statement (1931), perhaps the first text to 

challenge formalism with rhetorical readings of literature, Kenneth Burke demonstrated 
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that literary form, rather than existing for its own sake, turns “the arrows of our desires  

[. . .] in a certain direction” to influence our attitudes and even our conduct (124, 163). 

Far from being useless expression of feeling, literature provides “an equipment, like any 

vocabulary, for handling the complexities of living” (183). In a later essay Burke called 

this approach sociological criticism because it explores how literary form (and its 

content, and its context) implies strategies for action in “social situations outside of art” 

(Philosophy of Literary Form 303).5 In this way Burke preserves the idea of a “method” 

for dealing with public problems, a strategy of inquiry that goes beyond merely talking 

about literature informally. 

The sociological approach may very well be called political or ethical criticism, 

since it serves as a heuristic for determining what literature has to say about the problems 

of living and acting together and their solutions. To revise Burke’s apt phrase, then, 

literature has the potential to become equipment for living together. As Jeffrey Walker 

has pointed out in his groundbreaking Rhetoric and Poetics in Antiquity, our hard and fast 

distinction between political and poetical discourse has no classical foundation. What has 

been traditionally viewed as epideictic or ceremonial rhetoric—fiction, drama, poetry—

should be more accurately considered as just as argumentative and politically salient as 

the pragmatic discourse of political deliberation. In addition, poetic speech or writing has 

a the potential to become a lasting cultural power that deliberative speech often lacks. 

Though readers of literature may not race out and vote as they might after hearing a 

political speech, epideictic rhetoric (such as novels or poems) leaves its indelible mark on 

the civic soul, as Walker has said:  
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‘epideictic’ appears that that which shapes and cultivates the basic codes of value 

and belief by which a society or culture lives; it shapes the ideologies and 

imageries with which, and by which, the individual members of a community 

identify themselves; and, perhaps most significantly, it shapes the fundamental 

grounds, the ‘deep’ commitments and presuppositions, that will underlie and 

ultimately determine decision and debate in particular pragmatic forums. (9) 

Authors of literary texts make arguments about what deep commitments and 

presuppositions should be adopted through the standard tools of imaginative literature: 

form, plot, character, dialogue, focus, symbolism, juxtaposition, narration and exposition, 

metaphor, or any other device that could be categorized as rhetorical poetics.6

As the people from the Civic Reflection project suggest, one generative strategy 

we can use to cull out arguments about civic engagement from novels is to read the 

fictional realm as an alternative world of public value and action that stands over and 

against the world we live in—“life upon life,” as Wayne Booth has said (The Company 

We Keep 14). This strategy does not necessarily assume the form of fantasy or science 

fiction; the etymology of the word “fiction” suggests a fashioning or forming of an 

imitation of life—a story of any kind that claims only a coincidental relationship to fact. 

Though it has experienced periods of neglect in literary studies, ethical criticism may 

emerge again as a hermeneutical practice meant to explore the implications of the worlds 

created by literary texts and the social action they advocate, whether explicitly or 

implicitly within their rhetorical poetics.7 In a popular and accessible text on ethical 

criticism, The Company We Keep, Wayne Booth describes how narrative takes us into a 
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macro-metaphoric universe, a “vast articulated network of interrelated images, emotions, 

propositions, anecdotes, and possibilities, all embedded in more or less fixed norms” 

(336). These norms can be discovered embedded in a narrative strategy, and their force 

depends on the skill of the writer to reward the reading experience with a rich and often 

complicated account of life as it ought to be, with the “carry away” benefit being 

improved social relations.8   

In her diligent effort to preserve ethical criticism as a viable reading strategy, 

Martha Nussbaum has sought to champion a civic reading of literature while preserving 

the idea of aesthetic quality—a project that often seems inimical or ancillary to the 

empirical methods of publics theorists like Eberly and Hauser (see Eberly 4 and 165 and 

Hauser 276). In Love’s Knowledge, a collection of essays on ethical criticism, Nussbaum 

draws an intimate, organic connection between the form of imaginative literature and its 

content so that literary aesthetics become not only appropriate but necessary for our civic 

education. Novels create imaginative, richly-textured worlds where the particulars of 

living together are fleshed out in context-specific actions that address our need for 

practical wisdom. For Nussbaum, these narrative worlds speak “about us, about our lives 

and choices and emotions, about our social existence and the totality of our connections” 

(171). The reading of literature makes up for the fact that “we have never lived enough,” 

which is Nussbaum’s way of pointing to how literature can expand our civic imagination 

by drawing us into worlds where hierarchies of values, judgments, and actions have full 

play, beyond our limited experience (47). Yet unlike the free and informal deliberation 

that goes on in Eberly’s literary public spheres, Nussbaum insists that ethical criticism, if 
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it is to yield answers to the urgent questions of public life, must include “an exacting 

formal inquiry” into rhetorical poetics (22). The ethics of fiction comes about not from 

just talking about novels, but from patiently attending to the formal qualities that often 

hide or complicate the civic vision proposed by the author.

Nussbaum develops the idea of ethical criticism further by enlarging on what it 

means to attend to the formal qualities I just mentioned. As rhetorical texts, novels (for 

example) invite us into the concrete details of lives lived with subtle arguments, played 

out in literary forms, that can lead to our recognizing and developing “concrete 

situational judgments” based on the rhetorical moves made in the narrative (66). “The 

text,” argues Nussbaum, “imparts a certain structure to our hearts” (22). Poetics 

contribute imaginative possibilities that help readers navigate the risks of “the lived 

deliberative situation” (142). Those possibilities emerge in the intricacies of the text—its 

symbols, its allusions, its attentiveness to detail and character, its narrative rhythms, and 

its underlying arguments about what it means to act with integrity in a complicated social 

world. Without attending to these formal qualities and their organic connection to the 

content of the novel, the reader forgoes the transactional experience prepared by the 

author through aesthetic and rhetorical strategies (see Rosenblatt).              

In summary, these two approaches offer promising theoretical models for reading 

literature as a means of developing civic imagination. More importantly for what I have 

been trying to argue in this dissertation, they both provide substantive theoretical 

frameworks for teaching literature progressively by viewing critical analysis as integral to 

civic engagement. For Eberly, students in literary public spheres, or the “protopublic 
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spaces” of the rhetoric classroom, discuss the civic topoi generated by literary texts rather 

than their formal qualities (170). If we reconsider the three implications of Dewey’s 

progressive education I mentioned earlier, Eberly’s eschewing of formal criticism opens 

up the literary encounter to non-specialists and makes this kind of inquiry a moral and a 

civic act rather than an aesthetic one. Students who participate in literary public spheres 

learn to identify and analyze arguments about literature in order to create “a public 

oriented agency” that “transcends the limits of liberal democratic citizenship” (170). 

On the other hand, the work of ethical criticism preserves Dewey’s idea that both 

producing art (what he calls the “artistic” aspect) and enjoying, experiencing, or 

analyzing art (the “esthetic” aspect) are deeply intellectual activities that require intense, 

penetrating methodological rigor through “processes of inquiry and reflection” (LW 10: 

52-3; 310). His focus on method is tied into his overall argument about public 

communication and the need both for informed inquiry and improved performative art as 

a means for solving the public’s problems. Though Dewey was deeply suspicious of the 

role of experts in politics and culture, he believed that the correct evaluation of human 

communication required a rigorous act of judgment that could be considered a science, 

broadly conceived. This kind of inquiry does not require a PhD in literature to carry it 

out. It requires, however, the ability to use the tools of critical analysis so that the 

judgments we take from literature will be fair, thorough, and attentive to all the strategies

authors use to create alternative worlds of social action. This critical toolbox will be 

eclectic and teachable, with plenty of space for revisions and additions. What Dewey, 

Eberly, Hauser, Booth, Nussbaum, and the Civic Reflection people all agree on is that 
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reading literature as an aid to civic imagination requires patient, critical, and open 

discussions of literary texts with others as a process of gleaning what the text’s rhetorical 

poetics offer us as equipment for living together. Rhetoricians and student-rhetors can 

enrich such discussions with a level of competency gained from the study of rhetoric.                     

A Comparative Analysis of Looking Backward and Left Behind

After having established Dewey’s contribution to progressive literary studies and 

the possibilities of public and rhetorical criticism of literature, I would now like to read 

two novels as cultural artifacts with distinct civic visions. Since at this point I am largely 

on my own in the writing of this chapter, I will have to forgo reading these texts as a 

public act in a literary public sphere—unless by some miracle this text finds its way into 

print—and apply the principles of rhetorical-ethical criticism that I have outlined far too 

briefly above on my own. My two artifacts are separated in time by nearly 100 years and 

in temperament by divergent theological assumptions about civic life. I selected them 

because the tension we get from their juxtaposition is indicative of what I believe to be 

one of the more enduring and acrimonious debates about public values in contemporary 

life. I hope that in reading these two texts for what they add (or don’t add) to civic 

imagination will serve as a model for the critical possibilities inherent in connecting John 

Dewey with the teaching of rhetoric for civic engagement.        

I want to go back to the life of William Jennings Bryan before I introduce the 

artifacts. As a gifted orator, a Nebraskan congressman, and three-time loser of 

presidential races, Bryan was the nation’s leading exponent of the principles of both 

Jefferson and Jesus (Kazin 170). For almost all of the nineteenth century, both the 
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Declaration of Independence and the New Testament combined to form the political 

agenda of a dominantly Protestant nation concerned with equal rights as well as the 

spiritual salvation of the country. In a frenzy of oratory unmatched by anyone of his age, 

Bryan gathered around him the country’s populist masses as he stumped against the 

moneyed interests of an emergent plutocracy. His popular appeal came from his ability to 

argue for the divine worth of all people and the theological necessity of serving the 

welfare of working- and middle-class Americans (Kazin xviii). Bryan stands at a moment 

in American history when conservative fundamentalism shared goals and interests with 

progressive liberalism in a synthesis that by the 1920s was all but extinct. In writing his 

biography of Bryan, A Godly Hero, Michael Kazin wants us to lament with him the 

waning of this synthesis: It seems that true progressive politics is impossible when 

conservatives focus their religious attention too acutely on personal morality and liberals 

have lost the nerve to use religious arguments in the service of social change (Kazin 302-

3). In his groundbreaking work on social capital, Robert Putnam comes to a similar 

conclusion by calling for a new “great awakening” in which spiritual communities foster 

civic renewal through collaborative projects informed by religious zeal (409).   

Between 1890 and 1920 American religious culture experienced a remarkable 

transformation that has in some ways weakened the progressive impulse of which Dewey 

was such an emphatic advocate. Indeed the Scopes Trial in Dayton, Ohio can be seen as 

just one of many possible eulogies for the life of religious progressivism, though the civil 

rights movement in the 1960s certainly points toward a temporary resurrection. To tell 

this story using popular novels, I turn to Edward Bellamy’s Social Gospel novel, Looking 
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Backward, written in 1887, and Tim LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins’ apocalyptic novel Left 

Behind, published in 1995 as the first in a series of twelve novels about the earth’s last 

days. Both of these novels introduce us to alternative worlds of value and action that 

invoke salient civic possibilities. Both of them use the novel’s form as a sermonic device, 

a genre Greg Jackson has called the “homiletic novel” because the narrative force aims 

“to facilitate private devotion, strengthen moral autonomy, and foster social engagement” 

(642). Since neither novel is particularly engaging or elegantly-written (Left Behind is 

often unintentionally ridiculous), I will be focusing on their rhetorical force as artifacts 

that lead us on to judgment and wisdom. For the rest of this chapter I will approach these 

novels predetermined to read them against each other for what such an inquiry might 

produce in terms of civic imagination.9         

If three events could be said to have caused, or at least catalyzed, the social gospel 

movement at the end of the nineteenth century, they would be the great labor strikes of 

1877, the publication of Henry George’s economic work Progress and Poverty in 1879, 

and Edward Bellamy’s homiletic novel Looking Backward in 1887. In the summer of 

1877 one hundred thousand railroad workers from Pennsylvania to San Francisco walked 

off the line to protest yet another pay cut in the midst of crippling depression. The social 

crisis was escalated in the 1880s and 90s by more strikes, which were followed by violent 

responses from state militias and industrial strike-breakers. The country seemed on the 

verge of either the end of the world or a major revolution. In spite of the immense 

popularity of Henry George’s Progress and Poverty—an argument that increased wealth 

counterintuitively brought “the deepest poverty, the sharpest struggle for existence, and 
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the most of enforced idelness” (6)—the majority of the nation’s leaders, including its 

Protestant leaders, presented in the words of one historian “a massive, almost unbroken 

front in its defense of the social status quo” (May 91). By the end of the century, classical 

liberalism, with its emphasis on individual accomplishment free from government 

intervention, seemed to have created a yawning cultural divide between the upper classes 

and everyone else that threatened civil society. 

Looking Backward was at the vanguard of a liberal movement within 

Protestantism to challenge the status quo by taking the social teachings of Jesus 

seriously—far too seriously, in fact, for many conservative evangelicals nervous of the 

specter of socialism and of an all-too-social gospel that ignored spiritual necessities. As a 

movement, social Christianity (or the social gospel) was a diverse cadre of Protestant 

leaders whose optimism about the perfectability of human nature was matched only by 

their criticism of the unfettered pursuit of wealth at the expense of equality. As a 

journalist in New York and Boston, Edward Bellamy’s career as a reformist and socialist 

developed in tandem with a prolific production of short stories and novels. Looking 

Backward, his fifth novel, demonstrates Bellamy’s skill at presenting controversial 

ideological arguments in literary form, which as Nussbaum argued is the form most 

suited for such arguments (Tichi 11). Looking Backward is considered a utopian novel, 

one of more than fifty printed in the U.S. between 1880 and 1900, most of them written 

by socialists (Parrington 301-2). As a utopian novelist, Bellamy works in a genre 

centuries old, with Thomas More’s Utopia (1516) and James Harrington’s The 

Commonwealth of Oceana (1656) establishing the genre as a political force that was 
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meant to entertain and instruct, with the conceit of entertainment used as an excuse “to 

disclaim responsibility for any view that might be considered subversive” (Turner xiv). 

This assumption that literature is not to be taken as politically consequential gives the 

novelist the freedom to create an alternative world as an open criticism of the status quo, 

without suffering the same retribution as a pamphleteer would. This point does not make 

the novel any less political. In fact, it may intensify its subversive force. 

The plot of Looking Backward strikes the contemporary reader as absurd from the 

beginning, but its romanticism fits into the era that produced it. A rich young man of 

Boston named Julian West goes to sleep in his basement room on the night of May 30, 

1887 and wakes up in the year 2000. He is awakened by Doctor Leete, a man of great 

learning and compassion who spends the rest of the novel lecturing Julian on the dynamic 

changes that had taken place in the 113 years he’d been asleep. Dr. Leete’s daughter 

Edith provides the hope and mystery of romantic interest for Julian, and when they fall in 

love near the end of the novel Edith reveals that she is the great-granddaughter of the 

woman Julian was to marry back in the year 1887. Appropriately Julian becomes a 

historian at Shawmut College, a virtual walking time capsule,10 and marries Edith. It is 

hard to believe that such a plot would catapult a novel into being an all-time bestseller, 

second only to Uncle Tom’s Cabin in the history of American printing up to 1890. Yet in 

1935, no less intellectual than John Dewey listed it as second only to Marx’s Das Kapital 

as the most influential work since the Civil War (see Shurter xv).  

The momentum of the novel is controlled by Julian’s leisurely dialogues with Dr. 

Leete which serve as mini-lectures on the wretched backwardness of the nineteenth 
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century compared to the enlightened paradise to which Julian has awakened. The first 

thing Julian observes after a few days in 20th century Boston is the general prosperity and 

parity of the people. Dr. Leete explains that the “excessive individualism” and the 

primitive industrial system of Julian’s age were “inconsistent with much public spirit” 

(57). Somehow, amazingly, by 2000, the U.S. had gotten over the individualism thing 

through crisis, evolutionary social forces, and the triumph of public spiritedness so that 

the entire country had consolidated its wealth into a “single syndicate representing the 

people”—a socialist state in which the needs of everyone are not only met but exceeded 

by the efficiency and simplicity of the social system (65). Julian is amazed that the great 

labor question, so pressing and insoluble in his day, has been solved so that everyone 

works only half days and studies or recreates away the other half. All careers are open, 

and everyone has an equal opportunity to discover what their Creator has fitted them 

for.11  

As we pay careful attention at the form of the novel, we begin to see the world 

that Bellamy has created for us to inhabit—the artificial environment that provides us 

with our fixed norms for the “nonce,” as Booth put it (The Company We Keep 142). In 

the tradition of other Christian novels such as Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, Looking 

Backward chronicles a spiritual journey the reader is meant to emulate. Like the rest of 

nineteenth-century humanity, Julian is trapped in a social system whose values are at 

odds not only with sound thinking, but also with God’s will. As he reflects back on his 

previous life, he describes himself as one of those middle- to upper-middle class 

individuals oblivious to the inequities their way of life depended on. To describe this 
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social system, Julian uses an extended metaphor of a coach to which “the masses of 

humanity were harnessed,” pulling the upper classes along who, every once in a while, 

are moved enough by the suffering of the toilers to exhort them to hold out “hopes of 

possible compensation in another world” (39-40). The “incredible inhumanity” of this 

situation is compounded by two facts: that those riding feel they are of “finer clay” than 

those in the yoke, and that the riders, including Julian, feel “that there was no other way 

in which Society could get along” (40). This second point of the metaphor rings a key 

theme throughout the novel—that Julian, as representative of all of us, entertains false 

beliefs about the intransigence of the fixed social world, a world in which the free market 

system is accepted as the only system worth adopting. Bellamy wrote this novel during a 

historical period ruled by what Eric Goldman calls “conservative Darwinism,” or the idea 

that existing social institutions had progressed to the point of perfectibility, creating an 

“iron chain of ideas” around the gospel of wealth (Goldman 72). 

Of course these chains are not easily shrugged off, and in order to make a socialist 

acolyte out of Julian West, Bellamy has to kill him off and resurrect him, which is a 

poetic device meant to alert us of the dramatic personal transformation required for real 

social change. Back in the nineteenth century, Julian goes to sleep in his “subterranean 

room,” surrounded by “the silence of the tomb,” and protected as if in a vault from fire or 

violence (46). When he wakes up he finds that the house above him had been burned 

down the night he had fallen asleep (59). It seems as if the world of the past has been so 

thoroughly destroyed that Julian cannot use anything of his status quo life to orient 

himself to this new life. In Christian terms, Julian must be born again to learn how to be a 
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human in the new social order. During one of his conversations with Dr. Leete, he 

explains his predicament: “I am outside the system, and don’t see how I can get in; there 

seems no way to get in, except to be born in” (137). This situation causes a personal 

crisis: Julian feels he is experience a “helpless, eyeless groping for myself in a boundless 

void” where “all had broken loose” and his identity is at stake (78). Julian must unlearn 

what he has learned in order to understand why the legislature now meets only once 

every five years, why currency is no longer necessary, why there is no standing army, no 

prisons or poor houses, and no exploitation of women. More than that, Julian must 

symbolically die in order to break out of the iron chains of 19th century ideology and 

forsake his past life.     

This urging to look to the future, so strangely at play with the title of the novel, 

leads the reader to adopt a forward-looking orientation that is both optimistic and 

assertive. In fact the novel begins with a statement from Julian, then historian at Shawmut 

College in the year 2000, that the turn of the millennium has been heralded by “writers 

and orators” who turn to the future and to “the progress that shall be made, ever onward 

and upward, till the race shall achieve its ineffable destiny” (36). This introductory paean 

frames Looking Backward as an expression of future possibilities rather than past 

mistakes. Bellamy does not create this future as an intangible science fiction far removed 

from the harsh realities of the moment. Dr. Leete’s mini-lectures are filled with specific 

details about how individuals worked with evolving institutions to make progress 

possible. 
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This forward-looking optimism goes against the Calvinist grain of human frailty 

by implying that existing evils are products of evil institutions rather than evil 

individuals. “The conditions of human life have changed,” explains Dr. Leete, “and with 

them the motives of human action” (68). Since the market has been removed, everyone 

feels responsible to help everyone else; the self-preserving, self-centered driving force 

has been eradicated. In a particularly palpable section, Dr. Leete explains that “a complex 

mutual dependence becomes the universal rule,” mainly because the idea of 

interdependence has been fully realized (110). In this speech Bellamy quotes the common 

theme of the social gospel when he has Dr. Leete celebrate “the solidarity of the race and 

the brotherhood of man” as the new organizing virtue of public life. Later Dr. Leete calls 

the new system “a family, a vital union, a common life, a mighty heaven-touching tree 

whose leaves are its people, fed from its veins, and feeding it in turn” (111; 183). Julian 

sees the practical benefits of other-directedness every time he ventures out of Dr. Leete’s 

house. Bellamy would have us see that the social order in 2000 creates an environment 

where we discover “the unbounded possibilities of human nature” (206). Removing the 

institutions that keep human nature in a perverted state leads to “the realization of God’s 

ideal” of society (206). In the year 2000, the millennium has arrived.  

Now, all this may seem like socialist claptrap and fatuous nineteenth century 

romance  were it not for the fact that the millennium has not arrived—at least not for the 

readers of Looking Backward. This novel is not meant merely to be a celebration of a 

futuristic golden age. The most climatic point of the novel takes place near the end when 

Julian wakes up and discovers that he’s back in the 19th century and that Dr. Leete and 
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his utopia have all been a dream. When he reads the headlines in the papers he is 

reminded of the century’s ills that he has returned to: wars, strikes, suicides, women and 

children compelled to work in deplorable conditions, murder for money, illiteracy, insane 

asylums overflowing, and so on. As he stumbles out into the street, hung over with the 

richness of his dream, he reels at the inequity he sees. “I had dreamed of a city whose 

people fared all alike as children of one family,” he thinks. He walks by standing armies 

marching and factories belching smoke, by tenement houses and poor neighborhoods, 

and with horror he realizes his complicity in an unfair system: 

Now I found upon my garments the blood of this great multitude of strangled 

souls of my brothers. The voice of their blood cried out against me from the 

ground. Every stone of the reeking pavements, every brick of the pestilential 

rookeries, found a tongue and called after me as I fled: “What has thou done with 

thy brother Abel? (226)

In despair he shouts out, “I have been to Golgotha [. . .] I have seen Humanity hanging on 

a cross!” (227) As the new prophet of social potentialities, Julian rushes to the house of 

his relatives to preach against the social order. Just when Julian is about to be thrown into 

an insane asylum by his relatives, he wakes yet again and discovers that he is still back in 

Dr. Leete’s house and that, confusingly, he only dreamed he had only dreamed it all. 

Instead of fully rejoicing to be back in the millennium of socialist utopia, Julian feels the 

shame and self-reproach of knowing that unlike Ebeneezer Scrooge, he can’t go back and 

right his wrongs after a sobering dream. As subjects trapped in the inequities of 
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contemporary life, the readers are meant to identify with Julian’s prophetic yearnings and 

work toward the realization of Dr. Leete’s society.      

Looking Backward can be read as an aid to civic imagination because of the 

emphasis it places on transformation of social institutions through the awakening of 

connectedness and other-directedness. When he wakes up back in the year 2000, Julian’s 

deepest regret is that he had done little to help the condition of the wretched of the earth 

by agitating for social changes that would benefit everyone, not just the poor and 

disenfranchised. In fact he feels it would have been better for him to be trapped back in 

the 19th century, “pleading for crucified humanity with a scoffing generation” (230). This 

could be considered a productive looking backward to look forward: Bellamy uses 

Julian’s regret to fuel the resolve of contemporary readers to work for the kind of society 

imagined by Bellamy to be characteristic of the Christian millennium (Tichi 18). Looking 

Backward provides not only a political agenda for progressive change but a spiritual 

animus that gives the agenda a powerful teleology. In effect, Bellamy is arguing that 

creating a socialist state means aligning society with divine will—a powerful rhetorical 

move that imbues the project at hand with transcendent importance. Yet that 

transcendence is not an important part of the novel. Rather, Bellamy is careful to 

foreground scientific management and practical political economy as the engine of 

change, so that individual readers feel empowered to participate in the realization of 

democratic equality in every sense of the word.

It is important to point out that the period in which Bellamy achieved his amazing 

literary success saw the beginning of the end of evangelical consensus about civic 
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engagement. The waning political influence of William Jennings Bryan at the beginning 

of the twentieth century was indicative of a wider shift in popular Christian culture 

toward a literal reading of the Bible and a greater emphasis on personal, rather than 

social, spiritual commitments. The consistently misunderstood Bryan was no 

fundamentalist. Until he died in 1925, several days after the Scopes Trial, Bryan 

championed a pragmatic application of Bible teaching for what he considered a Christlike 

society (Kazin 264). His defense of the Bible against modern science in the high drama of 

Dayton’s court can be considered a bellwether for a widespread conservative Protestant 

response to liberal theology, higher criticism of the Bible, and encroaching science. By 

1920, conservative American evangelicals had largely abandoned social concerns in what 

has been called the “Great Reversal”—a shift of focus from public activism to right 

belief, personal piety, biblical inerrancy, and the eradication of personal sin (Marsden 91-

2). Though conservative evangelicals never withdrew their outreach programs to the 

needy, they often concentrated on the way personal salvation rather than social programs 

would leaven the lump of public life. Fundamentalist leaders like Charles Trumbull and 

Isaac Haldeman went so far as to preach that progressive reform was a Satanic distraction 

(Marsden 125).

The incredible popularity of the novels in the Left Behind series demonstrate the 

continued vibrancy of the fundamentalist millenarian tradition that coalesced in the 

1920s. As of this year, the series and its various incarnations in graphic novels and 

children’s books has sold more than 75 million copies (“The Left Behind Series.”). A 

2004 Newsweek poll gives us an explanation for the immense sales—over half of the U.S. 
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population believes in the apocalyptic vision chronicled in the series (see Crowley 104). 

In Toward a Civil Discourse Sharon Crowley suggests that this popularity has to do with 

the way fundamentalist rhetoric employs “a tightly articulated ideology” that has the 

power to “smooth over contradictions that might give rise to dissonance or doubt” in the 

believer (105). This rhetorical strategy concerns Crowley because it insists on 

nonnegotiable ideals that close off opportunities for rhetorical invention in civil 

discourse. At times her criticism seems alarmist and dismissive, but her critique of 

contemporary fundamentalism brings into the dialogue a theoretical stance that helps us 

debate the value and role of deeply-held religious belief in public life. Crowley provides 

a helpful starting-point for those interested in analyzing cultural texts that offer a civic 

vision that may be circumscribed by nonnegotiable religious beliefs. Reading Looking 

Backward and Left Behind together may help students of rhetoric begin to discuss the 

way popular cultural artifacts create conflicting civic worlds. 

With 13 total books in the series, Left Behind is the story of “the earth’s last 

days,” as the book covers tell us. The books give a fictional representation of the way 

biblical prophecy will be fulfilled, particularly the apocalyptic prophecies found in the 

writings of John the Revelator. For religious historian George Marsden, this obsession 

with the cataclysmic end of the world represents a central paradox in contemporary 

fundamentalist practice: in tandem with efforts to transform American politics and 

culture grew a more pessimistic attitude that the end was near (247). The premillennialist 

strain placed emphasis on the immanent return of Christ and the tumultuous times that 

would follow the Rapture, or the supernatural evacuation of the saved from the planet. 
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Premillennial fundamentalists watch diligently for the signs of the second coming, which 

include the restoration of Israel to the Jews, the rising up of an Antichrist, and widespread 

wickedness. The Left Behind series begins immediately after the Rapture and follows a 

band of repentant believers called the Tribulation Force who fight the rise of the 

Antichrist who makes his appearance as a slick-talking political wunderkind from 

Romania.

Left Behind begins with thoughts of adultery at 36,000 feet. Pushing “thoughts of 

his family” out of his mind, airline pilot Rayford Steele leaves his copilot at the controls 

and heads off to find Hattie Durham, the flight attendant he’s been fantasizing about. 

Made during “the darkest hour before dawn,” Ray’s decision follows from his thoughts of 

his own wife, a deeply religious woman whose obsession with evangelical Christianity 

and her “preoccupation with the end of the world, with the love of Jesus, with the 

salvation of souls” repels him (4). Her “religious fanaticism” frees Rayford to “daydream 

without guilt” about Hattie (5). When he meets Hattie outside the cockpit, they both 

discover that some of the people on the plane have disappeared, leaving only their clothes 

behind. As the people on the plane begin to panic about their missing friends and 

relatives, Ray remembers what his wife Irene had told him about the Rapture, when Jesus 

would gather the saved to him before the second coming in a miraculous twinkling of an 

eye. When they get the plane on the ground and Ray returns to his house, he finds his 

wife and son Raymie’s clothes folded up on their beds. His family has been raptured and 

he has been left behind. Thus begins a spiritual journey for Ray and his daughter Chloe 

who had been avid scoffers of religious sentiment before their rude awakening. 
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On that same plane, a young reporter for the Global Weekly named Cameron 

Williams (nicknamed “Buck”) finds himself left behind also. (In fact, it seems nearly 

every reporter in the United States has been left out of the rapture, which I take to be an 

implicit argument of the authors about the moral stature of journalists.) Buck finds 

himself in the thick of the century’s most fascinating story—the mass disappearance of 

good Christians everywhere. As a reporter for religious developments, Buck had been in 

Israel when the Russians12 launch an air attack on the Holy Land, ostensibly out of 

jealousy over Israel’s new desert agricultural technology. After watching the miraculous 

delivery of Israel from the Russians—heavenly fire and hailstones of biblical proportion 

wiped out the Russian fleet in minutes—Buck became a believer in God, but not 

necessarily in Christ. As he covers world developments for the Global Weekly, Buck 

watches the rise of Nicolae Carpathia, an international political phenomenon with blond 

hair, blue eyes, and rhetorical mastery whom he eventually discovers is the Antichrist. 

Buck meets up with Ray and a handful of others and becomes saved just in time to join 

Tribulation Force in the desperate fight for souls in the End Times.    

As with Looking Backward, Left Behind offers us protagonists whose spiritual 

journeys form not only the plot of the novel but the “moral script for spiritual 

performance” for the readers, to use Greg Jackson’s words (643). As with other homiletic 

novels, Left Behind consistently and actively engages with the reader through a fictive 

world that is meant to promote change in the reader’s moral make-up through the 

aesthetic qualities of the novel. In order to read this novel using the ethical-rhetorical 

criticism I described above, we must attend to the way that it develops that moral script 
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through a “lived deliberative situation,” as Nussbaum puts it, that in turn implies a civic 

realm of action (142). With a PhD in literature and theology, Tim LaHaye seems 

particularly equipped to use the novel’s form as a sermon (though as a popular work of 

fiction, Left Behind lacks the aesthetic qualities that Nussbaum feels are essential for 

creating moral worlds in fiction). The spiritual journeys of Ray and Buck engage the 

reader in a hermeneutical struggle for their own soul, and in addition they reinforce 

attitudes about the politics of living together. 

As another manifestation of the “Great Reversal” in fundamentalism’s approach 

to social issues, Left Behind creates a civic world in which the best an individual can do is 

accept Jesus as Savior and align him- or herself with other believers in order to 

evangelize those who have not been raptured. Unlike in Looking Backward in which the 

protagonist’s regret is meant to inspire the reader to civic action, Left Behind’s persuasive 

force comes out by invoking deep regret in readers for their own actions rather than the 

protagonist’s. After discovering that his wife and son have been raptured, Ray feels 

cycles of deep regret for different behaviors that have been inconsistent with Christian 

fundamentals: condescending attitude to churchgoers, innocuous beliefs in the goodness 

of God, a flippant approach to Bible study, adulterous thoughts about Hattie, neglect of 

his fatherly duties, his general self-centeredness and stinking pride (75). In Looking 

Backward (as in A Christmas Carol and other novels of this kind), the regret is in the 

realization that it was almost too late for the protagonist to make a difference to 

individuals with whom he shared public space. That regret is used to propel the thoughts 
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of the reader outward, to community life, rather than inward, to an investigation of 

personal alignment with divine will.     

Yet there is more here to analyze than the mere absence of public spiritedness; 

often it seems the novel’s plot suggests that political action, civic engagement, and public 

affairs are futile, and even Satanic. As he rises in popularity among news reporters and 

world leaders, Carpathia the Antichrist gives speeches advocating (of all things) peace, 

activism, nuclear disarmament, and global brotherhood (245). As the reporters and 

political workers get behind this international agenda, we realize that we are meant to 

look on this plan of public spiritedness as the ultimate antithesis of all that is good. In 

fact, as Ray’s reflection seems to indicate, in the post-Rapture tribulation, the time for 

civility, for “polite conversation, for gentle persuasion,” is long gone (344). In the 

apocalyptic world, nothing matters but a strict alignment with the literal teachings of the 

Bible. As an Ivy League graduate, Buck had become an idealistic journalist with “the 

courage and the audacity to stand up to oppression, to big government, to bigotry” (428-

9). In the End Times, those progressive ideals have become meaningless. Rather, the 

community ideal is embodied in the tiny band of individuals who have begun to 

congregate at New Hope, a small evangelical church “born of tragedy and need,” 

gathering the repentant in order to proselytize to the world together (223). Their 

togetherness is defined by their individual commitments to Christ and their common 

purpose “to stand and fight the enemies of God” through one-on-one persuasive efforts. 

Left Behind presents a fascinating world of fixed norms for our analysis—a world 

so different to Bellamy’s in Looking Backward that it is hard to believe that they both 
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share a distinct evangelical heritage. As I mentioned in the last paragraph, LaHaye and 

Jenkins use the Antichrist as the voice of some of the progressive interests of nineteenth 

century evangelical Christianity. In Left Behind, the task of rebuilding civil society after 

the immense cataclysm of the Rapture is left to the devil. No alternatives to war, 

violence, poverty, or harmful globalization come from anyone but “Saint Nick,” the 

world’s nickname for the Antichrist (380). Much like the fundamentalists of the 1920s, 

LaHaye and Jenkins seem to be saying that the best that can possibly be done for civil 

society in times of crisis is to ensure the personal salvation of each individual through an 

evangelical program of repentance and worship. Right belief through reflective study of 

the Bible becomes the fundamental concern of social life. Though it is clear that the 

primary motivation of the Tribulation Force—and, by rhetorical inference, LaHaye and 

Jenkins—is charitable in that they believe their plan will be the best for everyone on 

earth, the scope of their civic imagination is narrowed down to the spiritual crisis of the 

individual.   

Conclusion

Reading literature as an aid to civic imagination requires a new agenda in literary 

studies and an (old) new agenda in rhetorical studies. As Rosa Eberly has argued, novels 

can come back into rhetorical education for civic engagement only when they are 

discussed, not as aesthetic objects with formalistic qualities, but as texts that illustrate the 

public nature of speaking and writing in literary public spheres (171). As a Deweyan 

public theorist, Eberly is concerned mostly with the conversations about literature 

(particularly controversial literature) rather than the conversations within literature as 
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they are manifested in the aesthetic qualities of the work. The Project on Civic Reflection 

comes close to the literary public spheres Eberly imagines, but their work advocates the 

idea that literary works have something to say about the way we live and work together. 

And even further into the text, ethical and rhetorical critics have preserved the aesthetic 

study of literature as a means of getting at its deeply-textured rhetoricality—the way a 

novel uses plot, metaphor, symbolism, character development, and dialogue to turn the 

arrows of our minds in a certain direction. Furthermore, Nussbaum suggests that the form 

and content of literature have an organic unity that provides a normative texture for 

making our way in public life that can be richer and more rewarding than even political 

or philosophical discourse. For Whitman, democracy’s poet, imaginative literature 

illuminates a culture’s “own interior and vital principles, reconstructing, democratizing 

society” (365).  

As we continue to engage with the rhetorical poetics of fiction as English 

rhetoricians, we will pass on to our students a critical awareness of the way deep reading 

can serve as an aid to civic imagination. I have argued that John Dewey’s progressive 

education provides a theoretical framework for approaching the teaching of rhetoric for 

civic engagement for several reasons: (1) his ethical stance encourages us to see our 

interdependence and to work for social change that will free all individuals for equal 

development of their abilities; (2) his emphasis on education as the primary vehicle of 

effective democracy leads us to teach writing and speaking as a means of pooling our 

collective intelligence rather than a specialized activity that prepares students for their 

careers; and (3) Dewey’s claim that “the problem of the public” is the improvement of 
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public discourse gives rhetorical studies an added political impetus to create curricula to 

help students improve their performance and critical analysis skills for civic engagement. 

When we teach the back-and-forthness of argument, the often informal process of 

deliberation, and the critical analysis of literature as an aid to civic imagination, we 

engage with them in a progressive agenda for social change that Dewey advocated. Yet 

the teaching of performance and critical analysis is but half of the process. Like Linda 

Flower and the many other progressive rhetorical activists, we must continue to find ways 

to let the teaching of these skills extend out to our manifold publics where students will 

discover the rewards of the rhetoric of making a difference. 

Notes

1 I consider Gioia’s argument an “epistemological” one because he makes assumptions 

about literature’s influence as a medium on our ways of knowing. In Amusing Ourselves 

to Death, Neil Postman argues that the medium of television cannot transmit public 

discourse in any way other than entertainment. He then makes an argument similar to 

Gioia’s that print culture requires of readers intense concentration, attentiveness to 

lengthy chains of argument, and delayed gratification. 

2 As an avid but casual reader of literature, I am not saying that all literature should 

provoke the civic imagination or that all literature should be read for that purpose. 

3 In 1935 Louise Rosenblatt made the sociological exploration of literature a popular 

practice by bringing the work of John Dewey and other social scholars to the act of 

teaching, reading and responding to literature. In Literature as Exploration she argued 
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that literature always “inevitably involves the conscious or unconscious reinforcement of 

ethical attitudes” to  provide “a framework of values” that gives literature its true vitality 

(Rosenblatt 16). Mirroring attitudes taken from Art as Experience, she further argued that 

the social and aesthetic aspects of imaginative literature are “inseparable” (23).

4 This pattern of association seems unconsciously patterned after the Greek symposium, a 

traditionally male dinner party where the guests engaged in heady conversation, 

discussed philosophy and politics, gave speeches both serious and flippant, and were 

entertained by musicians and sexual attendants of both genders. Plato’s dialogue 

“Symposium” provides the classical example.   

5 In the expansive and eclectic prose typical of his work, Burke suggests in his essay 

“Literature as Equipment for Living” that sociological criticism would reveal equipment 

for living on topics as “strategies for selecting enemies and allies, for socializing losses, 

for warding off evil eye, for purification, propitiation, and desanctification, consolation 

and vengeance, admonition and exhortation, implicit commands or instructions of one 

sort or another” (Philosophy of Literary Form 304).   

6 I do not know if Walker is the originator of this term, but it appears in his work and in 

the work of John Kirby. For an excellent collection of rhetorical poetics, check out 

Professor Gideon Burton’s website, “The Forest of Rhetoric,” found at  

http://humanities.byu.edu/rhetoric/silva.htm. 

7 Jennifer Howard suggests that the fragmentation of literary criticism has opened the 

doors to ethical criticism once again as a viable means of discussing value systems in 

literary art, a practice that is often tabled by antifoundationalist approaches.  
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8 Booth rightly attributes the idea that literary reading is the search for something to 

“carry away” to Louise Rosenblatt, who in turn based her transactional model of reading 

literature on the scholarship of John Dewey.  

9 This approach falls somewhere between the etic and emic approaches to rhetorical 

artifacts described by Edwin Black, with etic being approaches that bring pre-existent 

theory to the artifact and emic being a more organic reading based on what the artifact 

suggests about its own rhetoricality (in Kuypers 23). I read ethical criticism as a loose 

criticism with a few important heurist questions but without a distinct methodological 

approach. 

10 Coincidentally some of Bellamy’s contemporaries hostile to the socialist themes of 

Looking Backward wrote novels that picked up where Bellamy left off. In Looking 

Further Forward (1890), for example, Richard Michaelis has the historian Julian meet a 

janitor at Shawmut who had once been a historian that had championed the liberal 

tradition of market freedom and had been sent to an insane asylum for it. The implicit 

argument was that Bellamy’s utopia made no room for opposition or economic liberty. 

This work was followed by a series of equally forgettable novels with names like Looking 

Further Backward (1890), Looking Backward and What I Saw (1890), and Looking 

Beyond (1891). These works have fallen from memory, for obvious reasons.  

11 Dewey’s ethics could be said to have been influenced by this very principle—that the 

Good Society is one in which any person having inclination and aptitude can excel in any 

field of study, discipline, career, activity, or “function,” to use Dewey’s word. Education 
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was meant to discover and cultivate these aptitudes in an environment of equal access. 

See Outline of a Critical Theory of Ethics (EW 3: 237-388).     

12 I do not have room in this essay to describe the many Cold War references that these 

two authors—dyed-in-the-wool Reagan California evangelical conservatives, both of 

them—weave into the story, including criticism of the UN and a line of baddies coming 

from old Communist countries like Russia and Romania and old Reagan antagonists like 

Libya.  
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CONCLUSION

The university in the desert planned by David Ben-Gurion that I mentioned in the 

introduction did not turn out to be the kind of technocratic, isolated institution Jurgen 

Habermas feared. After establishing itself in 1969, the University of the Negev became 

the locus of community outreach and social development for the region in health care, 

education, and economic equity. With 17,000 students, it is the most popular university 

for young Israelis. The desert, it seems, has become less a place for acetic industrial study 

and more an institution for nation-building through critical engagement with the 

environment and the community.    

However Habermas’s challenge to refigure education to invoke political 

awakening in students remains salient for us today when powerful institutions, moneyed 

interests, and technocratic industries are eager for undergraduate workers to become the 

next decade’s aristocrats. This challenge parallels John Dewey’s own historical moment 

in the scientific atmosphere of the first half of the twentieth century. Some of his 

progressive colleagues (like Lippman) did not share Dewey’s faith in ordinary people to 

understand the problems of this complicated world and their solutions. They called for a 

cadre of experts—public intellectuals, independent of special interests, serving the public, 

but yet smart enough to make tough decisions in behalf of the rest of us. But as 

Westbrook has shows so clearly in perhaps the best biography of America’s pragmatist, 

Dewey recognized that the danger of this rule of experts was that they would produce 

“fixed blueprints” imposed from the top down (Westbrook 456). 
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Democracy was not supposed to work that way, and Dewey distinguished the 

activity of the experts from real democracy with the word “planning,” which in Dewey’s 

democracy entailed “the formulation of ends and control of means by the public and by 

association, discussion, and contention within and among voluntary, functional group” 

(456). Associating, discussing, and contending are “ing” words, as Westbrook points out, 

and Dewey’s democracy, as I hope I have shown here, is a “society of ‘ing’ words,” of 

doing, making, and knowing, together (456). Or as I have suggested in this work, 

progressive democracy and civic engagement consist of teaching, listening, analyzing, 

arguing, reciprocating, asserting, counter-asserting, performing, and storytelling—

activities that fall in the realm of rhetoric and its classical teaching tradition, a tradition I 

believe is being neglected. If it is to continue this vibrant tradition for civic engagement,

undergraduate rhetorical education must take up the problems of living together as the 

generative starting point for curricular innovations in the performative and analytical arts 

of persuasion. We can continue to teach rhetoric as a back and forth activity that leads to 

transformational experiences and political wisdom. We can teach rhetorical deliberation 

as a civic act by encouraging students to assume roles in imaginative scenarios that 

challenge them to engage in the arts of public disagreement. Finally, we can continue to 

teach literature as an aid to civic imagination by reading poetic works rhetorically for the 

way they expand our ability to act ethically and creatively to public dilemmas.     
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